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. - This book offers a itealth of suggestions to accommodate a myriad of teactirig as
al

well as learning styles. The chapters present a healthy balance between practical
ant' .4heaiealcal concergs of interest to foreign languages teachers at sail levels of

The papers in. this voluble represent only a sampling of presentations given at a _

'Ante joint meeting of the Central States Conference on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages and the Ohio Modem Language Teachers Association, The conference

--. theme, "Manyk.earners,' Many Styles of current-interest in student learning
-;.;:styles on the part of educators in all disciplines, at all levels. Rather than teaching

for the hypothetical average student, teatars are attempting to adapt instruction
to..the needs of the individual, realizing no one method, technique, or strategy
genres learning by everyone.

4
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Madeline A. Cooke
, Program Chairperson

i,977 Joint Meeting of the
Centild States Conference and the

Ohio Modern Language Teachers Association
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.11

Itenate.,A. Schulz
State ilniitettity College of New York a Buffalo

ir

i

Educators have made greit strides in acquiring knowledge, in analyzing,' classifying,
and systematizing it, in defining disciplines, in establishing educational objectives,
and in constructing model curricula. But the basic stumbling block, the persistent
troublemaker, .in our neatly conceived systems remains, ironically, the human
learner-the person -for whom those efforts are intended. As Gagne has stated, "The
Only reality or integrity that a discipline has lies in the human competenCies of the

learner and in his subsequent attaifunents.I )
While every individual shares numerous traits with other members of our spe-

cies and progresseqirough.:many common and generally 'predictable stages of-, de-

velopment, each learner re .unique in personality and in ways of acquiring and -
retrieving information.

Is there any teacher who has not, a e dime, or another, been amazed, dis-
couraged, challenged, frustrated, overwhelmed, 'm*d . delighfed by the diversity of -

human natio he or she faces in every classroom? We are often struck by-the reali-
zation that there is no singlq way to appeal to all stidentkor to guarantee that an
of them will achieve a given objective. Even if on MondaliNve bpiSt, by-crifrol
referenced maatery,testing, that all students be/able to conjitiots the verb "to Have,"

cannot be certain that John and Mary will be able to remember and reapply that
knowledge on Friday when we might want-lo introduce the perfect tense. ', .

The leaching profession has long recognized the need to individualize instruc-
tion. Teachers have deviated considerable effort to adapt, goals, environ ent; and

the pace of learning to indivjdual needs and abilities or to achieve co n goals

through a variety of offerings geared to individual students' interests. 'flitsti d to
adapt instruction td the learner-the need to personalize karningrepairp,

i f,
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at al! levels of form!l educntion., tentuiy-old.attempts to use a re--,
vene pqixdure tad adapt the learner to the institutions (while admittedly 'very ef-

ficient in theory and suceetsful for Many learners) have led to' great.lasses in human

potential. Too many of our students do not become what they are capable of be-, .

coming; too many do not gain the knowledge, skills, and attitudes we at--

tempt to teach:
This volume's title mentions the two cilia ents Learning Styles and

Teachini. Optionswhich nee considered in our efforts to personalize in-

strucdon. We need'to diagnose individual- learning stylesand strategies to determine,

how a student learns most effectively. Also, we Must develop appropriate teaching
optioin (including content, objectives, materials, techniques, and learning environs

ments) to facilitate optimuni learning for each learner.
Several systematic attempts it defining and measuring4earning styles -have al-

- ready been made and have gained wide attention in the recent past. Hosenfeld has

_written a thoroUgh review of the existing literature on the topic and summarizes

work by pioneers in the field.?
A student's learning (or cognitive, or conceptual -style) can be 'defined in briet

as the way an Individual learnshest, considering a number of relevant factors; such

as preferred environment, emotional and social setting, need for structure, cultistil

influences, preferred sensory modalities, reasoning patterns, and memory factors.

Stine of the procedures devised 'far Measuring the ways, people learn best are very,

complex, taking into consideration as many as forty-one separate variables.' Often

a trained evaluator is 'needed to score such tests. As Helen Lepke (Chapter Two be-

low) cautions, procedures for reliable assessment of learning differences may not

yet be ready for wide-scale utilization, especially since teachers lack the. necessary

training for this task ancsince weisavenot yet identified and tested suitable Arate-

gies for meeting particular learning Modes: Nevertheless, classroom teachers do

need to develop a Sensitivity to thole behavioral characteristics of students which.
can be utilized in'achieving our instnIctional goals.

This book contains a representative sampling of the papers Presented at the

1977 joint meeting of the Central States Conference and the Ohio Modern Language

Teachen Association. The chapters. deal with many topics all interrelated by the

common concern cef ,finding w&yi to improve instruction, increase learning,' and

make foreign language stud, mote accessible to more students
Derek Nunney Considers higher student achievement the major rationale for

personalizing language instruction. Instructiongl.success is define! in terms of 90%

of the learners succeeding on 901% of the evaluations at a 90% level of achievement.

The author maintains that such sur,ciss can be achieved in a personalizeckProgram

where students' individual cognitive styles are analyzed and matched with appropri-.
ate instructional strategies.

The chapter by Helen Leplcereports on classroom research findings which indi-

cate a potential for the use of Cognitive Style. Mapping in increasing achievement

and motivation of foreign language students.

Based on the hypothesis tliatIlearning processes and patterns of perception used

to get mewling. From our native tongue also apply to foreign language learning,-

Harry Reinert has developed an instrument for identifying modality preferences that

to e
1 1
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I. can be easily administered, idoredand interpreted. He explains the procedure did
suggests chef options for. utiliiing the,information'Otaihed.

F Midley discus's similarities in.leatningstrefegik as they pertain, to native
language and foreign language. reading: Hisuggetts.oluce-Vep appioach tQ reading ,Z

,

instruction, including readiness, Piclancf, and comptebention activities. IP
Laura Heilennan examines the, isotess of :vocabularyieaZinitg. She points' out -

that info;mation overload and stitne-Constrainis hth the Iterate language classroom '
; make it inefficientio avoid direeitrorfatik ahltihat-students autnmatically use

their native tongue as an interrnediaiy: meaningAIESeveral
- techniques are 'offered for. using the learners' translating tendencies as-a supportive 44*

means in vocabulary leanfing.
The c.htipter by Brirce Bettie and Jose Labrador describes asystematic method

of using videotaped commercial films to teach vocabulary and sthictural feature§ of,
the target language.

. Anthony Jung presents an exciting interdisciplinary Inter-national Studies op) -

tion which emphasizes the value of interdepgtmental cooperatiOn.:
Donna Sutton describes a successful, individualized, upper-level high school po-

gram. Ahe explains tfie''theOretical framepork which,led toits conception and im-

plenientation. 0 . . '.
Judith Morrow and Lorraine Strasheim feel that teachers too often devise and

,
use supplementary materials haphazardly, without dearejectives d without con-

e . . sidering tow the extra activities, will fit into the 'alre limited time variable for
instruction. The authors 'maintain diordie only yell cr onale fres lementing

.
the text is to help students achieve the specified aims'ill of the course.

, Thty offer a wealth of supplementary activities which can be utilizes: meeting
.

.
learner needs, .

Claudia Edwards presents a Latin' in Language Arts (LILA) program which vita

,` developed anci tested with the support of an ESEA Title IV Innovative Education
, 'Grant. Although the objectives and materials deal with Latin only, such a program

i could be easily generralized and adapted to 'other foreignlanguages in any elemen-
tary curriculum. - .

Wilgi Rivers Pints out that language patterns' whicrsome "naturally", to a
speaker irl his mother tongue my not be "normal" in ,another language. She

recommends that. we seek rrktural language use outside the- classroom- in informal
tocial interaction and 'break r-tit traditional dlassroomAttudent-teaCher relation-
ship by taking advantage of the students' personal interests and reotcupatiors.

. A '
Elaine and Michael Horwitz emphasize the.importance

ingcoinmunicative competence in the native as well as in the.
propose strategies for clarification, content reflection, and f lingreflection w h' -

might aid in clarifying the meaning and intent of messages an help t6 reduce
tural stereotypes, thus increasing the communicative effectiveness of the student,.
the teacher, and the culture bearer. .

4

The chapter by Elizabeth.Leemann and Lynn Wavorly describeia coursefor be-
Tniminicollege foreign language students which emphasizes-communicative language
use IRA* classroom. Although no empirical data are presented,Jo substantiate the

.- .. \

empathy in develop- -.7
reign language. They

1.2
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1
effettivenes of thilprograln, their approach -teggests a valid option for some t

ot.our students. . 4.,

; Alan' Ce414111 Npci Hutribach have *Mien a thorough primer Tor 'the teacher,.
'photographer who,wishes to make-his or Iter.owndrcies toallustate the culture and
civilization of the target langtiage country, .

Kathleen Reykin's chapter dim not .neilf fit Within the parameter's set the

t, ., tide of tills',4,eolume. Harever, her 'suggestions of strategies for visibility and stir nt , ...
reciuitment for.post-secondary language prograirkpresent many options tor biing-

,,ing our efforts and expertise to die attention of the iiublic;At a time when our tiro-
! fethional survival is tluxiatened by tow enrollments and retrenchment, her message is

veep

..., a.tintiorie ?.tb,"" . -' -I:, , -- . , .

f . J041'1) eiso tit:In:in the Uontext of mass education "Item will prbbably
; always temain an le Meal. The elu44e combinati&iii 4 factors which

make each of_us unique Arid Wilich clintribute. 'is) iv tat, why, 'how, when, and'
where we learn iill never be cfinip*ttlx pffiiidic4tite. But thl search for systematic -
ways of diagnosiiig individual diteeren.W aiid for effective optiofis to acco

. these differenbes must proceed in 6rder _to'inake education niore accessible and
more 1?eneficial' to a greater pioftortion of our students. We hope that this:y,olume
will,be-a useful source or information slid ideas'which will give encabragiinent to',

4.IkA
continue the search.- Va .

. , . . .,

. .,..

., . -.
- .

.4

Atio
.

I. Robert Gagn6,- The Contiris of Learning, mcond edition (New York: Holt
Rinehart and Winston, 149771 p. 244. , .

2. Carol Hosenfeld, "The New Student Role: Individual Differences and Implica- -'

tions foarstruction," pp. 129-68 in Gilbert A. Jarvii, ed., Perspective: A New
Freedorh. (Skokie, Ili.: National Textbook Company, 1975). .

_ 3. See figure 1, "Educatiohal Cognitive Style Map," in chapter one by Derek N.
Ndfirtey4 , i

6 * 6.
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..EducatiOnal
C

cognitive Style:
Aittasis for Personalizing.

41Koreigi? Latiguage Instruction

Derek N. Nunney
Oa Patti Community College, Michigan 4

. A

,

a Improving the quality of instruction has been a major focus for niany teachers and
,resefFchers during the past century. The search for improvement has been acceler-
oted by the impact of science and technology. We have witnessed the individualized

instruction movement,- the counseling movement, and the team-teaching movement,
to name but a few of the attempts designed to upgrade the quality of education.

Many of these changes have influenced foreign language teaching. But l too
often, as we attempt to bring hew approaches to the classroom, we have been un-
able to match the iridividual student with the appropriate prescription or method of
teachhig. Some "innovations," such as language 'labs or progsainmed instruction,
have been n used for all students. Not surprisingly, this wholesale application has re-
'sultedln failure for .many learners.

The lack of a systematic approach to determine thy, way in which students learn
has been a major handicap for educators. This has been compounded by our in-,
ability, to define clearly those methods and 'techniques which are needed to deal
with specific leainer characteristics.

The purpose of thisarticle is to a t the foreign language educator with the
concept of Educational Cognitive Style which can give us some valuable insights
intoindividual learner characteristics and resulting instructional needs, The gaper,

liiresensts some of the assumptions thacan be used as the basis for designing person-
abed educational Programs in which higher levels of .achievement can be amid-.
pated for all students.

Understanding how students gain new information,Ameu it,and program it in.

1.
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.Petsanalizing,Poreign Language Instruction

their own brains must become. one of the major dimensions of foreign language in'

struction. 'Nese humsinprocesses form the basic structure of Educatis 'five

Style which determines how a person learns or formulates concepts. owing stu-

Acute Cognitive Styles helps us decide, for example, whether they 'will successful

in small -group interaction sessions rather than in a lecture-or in piogrammed in-

struction. Furthermore, we can determine ,if they are orderly, systematic thinkers,

prefer a more 'unstructured approach to learning, or whether they choose combine-

of these and other modes of sinderstanding. The technique used to determine

an. 's style is known as : Cognitive Style Mapping."
The introduction of, Educational Cognitive Style as °one-oft:he Edii6ational Sci-

erices by Hill' has provided a comprehensive conceptual framework within which

-new, ideas can be. developed and integrated with previously) accepted concepts.

Within the context of substantial searches for increased efficiency' in education,

Cognitive Style Mapping has been introduced as a basis for greater personithittion

of instruction kadiiig te, successfurachievement by students at all levels of'aduca-

tional development., .

Educational Cognitive Style
.

,

An individual's Educational-Cognitive Style is a description of the way he or

the seeks meaning from the formalized structure of a foreigh language. The "style"

of an individual encompasses numerous elements which can be idented through
observation of behaviors in learning situatihivi, interviews, questionnaires and tests.

These elements are displayed as an Educational Cognitive:Style Map (see Figure

1) which presents a picture or profile of the variety of modalities students can pos. 4.

ithly use in the learning process. In; this sense, an EducationalCognitive Style Map

is much the same JO the foreign lingliage teacher as an X-ray is to a medical doc-

tor. Analysis of the map reveals those copal* style elements which constitute a
"major" orientation for each student. These elements form basis for prescribing

presentation methods for the materials which the student understand. -It must:.

be pointed out that we can andthust also write prescriptions designed to augment

areas of weakness shown by elements which constitute a "minor" or "negligible"

orientation for the student.
This two-dimensional use of th; EducationalSognitive Style Mapto prescribe

for achievement and to prescribe for augmentatioliTdemonstrates the plasticity and

changing strengths of an individual's Educational Cognitive Style elements. What,

is more, the considerable range and variety of students' individual Educational Cog-

nitive Styles, as revealed by their mips (e.g., see the three maps in Figure 2), under-

.. scores the need to develop personalized foreign language prograriis if the perfor-

mance goal is to be a 90 percent success rate by all students. i

151
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Personalizing, Foreign Language tinction

Glossary: Educational Cognitive Mapping Elements

L SYMBOLS AND THEIR MEANINGS

Two typis of.symboh, theoreticake.g., words and numbers) and qualitative

(e.g., sensory, programmati, and codes), ite'iseated and used by individuals
to acquire knowledge and derive meaning from, their environments and per-
sonal experiences. Theoretical symbols differ from qualitative symbols in that
the thootetical symbols present to the awareness of the individual something
different from that which the symbols are. Words and numbers are examples
of theoretical symbols. Qualitative symixds are those symbols which present
and they represent to the awareness of the individual that whichilie symbol

is. (Feelings: commitments and values are some examples of the Meanings
conveyed by the qualitative symbolsY
l'(VL)Theoretical Visual Linguisticsability to find' meaning from words

you see. A major strength in this area indicates someone who seads with
a better than average'degiee of comprehension.

T(AL)Tbeoretical Auditory Linguisticsability to acquire meaning through

Miaring spoken words.
T(VQ)Theoretical" Visual Quantitativeabifity to acquire meaning in terms

of numerical symbols, rehitionshipsiand measurements.
T(AQ) Auditory -(filitniitativeability to find meaning in terms

of nuibetic symbols, relatidliships, and measurements that are spoken.
The five qualitativelymbols assn fated with sensory stimuli are:'
Q(A)Qualitative'Auditorxability to perceive meaningithrough the sense of

hearing. A major strength ut this area indicates iarity to distinguish be-
' tweensouuds, tones of music, and other purely sonic sensations.
Q(0)Qualitative Olfactoryability to perceive meaning through the sense of

Algoma
Sivoryability to perceive meaning by the sense ot taste.

Chefs should haye highly developed qualitative olfactory and savory abil-

ities!
Q(T)Qualitative Tactile ability to perceive meaning by tli sense of touch,

temperature, ind pain.
Q(V)--Qualitative .Visualabilityto perceive meaning through sight.
The qualitative symbols that are programniatic in nature are:
(OnQualitative Propriocegthe' (Fine)ability to synthesize a number of.

. symbolic meditions into a performance demanding monitoring of a com-
plex task involving small, Or fine, musculature (e.g., playing a musical in:"
strument, tYpewriting); or into an immediate awareness of a possible sit
of, interrelationships between symhbric mediations, i.e., .dealing with

Q(PG)Qualitative Proprioceptive (Gross)ability synthesize a number of
symbolic mediations into a performer e demanding monitoring of a com-

plex task involving large, or gross, culature (e.g;, thrOwing a baseball,

skiing).
Q(PDF)-(tualitative Propriocelitfve Dextral (Fine) --is predominance of rigit-

1
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eyed, right-handed end right-f6o4P tendencies (a typically right-handed
person) while synthesizing a number of symbolic mediations intOa per-
foimance demanding monitoring of a complex task involving -small, or
fine, musculature (e.g., writing right-handed).

Q(PDG)gisilitative PrOprioceptive Dextral (Gross)a predominance of
eyed and right-footed tendencies (a typically right- nded
person) while synthesizing a number of symbOlic mediations a per-
formance demanding monitoring ,of a complex Utak involving large, or
greets, musculature (e.g., throwinga baseball with thh rijht hand).

CAP,12)Qualitative Proprioceptive Kinematics (Fine)-sability to synthesize
a number of symbolic mediations into a performance demanding the use
of fine musculature while monitoring a complex physical activity involv-
ing motion. ,

Q(PKG)Qualitative Proprioceptive Kinematica(GrOas)ability to synthesize
a number of symbolic mediations into a performance demanding the use,
of gross musculature while monitoring a complex physical activity involv-
ing motion.

c(PSF)Qualitative Proprioceptive Sinistral (Fine)a predominance of left-
eyed, left-handed and left-footed tendencies (a typicallY4eft.handed per-
son) While synthesizing a number of symbolic mediationkinto a perfor-
mance demanding, monitoring of a complex task involving lielall, or fine,
musculature (e.g., writing left-handed).

9(PSG)(Pialitative Proptiocpptive Shiest* (Gloss) a predominance of left-
eyed, left-handed and left-footed tendencies' (a typically left-hknded per-'
son) while synthesizing a number of symbolic mediations irttb aikerform-
ance demanding monitoring of a complex task involving large, &won,'
musculature throwing a baseball with the left ha9,d).

Q(PTF)Qualitative Proprioceptive Temporal (Fill) ability t synthisizele,
number of iymbolic mediations into a nerformince demandtfig.tbehse of
fine miitcylattire while monitoring a complex physical activity invOlving
timing. ft /I.

Q(PTG)Qualitative Piopriocepti:e Temporal (Gross)abigty to synthesize a
number of symbolic mediations into a performance tenianding the use cit
gross musculature while monitoring a cont.plex..plryiteal activity involving
timing. Ana.

-The remaining ten qualitative symbols associated with cultural ;des are de- ,

fined u:
Q(CEM)Quailitati:e Code Empatheticsensitivity to the feelings of others;

ability ''to pht yourself-in another peeson's place and see things from his
point Of view.

;

Q(CES)Qualitative Code F.stheticablity;to enjoy the beauty of an 'object
Or an idel. Beauty in surroundin far- well-turned phoudiViftiweciated,
by 'a person possessing a majoi str a in this.area.

Q(EET)Qnslitative Code Ethicct mitment to a set of values, a.group of
principles, obliptiqns and/or duties. ,This commitment need not imply
morality. Both a priest and a, criminal may be committed to a set of
vainest although the "values" may be decidedly different.

,
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.
4)(0)-Qualtative tode-Mlatrionic-ability to it a deliberate behavior,

cc play a role to produce some partite effect on other persons. This'
type of person knows how to role expectations.

Q(C1)7-Quelltative Code Enemies-ability to Understand, and to communicate
by;.non-linguistic fulsctioni such as facial expressions and motions of the
body (e.g., smiles and gesture0- , . \

, -Q(CKH)-Qiialitatere Code IfIneethefic-ability to perform' motor skills, or if 1

= f a c t m u s c u l a r coordination according.tos recommended, or acceptable, '
form (e.g., bowling accosting to form, or golfmg)I _ '

Q(cP)Qaditative Code Prosemicsrabfiity to judge the physical and social
distance- flat-the other person would permit, between oneself end that

-, -other person. .
to.

,

Q(40)--Qualitative Code Syrinoeties-persomficnoitledge of oneself,. 4

',4)(CT)-Qualitative Code Transactionak7ability to maintain a positive corn-
- municativesinteraction which,sinificantly influences the goals offlie per-

" sons involved in that interaction (e.g., salesmanship).
Q(CTM)-Quelitative Code Temporal-ability to respond or behave acoicting .

. to time expectations imposed on n activity by members in the role-set: i
assochtecewith that activity. .

"4

AP . 1 ,

1 II. tULTUItA,L DETERWNAPiti . 4

1 There are three cultural determinants of fheineanilig of symbqh: 1) indivi-
duality (I), 2) associates (A), and 3) family IF). It is thlough these "deter- .-

minants" thst cultural influences are brought to bear by the, individualon the
meininp of symbols.

, -
1

I-Individualityr-Uses one's own interpretation as an influence on meanings
. --i of symbols. . ,

A-Aasticilites-Symbolic meanings aie
. , .

influented byp.ne's peer grotip...
F-Family-Influence of members of the cam*, dr a Jowl-close personal .

friends, 'on the meanings cif syos.Mbl ,
,

, - .
. , .

S

M. MODALITIES OF INFEgANCE

-The third set of the artesian product indicating cognitive style includes ele-
&mita which indicste the individual's modality otjnference; i.e., the form of .
inference he tend? tO use.- .

.

-r.t
M-Magnitude-a form' of "categorical reasoning" that utilizes normsOr cater -

gorical ciassifidations as the basis for accepting or' rejecting an advanced .

hypothesis. Persons who need to define things in order to understand
ther reflect this modality. , . .

D-Difference,.-This pattern- suggests 1 tendency to reason in terms of one-to-
one contrasts or comparisons of selected Characteristic's or measurements.
Artists often possess this modality as do 'creative writers and musicians.

\ It-Relationship -'this modality indicates the ability to synthesize a number df.
dimehsioni or incidehts into a unified meaning, or through lrr 2 of a

. situation to discover its component parts. Psychiatrists fieque efnploy
dr modality of relationship in the process of psychoanalyzing i client.- - ;

N
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LAppraindis the modality 4r inference employed by an individual who-
.

uses all three of theinodilities noted above (M, D, and k), giving equal
lweight to each in his 'reasoning process. Individuals' who employ this

° Modality tend to abalyae, question, or, in effect, appraisthat 'which is
, under consideaation, in the process of driwing a probability conclusion.

[Deductiveindicates' deductiVe reasoning, or the Torm of logical pro9f
used in geometry. or that employed in syllogistic ittalorling.

IV. EDDeATIONAVMEMORY

Y denotes the edticational Memory set.

FN denotes the. function sub-set.
AN indicates.the element of association in that sub-set,
RC the element of 'recognition, .

RT the elemenrof retention,
RL the element of recall in the function sub-set.

CONC indicates the concern sub-set.
kg denotes the persons element in the sub-sit of*concern,
PC dthiotes the element of processes,
PT denotes the element of properties in that sub-set.

COND represents the conditionstIb-set.
AS denotes the dement of assimilation in the subset of conditioin,
R$ the element of repression, -
AT the element of attendance in that sub-set.2

Personalized Foreign Language Instruction

-..tgaignalized instruction is de hied as that 'form of presentation of a forthgn
language knowledge area to an individual which will result in\at least 490 percent
level of successful attainmentiof the skill pr knowledge by the person. Theassump-
0014 are:

;
1),/ that each individual searches for meanng, or learns, in his own unique

tiay or style;
2) 'that it is possible .to determine which elements of a person's Educational

Cognitive Style have enabled him to succeed in the pant;
.1) that 904tpercent of all individuals can and have ichievedat a 90 percent

level of success in certain informal and/or formal educational settings of
* their choice;

, 4) that it is possible to match an iAdividual's Educational Cognitive Style to
4" a forth of presentation Or Modetof_understanding in order to produce a 91)

pgcent achievement level; and '
' 5) that an edpcated person is one who his developed perceptual, cultural,

inferential; and memory skills so that he or she is ible.to use theoretical
acid qualitative synthoh to search for meaning in all experiences.

4
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Penonalizing Foreign Language Instruction

Clearly of fcifeigli language prOgrathi can be facilitated once we

ti know the "style" of skill or task and the COgnitive Styles of the students.

'title now know that some Cognitive Style elements can bc observed or "mapped",

in order to determine whether the student acluires knoWledge dr skill's best through_

1) iefturediscinsion, A filM, 3) independent study, 4) seminars, 5) programMed in-

' :Unction, 6) peer tutoring, or 7) scvit other triode.

EXAMPLES OF. EDUCATIONAL COGNITIVI STYLI MAPS

atx:F A4.:17 . , -
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;

Or more specifically, we can deterritine whether the student;benefitsi for ex-ample, from 0 lab practical experiences before theoretical: explanations, or vice
versa;'2) repeated listening to"tapes; 3) observing the total task or skill first, before
a breakdown 'ego smaller learning.componenti; 4) comparing and contrasting chi-\ ferentways of accomplishing the leak 'or. skill; 5) reading through the instructions
first; or 6) talking through the skill requirements.

All of these are legitimate Says in' which people Some people use one or
two methods exalusively, while others can adjustor adaptko whateverway informs.
tine is inesentert. This often depends on the number of elements that have become

partof _the individual's EducationA Cognitive Style.
Easentially,in all of these situations we need to know what makes *Tie suc-

ceed. What particular strengths do they haie thatroduce their "style 9f achiming"
-:their Cognitive Style? And, furthermore, we need to knowWliether it is possible
to select or develop grqups of students whose "collective Cognitive style" willen- .able thin. to be highly productive or creative.

.
Rationalifor Projecting a 90% Achievement Level

In relation to a student's future educational achievement, the normal curve of
distribution has been used by manyteacher,s ass predictive device. It hasbeen used-
to determine a student's current achievement. It has also been used to Screen stu-
dents in or out of -educational programs baled on :`cut off" scores for passing and
acceptance in many phases and facets of education. In the latter case, the assump-
tion has presumably been that for some students positive change's in the future are,at best, highly unlikely. 4

Critics have called for the discontinuation of testing practices designed to pro-
duce ,data which is then used to establish discrimination curves. .

The pisitiartaken here is that we can effectively use the normal curve of dill-
triNition to determine the relatiye status of an individualprior to the writing of an
educational. prescription. Invariably,.group performante and /or achievement datawill yield a distribution o ores showing real differences which can beProjectedis
a "normal ,curve.,71vilciwever, motion made here is that positive change can
occur among the Imvetachievers resulting in a significant change in the distribution
curve. This Is also' described as augmentation of the students' Cognitive Styles.

, Operationally, it is assumed' that the performance goal of Ian instructionil unitis met when 90 percent gf the students tchieve at a 90 percent le-ierof attainment.
on "90 percent of the -demonstrations and/or tests. This means that the graph dill,
playing the test scores will shosQ a skewed curVewherein 90 percent of the scoreswill be in the A-B range. {See Pigtire 3.)

Obviously, in order to meet a 90 percent success performance goal, a detailed
analysis both the student and the educational task to be acCoMplished mutt pre-cede of a prescription of learning activities.

non that a 90 percent level of achievement should be the goal of ed

22
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don has i roots in thi early pronouncements of Watson and later of Bruner,

Ofitib,5 ,6 and Bkioni.7 In his experimental work, which was related to

child n and behavioritm, Watson indicated his belief in educational de.'

through training programs which were appropriate at certain stages of

lorent.%
I

.. Purling this position, and following file Woods Hole Conference during which

35 scientists, scholars, and educators reviewed the purpose and p ss of education,

Bruner concluded, "We begin with the hypothesis that any subjec can be taught ef-

fectively in some intellectually honest &Jingo any child at any stage of develop- ,
rent. . . .No evidence exists to contradict it; considerabl evidence is being

amused that suppokis it."9 The search for such an intellectually honest method has

characterized much of the educational innovation during this century.

Following Skinner's work in the introduction of>ogrammed nstruction,19

Ofiesh established a 90 x 90 criterion'for acceptan&'"Of programmed instructional

materials in the U.S. Aii Force training programs." This was adopted by Nunney12

and used as a basis for projecting the Normal Curve of Achievement. ,

Rationale for Alternative Modes of Understanding

The development of many different "methods" of presenting the same material

to students has led to numerous studies designed 'to deterrhine whfch "method" is

'AsperiOr. Interpretations of the results have been inialeadingin terms of educational

developnielt.of individual students. ticKeachie summarized research data and con-

.
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eluded that the use of various different teaching methods produced "no significant
s" in achievemeni.1 Unfortunately, the data analysis does At always

account the fact than the use of different methods where a normal curve
it developed, only the top 10-20 percent of the studerits do achieve at an A-B grade
leAl of performance. -

ti °

.A-B

TELEVISION GROUP

PROGRAMMED INFRUCTION
GROUP

AUDIO -TOORiAL
GROUP

'Figure 4

Comparing the four instructional groups presented in Figure might well
show "no significant differences" among the groups. However, the assumption
made here is that the successful students (A--B's) in each of the four groups do dif-
fer in their Echicational Cognitive Style. In other words, the type of Educational
Cognitive Style needed for Maximum-learning lb occur in a lecture group is differ-
ent from that needed for success inprogramihed iestruction. However, it must be
noted that a student can be successful in both methods, lecture or programmed in-.
struction, providing he has the necessary elements in his Cognitive Style and is will
ing and able to switch his "style", of learning as needed.

.To personalize instruction we must have alternative methods to match different
Educational Cognitive Styles. Figure 5- presents a schematic summary of this ra-

e.

I
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Design of a Personalized Foreign Language Program
Utilizing Cognitive Style Mapping

' ,

The efficient design of an instructional pkogrum begins with an analysis of.the -
.peisons, processes, and properties involved. A first critical step is the production-
of Educational Cognitive Style maps for all students involved in the program. This
activity entails a variety of mapping techniques, such as the use of inventories, direct

,measurement, behavioral observations, and interviews. ,
,

'Analysis of these maps then forms the basjs, for structuring the iilitrUctional
processes to be used in order to achieve a -90 percent level of student success. These

,processes might include group work, individual study, television viewing, use of
audio-tapes, programmed instruction, or any combination of these. Selection of ap-
p rOaches wilfbe dependent on an analysis of the maps.of the students to be taught.

Xxperlence has shown that within a group of 30 students the differences in Ed-
ucational Cognitive Style are such that very rarely Would one single process or pre-
scription lead to a 90 percent success level. We might-anticipate a need for five or
six methods, each focusing on a different ^set of Cognitive Style elements. The
_exact numbers ankrange of methods used, of.course) depends upon dala derived

. from-the analysis of the studena' maps.
The feasibility of increasing personalization Of instruction by utilizing Educa-

tional Cognitive Style Mapping has been demonstrated in 'numerous research proj-
ects, dissertations, and' courses. More. than 50 .training programs of from one to
;five days duration have been conducted over a seven year period. Several Major
implementation programs have been conducted for more than three years. Recent-
ly, projects have begun which focus on the educationally disadvantaged and adult
basic education students.

Based on the findings of these studies, the following assumptions can be made
in the design of an instructional system utilizing EdUcational Cognitive Style .
Mapping: r.

' 1 CognitivEStyle maps can be generated for all students.
2) Different mapping techniques will have to be used for different students,

largely dependent on 'their level Of educatibnal develop-merit and the
contexkin which the mapping is effected.

3) Analysis of the Cognitive Style maps must precede the design of tges'4,2'
training process to be followed.

4) A heterogeneous group of 30 students will 'need at least five or six alter-
native prescriptions of methods.

5) A one-prescription system. will rarely be successful for all students in-
volved.

6) Teacher-aides and peer tutors can be m atched with a student's CognitiVe
Style.

7) The teacher's role varies from diagnostician to prescriber to educational
proceis designer.

2 6



14 Personalizing Foreign Language Instruction

.

11) Cue studies On individual students must be developed in order tb assess
.` %e efficiency oT the prewaiption and the potential need for change.

9), Augmentation of Cognitive Style elements is possible, but the amount
" Of time needed depends upon the.level of educational development. the
* element being augmented; the Agree crr motivation, and the establish-

ment of realistic performance goals,
,

10) The aevelopmekit of "maps." of the tasks for which theinstruction is de-

, signed can be accomplished ding the CognitiviStyle elenients.
11) Matching the "style" of th. instructional program to the "style" of the

student facilitates achievement of a 90-percent success level.
4,.

The author hopes that some a these findings and assuMptions Will serve as
practical guidelines" to foreig language teachers, clirriculdi designers, andliaterial
developers in their attempt to *designand implement perirnalized educati6nal pro-

i.grams in which higher levels of achievement-can be made possible
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Discovefin tudent
. .

Lcarning 'Styles
through Cognitive-Styie Mapping

'Helen S. Ldpke
Kerit *ate University

W

Ai our students proceed froM junior and senior high school to college, the, typical
spectrum of their general studies cqurses, is likely to be a/continuation of subject
matter which has been introduced at previair-levels. Thus, even though the in-
structional setting changes, there is at least the comfort of subject matter contin-

:uity.. This:however, is not the ease in foreign language learning, no matter at which
leviel it may be acide,-to the program-. There will be no guideposts or previous'
points of reference to which our learners may.turn as they begin to grope their way
through an elusiire new subject. As the novel experience gradually opens doors to
the communication Medium of a different speed, community, it also intsoduces
different and strange amendments to the interpretation and of reality'
to *Inch they have been canifoitably acciet6med. The sounds, the grammatical

e foreign tongue
their conscious- -

which fascinatiter--
al and monocultural

is further Compounded
e in a typical beginning

language program. The wide range of individuatdisehnil llier stems not oply from
difference% in communicative skills, linguistic abilitki, intellectual dyklopment,
and overall maturity, but equally from the influences of the particular sociolco-
Donde matrix which molds the learner ht -his formatife years.

11116 relies, the syntactical framework, as well * the very imagery of t
are in constant conflict with patterns whichare firmly embedde
ness. Attempts to master the new medium pass through sign
alternates with frustrationt e%pecially, in the largely mono
*ding in which most of ouf learners develop. The probk
by the heterogeneity among those students who particip

fr.
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16 Personalizing Foreign Language Instruction t1Z

Given the wide spectrum of ethnic, intellectual, social, and other dissimilarities,

foreign language instruction continues to face challenged which do not lend therf,n-

'civet to simple answers and all-encompassing teaching methods. Attempts on the

part of foreign language curriculum developers to cope with these imponderables

have resulted in a multiplicity of approaches, ranging from inflexible loc a pat-

terns to highly individualized systems of instruction. Reviewing the orical per-

spectives of this development, Lafayette suggested that .

We have spent art inordinate amount of time seeking one correct approach to
teaching foreign languages with the result that every tin or fifteen years a. new

*roach is introduced and immediately placed at odds against the*Old..

Hopefully, the current enrollment and retention problems will suggest to all

of us that the past is not-to be emulated. Rather than pursuing the search for

the one true faith, we should gather all that is good from various yast methods

and entertain the possibility of using different approaches with differ....

ent students.'

Experimentation with diverlified methodologies has yielded invaluable insights

and added significant dimensions to foreign language research in recent years. How-

ever, the fact remains that anyliven mode or model of instruction which may do

wonders for student A may also; for ugdetermined reasons, prellent student B

achieving satisfactorily in the same setting. .

In trying to some to terms with thiS problem, foreign language edukors are

widely recognizing the need for a major shift in emphasis in .0thich the determine-

Ulm of the most effective teaching apprOach is contingent upon the prior determin-

ation pf the most appropriate learning mode to which an individual might readily

respond. Analyzing 'the individual learning styles of the members of a given group

should lead-to the selectfelpof instructional strategies which offer maximum coin-

pitibility with the cognitive styles represented in that group. Such a shift in em-

phasis fIttm instructional externals 05 the internals of a receptive and responsiie

learner is particularly important at a time when foreign language study is trying to

reassert itself in the face of a prevailing mood of skepticisi.

Recognizing the need, far diagnosing students' learning styles, foseph E. Hill of

Oakland Commudity College (Michigan). has developed the:t`Cognitive Preferende,

Inventory." e-Inventwy is subdivided into-four interacting parts (or sets) which

are iden follows':

Symbolic orientations dealing with symbols and their meaning

. ,Cultural determinants of the meanings of symbols

3. Modalitiea of inferedcel
4. Memory concern

Each of these sets has an4elaborate system of code letters to identify the specific

components or elements whicleare profiled'in the set.2 kE,ditor's note: See Figure

I on page 3 in chapter by Nutiney.) .

2
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illte first set; (SyMbolic Orientations) analyzes thelearner's basic cognitive pat-
ternstm response to theoretical symbols such as words, numbsrs,or onomatopoeic
messiges and qualitative. symbols such as sensory messages, programmatic cues,cul-
Ural codes,4nd tffe total interplay of diversified stimuli.

The second set (Cultural Determinants) probes into the influences of culture
upon the ways in which the individual translates both theoretical and qualitative

'0" symbols intoTactions and responses.: The major influences here are the.leamer's
family, his associates, and the components of his own individual' all of which
are considered key determinants of the toles which the person will y. While it is
recognized that the relative influence of each determinant, with age and
specific circumstances, it is,still postulated-that the continu interaction of these
thiee influences will ultimately mold the individual's perception and cognition.

The third. set (Modalities of Inferences) investigates internalized patterns of
learning and _inferring. Does the? individual prefer to think in fixed categories or
would he rather rely on processes of differentiation? Is he apt to synthesize multi-
pk and divergent relationships? Are his Modes of perceiving pre-set or do they re-
'main flexibk? To wxtent do parental, societal, and cultural determinants in-
teract iilinfluencing his modalities of inference at any given point.?

Even though the four Ois have separate :profiling objectives, they must always
be considered together, since theure, functions of one another. Each set, modifies.

.and qualifies the other sets, and it is only b$r viewing all four as a totality that an
,accurate assessment 01 the learner's cogniti,ye stylecan be made. More specifically,
Hill interprets a cognitive style map as a pictorial version of the ways in which an
individual leeks inearfing 'from his environment and his experiences.3 Thsdata ob-
tained from the foul. sets-art processed through a computer system to ploiuce a
map of cognitive-traits which describesthe diverse ways in which a student tends .

seek meaning. .This profile, then, becomes the basis for prescribing one or more of
the many alterqative methods, or educational prescriptions,which are available to '
the teacher as an educational scientist.

The above described "Cognitive Preference Inventory" was used to determine
students' learning styles jn.an exploratory study conducted at Kent State University
(Ohio) with begbming German students d,urjng the 1974-75 academic fear. The
major objective of the project was to examine any relationships which might exist
between an individuarslevel of achievement and the compatibility of his cognitive,
style with the particular mode of instruction to which he was exposed. All learners
were enrolled in either a lockstep, teacher-centered section or in an individualized,
self- program.

Kent State University titudy, 'while exploratory in nature, yielded results
which demonstrated that there is a measurable interdependence betWeen the level of
achievement in beginning German classes and the instructional adaptation to the
learner's cognitive preferencis.

The achievers in thc locitep, or conventional, approach registered the elements
T(VL), Q(CES), I', and L. (Editor's note: For an explanation of the
symbols see Glossarly: Educational Copitive Style Mapping Elements on page 4

iJ
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is chitin by Nunney.) would indicate that members of this group responded

to the written word as d both in the textbook and on the blackboard,

TO IL I., whae also relating positively to the sound, rhythm, and distinctive intone-

tional characteristics °Utile target language Q(CES). These kinds of learning ex-

*fiances were typical for the classroom methodology which was applied in the con-

ieetional approach where More German was heard than in the individualized set-

ling. All achievers in the lockstep learning environment were oriented towards an

authodtrfigure, F, and the teacher-centered setting of these classes. The fact that

these achievers also registered the element (CS) indicates that within the para-

meters of weekly assignments they were able to establish daily goals and complete

the assigned tasks for themselves.
Also included in this group of achievers is the R student who reaaosf in terms

of connierisoni and who responds to many examples illustritirig relationships and

The L student, also successful' n a ,conventional ctional.setting,
b

i4 one who is guided by classifications, rules,-defini erences and similar'.

;

all of which,played a major role in the teaching roaches u d.

The achievers in the individualized' mode of struction registered the elements

1(VL), A, and I. They shared a predilection th the achievers in the conventional

sections for 'visual learning experiences, ). This would indicate that the indi-

vidualized approach through its Learning Actiyity Packets (LAPS) was able tcone,t .

their pretirence for the %Witten word. But the major difference between the two

, types of believers emerged in the Cultural Determinants set yihich probes into so-

dal and environmental influences. It is here where the achiever in the individual- --

Oa program is identified either as a peer - oriented person, A, or as an independent,

I, who controls his behavior and makes decisions on, his own, or both. The indivi-

dualized program was structured to accomodate both types. While allowing the stu-

dent to interact closely with one or two peers, it also permitted him to work aid&

adtazerst own pace. Results indicated thatemaximum achievement in the indivi-

group was shown by those students who had registered &kind I learning

preferences..
As far as non-achievers are concerned, most of the students in the conventional

sections registered the elements Q(CEM), I, and A. A student who is sensitive to

the feelings of others, Q(CEM), should theoretically be highly responsiie to learning

experiences which include group work as well as the vicarious contact with foreign

cultures and a different scale of values. The presence of the Q(CEMYelitment among

the Ace-achievers in the conventional classes may well reflect the fact that (1)4hese

students never had an opportunity to work in groups and that (2).little, if any, cul-

tural Material was included in this skill-oriented program. The recurrence of tht! I

and A elements among the non-achievers came is no surprise, since their leamm4./'

environment was large-group oriented with little consideration given to the indfii-

chador tq small-group inters flon and peer learning on a one-to-one basis. One is

therefore tempted to assume .that these nonachieve; might have done better had

they been in an individualized environment which would have been more com-

patible with their preferred learning style.

d
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Interestingly enough, non-achieviis in the individu d approa toed
ckutereof cognitive-style elements which could have teen re satisfaccittirrecog-
nited thr other teaching strategies. For ample, the orieftation towards an
as figure might have been better satisfied i ugh the ,ponventional,
teacher-dominated els:room. The .Q(V) code indicates preference for visual'
stimuli, such as transparencies, objects, and picuires,which re not used in the in-
dividualized program. A Q(CES) person has a, positive orie tation toward sound,
rhydufi:and sentence Melody while Q(CT) nds tovconununicate

positively with others and therefore functions well small up activities. Based..
' on these results, it ,may be conjectured that these students t t have 'had a more

successful learning'experience if teaching methods had beeke, ed,which made
ample use of visual stimuli; oral practice, and small-group work

Although final cannot be drawn from the results f this one explor-
atory investigation with a small student sample, it was neverthe statistically es-
tablished that there is a demonstrable and significant relationship tween learning
style and foreign language learningaanevemeig.

The Hill instrument' used in tile reportedrstudYis bit one of eral profiling
.mechanisrhs v/hich have been used to identify idiosyncratic cowls patterns. In
_experiiiitnting with limes Paragraph Completion Method, Zam I found that
14h school students in Level-II Spanish classes wall high conceptual el scores in-
dicated a preference, and even a need, for an unstructured environ , while stu-.
deptewithtow conceptiuinevel scores tended to respond more positivel to a sttuc-
toad APProac11-4

The Edmonds LeanfingaStyk Identification Exercise (ELSIE), as d ribed by
Reinert in chapter three orthis volume, operates on the hypothesis that° h indi-
vidual has been "progr;mmed" to learn most efficiently in certain ways an less so
in others, and that, the person's pattern of internalization of his native to will
give valid clues to his learning style in general. The retidts, of several stu
ducted with this instrument show conclusively that "differences between indivi uals
are far more extensive and much deeper than we have frequently iniagilied."3-
liar experiments ,with foreign language learning Ivies have, been conducted th
c4her instruments and, in some cases, Without the aid of any objective
lag device.

lh an experiment conducted at Tarrant County Junior College in 'texas, for in-
ttance, students of French were asked to descritritheir own perceptions of their
preferred learning modes and, on this' basis, were offered appropriate learning op-
portunitiet. These included large- and small-group sessionss-individhal, self -paced
'attraction, iynchronted slide-tape presentations, and work with videotaped ma-
wash as well, as with cassette tape'recordinp. When their achievement` were
compared with a control group taught in regularly 'Scheduled audiolingual

tly higher performance ;cores were registeied by the experimental group.'
:adir°n , enrollment in French increased more than 60 percestt over a one-year

,

Exploring the potential of the unstructured interview ua major analytical
4
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;:
tool, Hotelifeld found foreign language students at various levels most veto

selfwalysis While performing some of the tasks which are required in ihVforeigi

lansuset classroom. Results obtained in thisfashion indicated that individual learn-,

ins ;inferences which appear similar on the surface turn out to bevite "dissimilar

owe the inquirer probes deeper into the recesses of individuality and Motivation.'

In °recent years the foreign language profession has become increasingly dis-

turbed by the high mortality rate which continues to plague foreign language pro-

- grams. Although current arch on tive style may lead to greater insights in-

to what makes the individ learner tick, would be premature to expect an im-

mediate' panacea from these t explore 'ans. Much as the average foreign lan-

guage teacher may welcome an\.inteiligible riot -out of the' inner workings of

students, he still musLcontend with a complex agent in the utilization of such da

himself. Hi previous _training in foreign ranguage methodology has very probab

been- inadequite or along the -routes of the then prevailing school of thought. It

would hetunreafistic to expect the teacher, without further training, to take each

one of hie students cheerfully by the hand and successfully lead.him,to the one pre-

scription best designed to cure his indiv-Oual woes. The call is, therefore, not only

for a, new focus ort the individual learning preferences of our students, but equally

so-on the identification of teaching strategies which will be compatible with those

recurring preferences. Once this double objective can be realized, the result may

Inn be a higher level of Achievement and an improved motivation for learning a

'foreign lining&
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ELSIE is ,No Bull! or:
On Utiliziri, Information
Concemin tuden-arning Styles
Harry Reinert
Edmonds SchOol District,\ Washington

Let's begin this presentation with a sh quiz. Decide whether each of the' follow- .
,ing statements is true or false:

I. .One picture is worth` a thousand rds.
2. One learns by doing.
3. Since this is the TV generation, Irid today need plenty of visual stimuli.
4.' T h e q u i c k e s t way to memorize a of words is to write ea h t

times.
f

By now it must be apparent that this
of these statements is sometimes true, some
another each of these claims has been sta
Based on a itudy conducted in the Edmond
past several years, it has become increasingly a
ing technique equally effective for every stud

als is much greater than we have ever admit
many of the students whom we now-label as sl
they have never had a chance to learn in the way

The end product of this study has been the
big Style IdentificationExercise, or ELSIE fot sh
thesis that each individual is programmed (so to s
certain ways and much less efficiently in otheks.

A . s

is not to be taken iously, for each
s false. Neverthele , at ode time of
as the ultimale truth of pedagogy.
ashington) School District over the

eni, that not only is no one learn-
t, but the diversity between indivi-
d. We may begin to suspgi that

learners are "slow" onl
which theicoulci learn

elopment of the yrnonds Learn:
rt. ELSIE is based oh the hypii-

ak) to learn most efficiently In
The differences in the way in

Calla
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-`,q
which different persons are programmed to.acquire andassimilate new information 4

are what we refer to as the,"learning style" _of that individual. Learning style is anal-

ogous to talent or aptitude, e.g., different individuals have special abilities in art,

athletics, mechanics, writing, etc. When we speak of talent, we should recognize

that we are 'speaking of some kind of neurological programmingreal talent or apti--

tudels the result of certain synapses operating more quickly or certain nerve path-

ways being more readily available in --some persoas than in others. Talent or aptitude

can be developed but cannot be learned, as each of us has come to realize at one

time or other. A similar neurological basis would seem to underlie the individuks

learning style.
We have, of course, for years heard references to eye-minded and ear-minded

persons, but very little has been done in trying to identify such individuals or in de-

veloping curricula based on recognition of such differences. A greater problem, even

whertme accept the reality of differences in learning styles, has been how toidenti-

fy these differences quickly and easily, so that the teacher might mare some use off'

. thiti information in the classroom. ELSIE meets this need, for the exercisgtruires

'less than a half hour to administer and score, it costs virtually nothing to use, aftd

no specialized training is necessary to get useful-information from the results. The

exercise consists of noting the patterns by which an individual internalizes fifty

common words of his native language: The participant is asked to note, on a if-

sponse sheet, his initial reaction to each word as it is read, i.e., he indicates whether

he first of all

"(l) has a visual image of a thing or action;
(2) has a visual image of the' word itself spelled out;

(3) derives meaning frOWthe sound alone with no visualization; or

(4) has some momentary kinesthetic response.

The participant tallies the total number of responses for each of the four categories

and plots these on a scale to produce a graphic learning style profile. The divisions

on the scale were derived from the frequency of responses in the individual cate-

gories as reported by two different groups of subjects who were used durinetlie-

developmental stages of the pcercise.' An exarnple df an individual's learning style

is presented in Figure 1.2 .

The barids on the left hand maigin of the Profile Sheet labeled +4.to 4 intlt

cate the strength of a student's preference (or lack of preference) for a particular

learning mode. The band labeled 0 represents the "average" response (or norm) es-

tablished by extensive pretesting bf the instrument. If a student scores in the +4

range it would mein that he has a high preference for a pirticular mode. Converse-

ly, if he scores in the 4 range, he would not respond effectively to that mode. For

instance, the student whose profile is given in Figure 1 indicates-that out of the

fifty words included in the exercise he had a visual image of twenty-five words,

imagined ten words in written form, perceived meaning from the sound of twelve

words, and had a kinesthetic response for only about threp words. Corresponding-

0-
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if, the graph indicates that the student scored above average (+1) in the trisualiza-
lion category, about tverage (0) in the written word and listening categories, and
below average (-1) in the activity category. Once the raw scores have been con-
verted into the appropriate band for each categoiy, the bands will provide the most
catily'ulairle information for further reference.
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Figure 1
- ELSIE Profile Sheet

In interpreting the results, the assumption is that the more an individual varies
from the norm, i.e., the more the individual goes above or below the 0 band on the
pod& scale, the more or less important is that particular way of acquiring igfor-
rnagn so far as that person is concerned, in practice, this meanethat whenever an
irsdivicgal scores in the +3 or +4 band in any category, he will probably need to
convert data irito that mode before effective learning can take place. Conversely, a
score in the -73 or 4 band indicates that the individual will have considerable diffi-
culty learning whatever is presented In thit mode. The most impOrtant factor which
must be borne in mind, in working withi learning styles is that in order foran indi-
vidual to be successful, he needs to compensate for his we4kneties by utilizing his
strengths. A very gifted colleague in the Northwest, a Ph.D. In foreign language --

t
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.

who has had a distinguished career as a teacher arid administrator both at the sec-

ondary and university levels, has a learning profile of an academic loser. He scores

in the upper bands in visualization and activity and in die lower bands both in t

written word and listening categories. Obviously, a person who has difficulty It

Mg either by listening or by reading will find conventional schooling very hard. ut

this individual realized while still in grade school that he needed to be active if he

were going to remember anything. To the distress of some of his teachers, he was

always writing, talking, tapping, his feet or his fingers, constantly moving about.

And as a result, he succeeded. In a similar vein, when I was observing a demonstra-

tion class of a pie-reading unit at an NDEA institute inanyyears ago, I smiled to

note a few students at the bask of the group who were surreptitiously taking notes, '

even though they were forbiddeiito write. Obviously these students also were de-

termined to succeed in spite of their teacher's instructions.
The possibility that the student may use fhe results from ELSIE to help him--

self become more successful should be explained by the teacher. In discussing the

results of ELSIE ,with the class as a whole, 'thOteacher might also emphasize the

.following points:

1. The very differences in individual learning styles mean that-what works

for one person will not necessarily work equally well for another. Thus,

if Joe is'able to understand the spoken language easily after listining only

44-once to the tapes, this does not mean that his buddy. Fred will be able to

dd the Same Wk.
.2. The fact that a particular mode is especially difficult for art individual is ,

no excuse for doing no preparation in that area; on the contrary, it prob-

ably- means that the student will need to work in that area all the harder.

'For instance, if a student scores in the or 4 band in listening, he may
need to listen,to each tape three or four times more often than the stu-

dent who scores in the +2 or +3 band. But 'since most people have their

strengths as well as their weaknesses, each one can comfort himself thit
in some areas he is having an easier time of it than others in the class.

3. There is no stigma attached to being particularly strong or weak in any.

given category. The categories simply indicate differences. By better

understanding these differences, each student should be able to use his

time more efficiently. r
The teacher who, either through personal preference or administrative edict,

does not have a highly individualized program can nevertheless make good use of

the information provided by ELSIE. On the one hand, the teacher may take into

account the individual strengths and weaknesses of his students by setting", special

projects (e.g., have those students who are strongly activity oriented present skits,

and assign the task of producing a classroom ne*spaper to those students who,are

strongly oriented toward the written word). Secondly, by taking the classroom

average of the bands in each category, the teacher can arrive at a bias index which

can be indicative of,the general nature of an entire class. By adding the individual

ati
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bend scores within each category and dividing by the number of students, the teach-
er will derive such an index. In a "nonnar: class, the pluses and minuses of the Ind':
vidual students will cancel each other out, so the index will be near 0. It appal's'
t h a t a v a r i a t i o n of t 0.50 within a given category is indicative of a significant varia-
tion from the norm on the part of the class as a whole. Thus, a class with a bits in-
dex of +0.85 in the written word and 0.90 in listening will do well to study each
new lesson privately before any classroom presentation or before listening tetapes.
Conversely, a class with a bias index of 1.04 in the written word category and
+0.95-in listening will flounder new material until the teacher has explained the
material Many in class. o.

- In working with individual dents, the teacher must bear in mind that the stu-
dent's scores in the individual categories are not as important as the overall pattern
represented, by the relationship of the four categories to oncanothet. Taken indi-
vidually, the categories appear to lend ther,hekt to the following possible
interpretations. 4

1.. Visualization

The -proner who scor the higher bands in visualization needs visuarstiniuli.
Flldl strips, lustre, diagr -e representations, observation of skits, and other as

are all very effedeve or such person's. Whenever possible, such a person
should attempt to convert kw tever is to be learned into a visual form. One student
in rnIf class who was itrongly visually-oriented was having difficulty remembering
which article went with the various nouns. Obviously, she could easily associate'
with' the Gernian noun the same visual image as she did with the English. But the
articles was a different matter. I suggested she try visualizing these objects in hei
mind with different intensities of lighting. She decided that the die (feminine)
nouns would be brightly lighted, das (neuter) nouns would be moderately lighted,
and de; (masculine) nouns would be dimly lighted. We both laughed at such a bi-
zarre method, but it worked!

2. Written Word

Those students scoring in the.upper bands in' this categoryNill need to see
evbrything spelled outliterally. For example, an individual scoring in the +4 range
in the written word category will need to Convert information into a written form
innrder to fundion. Last year such a student did a particularly outstanding job on
a speaking exam which is required of all students at the end of Level L When I asked
this boy how he had been able to do-so well in an exam in which he might have
been expected to do very poorly, he said that he had trained himself almost from
Abe' begipning of his study of German to visualize in his mind the spelling of each
word as he heard it. Thus, when I asked him questionvoially, he instantaneously"

4
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converted those sounds into theft written form in his mind: Mc( befOre he re-

, sponded, he had spelled out in his mind what he would say;,
Such students frequently have very nearly a photographic memory, but they

often have not realized that this faculty can *tried to their advantage. In learning

vocabulary or lines of dialog, for instance, the student can be encouraged to think

of his mind as a camera, taking snapshots of each line in its entirety. This may be

facilitated if the student simply runs the mai of a piece of paper or cardboard down

a page one line at a time. With only a little prictice, such persons can usually de-

velop this technique to the point where they have almost total recall of large

amounts of matirial after only one or two viewing& Conversely; the student who

scores in the le4er bands in this category will learn from, reading only with great

difficulty. Almost certainly, such a stud will need to ufilize his stronger modes

in order ,to benefit from his reading. *

3. listening

The student scoring in the upper bands in the listening category will need toN

convert material into sounds. When reading, for example, iuch a student should be

encouraged to sound out the words in his head. (It may well be that some "non--

readers" have become that way because of some teachers' insistence that, they must

not slow themselves down by sounding out words in their heads. For such students,

it seems increasingly more evident that any attempts at speed-reading are probably

doomed at the outset.) Until they have a firm control of the sound system, such"

students should not attempt to read new material in a foreign language without

.listening to a tape (or listening to the teacher reading aloud simultaneously), for

such students will assign some sound to anything they read:- There have been same

instances. of such students in*my classes who did not initially make use of the tapes;

when they finally were exposed to the language spoken properly they were unable

/ to understand it.since.they had assigned an entirely different set of sounds to the

German words imprint.
A student who scores in the lower bands in the listening category will probably

baaeluctant to use tapes and may 42 mplain that the tapes "don't really help very
Fgr.this very reason, such ,student will need to make repeated use of the

tapes, especially after he has :become thoroughly acquainted with the material by

means of his strongest mode, until, he is able to associate the spoken material with

--the material in a fOrm which is more understandable to him. 4.

4. Activity

A number of possibilities are available for the -sktident "scoring in the upper

1 band&of the activity category: writing out exercises, participating in skits, repeat-

ing dialogs aloud, etc. One of my most successful students, who Forea-in the +3.
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.
band in activity; always wrote out all the workbook exercises before ever attempt-
ing any Systematic study of a new lesson.- This appeared .to be a wasteful procedure,
*eels& was constantly ,thumbing through the chapter to seek the information she
needed. But this very activity itself helped her remember each item shelooked up,
so that by the time she had completed the workbook exercises; she had indeed mas-
tered all the material in the chapter. -

-..
As one would expect, only rarely will an individual have juit one strong mode,

with the other three being very weak. Equally rare is the "perfectly normal" indi-
vidual whose profile is in the 0 band four categories. Those in the latter group
appear to be either among the very best or the very poorest students in a class. Such
individuals are apparently equally able to assimilate data in,whatever form it is pre- 'giv.
aented. If the individual trains himself to.focus all his energies on whatever is being
presented, he will be highly successful. But this same flexibility also-makes such a
person easily prey to distracting influences, e.g., while reading he may easily be dis-
tracted by irrelevant sounds in the background, or 31e Iistening\to tapes he may
be distracted .by some activity at a neighboring booth-or Jable. If suchli student is
having difficulty, the teacher may encourage him to attemIrto use all of his, senses
siinultarieously, on any task which is at hand. .

Most frequently, then, one finds that an individual will show m oderate strength
in two or three areas and corresponding weaknesses in,the others. The-guiding prin-
ciple in every instance is still to utilize strengths to compensate for weaknesses. The
student who is strong both in visualilation and listening, for instance, will find films
or 'sound filmstrips extremely valuable. The person who is strongest both in listen-
ing and activity should be rtminded that not only should he listen to tapes but alsci,
he should be sure to repeat them aloud, since the physical activity of speaking vt,111.t,
Itself reinforce the sound. Conversely, it will probably be of little help to demand-
that the person who scores in the lower bands in the activity Category, should parti-
dpate in skits or do massive amounts of writing, except insofar as dramatic reading
or penmahship are among the course goals.,

Because the varieties of individuals arc literally infinite, it is impossible ever to
. give a complete ea slog of techniques to accompany every possible variation. How;

ever, once the to her and the student !lave arrived at some Understanding of the
general urKlerl g principles involved in an analysis of ELSIE, Vidividual imagina-
tion and creati thinking should provide)sossible effective techniques. As some of
the examples 'yen abriye indicate, occasionally the teacher must be prepared to
break out of raditional ways of thinking. In studying the profile of the individual
student, the teacher needs to try to imagine what kinds of things probably will or
will not be effective. Then, taking into account the facilities available and the ob-
jectives of the particular program, the teacher-may make suggestions to the student
hued qn a realistic assessment, of that student's needs within that program.
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Re. ading-Instruction:
Neive Language Strategies and
Techniques for Usd in.theForeigr?
.Language Classroonr

Fr k W. Medley, #.1ti
ue.University
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0
a
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Traditionally and historically, edu itietft hashed at itsloundatIon the development
ofading, *ailing,- and basic computational ability. Regirdless oi'variatias inthe.
objectives and strategies of teaching and learning during the past 200 years of Amer:"
ican tffstory, theeinphisis on,the three Yunditnental skills has not-diminished. "

- Teaching a student "to read his native language presents a major cttalfenge in pri-

. , mary school, evidence of which can befound in die several thousand articlewn the
subject published in the lasfltn years alone. Teaching. the sfutent to pad with'
greater.'depth and breadth is a similar problem insecondiry education: Recently,

federal government authorized a ultimillion-dotllar 'program to help the states 1 "

and local educationil institutions elir ate reading' deficiencies

: k

by 411e 'end of-thif

decade.' ' .
.

.
.

The ehttllenges which relate to firstt angtidke reedit-trace alsomanifei in the c111.16 j
velopmentl of reading skills in' a foreign langulege. in the latter case, trawever, the

. crcept of, reiding.and the techniques for teachi gjt must be viewed from a differ- :,

:
differ-

ent perspective. Nevertheless, portions of the dagogy are common to both, anck A,

lbw! of 'the strategies which have proveruucce ul in teed* the earner tO read .
hfs.nate language may hold similar promise fbr helpinf the studenYbecome a'pro-
fident reer ih a second tongue. .. .,
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SO 'Person zing Foreign liaguage Instruction

Reading: A Definition.;

..

' There aresuany definitions of'what it mews to read. Early investigators thought

of reading as reasoning.2 Gates referred to reading as a complex organization of

patterns of higher mental processes;; Flesch described it as deriving meaning fr9ri7-\.

combinations of letters,4while Fries saw reading as the transfer fronythe auditory
signs for.langtiag signals, which the child has already learned, to the new visual

signs for the same signals., Reading has been defined additionally as a comple)r,-----

process by which a readerwieconstructs, to some degree, a message encoded graph-

ically by a wind:6 Similarly, it has been viewed as'the meaninfful interpretation of

priatid..or verbal symbols."' . . .

'In a treatinent-of theoretical constructs and processes of reading; Singer sug-

gested a three-phase model of cognitidn'which' directs the reader as he attempts to

extract meaning from the printed page: The model includes linguistic algorithms re-

lated to the recognition of form and structure and to their relationship to under-
.. standing a written message and associated artifacp which, in turn, set in'motion

processes of interpretation, inference, and problem splving.8
..

. - In the discussion which follows, reading isconsidered to be a cognitive process

whereby, given a systematic series of written signs and/or symbols, the learner ap-

peals to one or more strategies for recognizing.words and phrases with their co

ponding meaninga,`and then utilizes various processes for inferring, interpret* and

'arriving at conclusions or solutions inductively or deductively based'upon per-

ception of the same words and/or symbols. .

, The dtfujItion has a number, of siliint points:
..

1. Reading is a process.
.

2. It involves a systematic arrangeibit oT written signs and/or synihOls.

3. The reader either has or develops one,or more strategies for recognizing

. 'wards and- phrases to which lie then asstmi meaning. '
4. The reader utilizes inference, interpretation, induction, and deduction to

d e meaning."4-,
5. reader reach onchision regludingiihe semantic content of the

grouped signs and/o mtfals.. ' -, - . .../".
In the above definition, meaningsis of central importancea factor which carries the

dermitict beyond the level of decoding or word recogAltion and into the realm of

comprehension. Thus, the strategies and techni ues employed in reading instruction

must result in comprehension of the written ord, since only then will reading oc-

cur as defined above. , ,
-
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Communalities in the Reading Process

Just as there are many definitions of reading, so, too, are there numerous
tudes and opinions with respect to learning to read that remain largely unchallenged
both in one's own language and in a second. For example, it is held by ntany that
receptive control of a language precedes Onerative control.9 Yet, much mare atten-

"on has been given to the,development of the ability to produce language thin to
the development of the capacity to understand it. 1°

The genecative process of language production is often described as a sequential
occurrence that begins with the awareness of a concept (thought, deep structure), is
influenced, in turn, by a series oftransfonnationerules, and emerges finally as a
surface structure either in written or oral form. Figure 1 represents the process
graphically.

Concept (thought; deep structure)

\II(
Transformational rules (?????i)\

Surface structufb (written 6r oral)
- ,

It should be noted that only theaurfici;tructure of the language is apparent; the
generative stages are hypothetical and, as yet, not fully understood. Similarly, the
receptive processlaunclear, although it 'Might be represented` as 'fin Figure

Surface structure (written of oral) 4

Transformadonal rules (7,???h) 1

4'

Concept (thought, deep structure, cam prehensio6)
Figure 2

7

What actually occurs during the processing Is highly, speculative and cannatols( roli
lowed quite as simply as the linguist would have onej)fpgine. tin -fact, at the present
time, about all the teacher can do is look at thf efficieelanguage leather and note
that he takes the most direct route possible ,Vreach_his goal the derivation of
meaning from the surface structure: Apparently, 'there are fcCur basic strategies
which the learner employs: 1) sampling, 2)'preclicling, testing, and 4) confirming.
If this four-phase sequence is, in fact, ittililea by the learner, then certain instiuc- '
tional strategies will be more beneficial than others in assisting the student to cte
velopskill in reading,;

. .

4
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32 Personalizing Foreign language histruction

Reading a Second Language

Etom his study of 'the natisklinguage reading process, Goodman has derived

. certain assumptions aboutreading.a second language:

I. Reading Should be easier foi someone who is literate in another language,
regardless of siniilarityor dissimilarity of the two languages.

2. The difficulty with which one reads will depend on the degree of control
that the learner has of the grammatical system of the second language.

3. Strong semantic input,' will help the acquisition 9f reading competence
where syntactic control is weak. Thus, subject matter should be of high

interest and relate to the learner's background.
4. Reading material in early language instruction should probably avoid

stylized hng)sage uses Such as in literature; it should focus on mundane

- language related, to specific situations, such as signs, directions, descrip-
tions, transcribed conversations, and the like.

5. An oral-to-reading sequence.is probably better, but motivation and needs
of the student should be consideredAidor example, the learner who is in-

terested in acquiring only a read .gWwledge of the language shOuld not

be expected to develop skill in listening comprehension first.
6. As in learning to read a first language, reading instruction in a second

idiom should involve natuiameaningful languligkand the tether should'
make every' effort to avoid the trivial and to keep the focus on strategies

which lead to comprehension."

Specific Strategies and Techniques

The type of actfilties that one uses with respect to reading instruction might

be categorized as follows: techniques that prepare the student to reada specific

selection; 2) piocedures that guide the student while he is reading the selection;

and 3) activities that help the student comprehend fully the cogfent of the particu-

lar. selection. All should help to pr e him with a solid basis on which to approach'

subsequent assignments. The* categories will be referred to here as I) inadi-

ness activities, 2) guidance acts s; and 3) comprehension activities.

Readiness Activities. Reading readiness activities occur before the student sees,

the passage. They are designed to focus attention on the Osage, to motivate him'

to read it, and to prepare him 'linguistically for the task. A variety of strategies.

should be employed, although'some will be more appropriate to certain types of

passages than to others.
a. Provocative Questions. Questi2tO stimulate thinking are constructed to

elicit reaction to situations that will occur subsequently in the reading. The Idea is

to pique the curiosity °Lute student to read an(1 see how closely Filiresponse is con-.

want with the turn of events ofdescriptions in the selection. The questions also

. Hi
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cir

provide clues to the overall topic the-reading and, as Such, se as an advance
organizer for the student. For examPIS, Prior to trading a selection in French
about a cat; the following exercise 'night be conducted with the students:

efor,

You are a cat and need to go out very badly, bikt yd ur master, is .sleep. How
yOu attract his attention? You finally go outside. What is the weather__

like? Do you like it? Why-orwhynot*?. Your master is very rich. What kinA
of collar do you wear? As a cat, what ih your favonte sport?

It is unimportant at this point whether the studtrits answer iq French or in English,
since the purpose is to build interest in the selection. The key to the effectiveness
of the activity is the degree_qf the students' participation in generating responses.

b. Excerpts. As a readiness activity, the excerpt is custdmarily used with a
longer selection, The teacher extracts a key paragraph, sentence, or other portion
from a reading and presents it to the class. The excerpt may be an action scene, a
thernatic-conflitt, .a controversial statement, 'or a descriptive passage whichsets the
scene for what is to occur. The Introduction is often a good source for excerpts,
partictilarly when reading from iRi abridged version of a text.

Suppose, for example, that in an advanced methods class the students are as-
signed to read an article by Phillips entitled "Second Language Reading:, Teaching-
Decoding Skills." The following excerpt might be use4 to interest the reader in the
selection:

1

Reading has been tagged with many labels-the passive skill, the receptive
-skip; the neglected skill, tha untaught skill. The .nimonality in these des-
criptions is the suggestion that learning to read is an to developmental prk
cess which renders teaching to.read an impossibility. essence, we are tu*
to buy the theory of the passive skill, a theory that, if ted into practice,

, would permit teachers to stand on the sidelines and wait reading to hap -
pen-r2

The paragraph pr -cents the central theme as well as the philosophical orientation of
the writer, and should, serve to motivate the reader to delve further in order to see
what the author has to say. a

c. Headings. Like excerpts, the use of headings to focus the studefft's atten-
tion on a reading selection is more effective with longer passages. The technique

k, attempts to train the student to lo2k at chapter `titles, the name of the story, the
table of 'contents, and other texteal divisions in order to guess 1i/hat 'is going'
to happen.

# d. Non,Print Materials. Photographs,' postcards, slides; filmstrips, films, tapes,
recocds, objecti, can all be used to prepare the student to read a selection.. Such ma-
terialt often provide the student a better basis for understanding the selection, in
addition to in increased interest in what he is to re t* This is particularly the case
when the reading refers to some culturally 'different iltitude orsituation'Which the
stud" may not be ableto interpret within his own frkne of reference. .

f3
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e. Problem Vocabulary. Many selections contain words that will present a
particular problem to the reader.- Sometimes it will be a familiar word with anew

meaning; in other instances it may be a recurring vocabulary item whoie Meaning

it critical to the comprehension of the story. Any technique preferred by the teach-

. er can be used to cpmmunicate the meaning of the word; and it is often a good

strategy to-help the student develop a "memory hook" so that he will recognize the

item subsequently.
f. Affective Learning Activities. Christensen describes an exercise that uses the

student's affective response as a source ror lesson content. Essentially, the affective

learning activity (ALA) he describes. presents a situation to the student, provides a

matrix sentence, supplies-an example or two, and suggests basic questions the stu-

dent snialtt answer. $y .modifying and adapting the situation so. that it refleits the
content of a reading passage, the ALA can be useitas a readiness exercise to pre'

pare the student for the assignment. i3 -

The situations, matrix sentences, and examples are prepared for an overhead
projector transparency. The Phase One tion (see following example) is intro-

&toed orally and then projected with sentence to provide a pattern for

the' - responses. Students are encouraged to volunteer completion of the matrix
sentence, and their suggestions can be written op the. trahsparency, if desired. liter
several responsei have been given, the second phase of the situation is piesented iii

the same fakhion, followed by phases three and four. As the activity progresses,
more and more students become involved. The example shown below, lined upon
Cbristensen's idea, Was designed to introduce a reading entitled "Chmo defenderse

de las mujeres,"talan fro text used in a third-semester university course.I4 For
clarity, the activity is presented here in English, although it would be done in Span-

kb in the classroom setting.--4

Affective Learning Activity

(Arlie One: male students respond)
iimar You are an actor and have recently appeared in the centerfold'of Playgirl

rnapzi4e. As a result, you now find that everywhere you* you have to de-
fand yourself fromi the ladies. Therels onb young starlet in particular vho in-
sists ,upOn marrying you, and you have decided that it will be necessary to
have a piactical plan to avoid trimony. Name three,things ybu can tell her ,

so that :he will no longef,be inter ou.

I, can tell her (Matrix sentence)

that I don't use deodorant.
Iliad I don't believe in monogamy.

dthat the picture was of my'head but of sameone else's body.
etc.

. (Phase Twoe female students respond)
You, the young starlet, are aware df the model's plan and ne- w must form-

0. 4
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mate a strategy to attract his attention. Name three ways you might impress
him.

I might (Matiiix sentence)

impress laim with my intelligence. ,

telphim that Lam going to kill myself if he doesn't marry me.
: MI him that our parents made the arrangements many years ago

and that we must abide by their decision.
etc.

(Please Three: male students respond again)
You are aware of the girl's strategy and now must react to whatever hap-

pens. Tell how you will respond to.her advances or suggestions. (Here, the
previousresPonses of the 'students can be used.)

If She , I will (Matrix Sentence)

wants to impress me with her intelligence,
tell Itet.that I prefer stupid women.

. , ...tells me thatshe is going to kill herself,
:Offer to help-her.
tells me fhe wedding was -estranged,

.05 d11 her that I am aorphan.
etc.

(Phase Four: entire class responds)
You are a friend of both and want them to to know h other better.

However, you do not want them to bt aware of your intereer
erak

How,can you
arrange things so that they will become attracted to each other wtthoutthem

. knowing what you have done?

Ian (Matrix sentence)

. ...send them both an anonytnous letter directing them to meet a -se-

cret admirer at a hidden spot.
....make arrangements for theta to act in the same movie.
. ...buy two tickets to r deserted island and send one to each of them.

etc.

From the beginning it should be clear that ,to participate only when
they want to. Nci attempt is made to involve those who mieht.lie uncomfortable.
The use of imagination and fan serves to protect rather than threaten the stu-
dents' values, a factor which more often than not results in greater participation. In
addition, the paragraphs and examples can exploit vocabulary and structures that
the students will encounter subsequently in the reading selection. Thus, the affec-
tive learning activity can be modified to serve as an effective readiness exercise in
the foreign language classroom.

. Guidance Activities. One of the most common reasons for students' failure to
read effectively is that they have no goals or purposes for which they are reading.
Although the teacher often establishes the purpose of the assignment i9, very general
terms (e.g., "Read pages ten to fourteen and be prepared to discuss it in class to-

4S



345 Personalizing Foreign Language Instruction

morrow"), the student is often unable td.set his own purposes. Thus, guidance ac-

tivities should delineate specific tasks mid, at the same time, help the reader learn

to devise his own tasks to ac,comp=assignment. Sevej,a1 strategies have proven

particularly successful` in natives instruction, and are recommended in;

numerous texts on developmental reading. Three. such techniques are des-

csibed below.
a. Questions Prior to the Reading. In most selections, it Is not necessary for

the reader to retain all of the content: However, students do-not recognize "auto-

mailcally" what is important and what is not. Questions prior to the actual reading

of the assignment will help the student focus his attention on the segments of the

content- that are considered important either by the teacher or by the author. Many*

reading texts Ag_vida questions at the end of the selection which can just as

be assigned (indWen eliscu,ped in class) as the reader begins his study. This gives

him a clear idei of his tisk, whiCh is.to find the answers to the questions.

b. Anticipating Questions and Answers. Most teachers-particularly in foreign

langssiges-.-will admit that they learned more about their subject the first year they

taught than they did during all the years of preservice t . Interestingly

enough:kat sane year usually corresponds with the person's from the role of

"question-answerer" (ie., student) to the role of "question-aske i.e., teacher). It

is quite possible that the actual formulation Of questions on ii,given topicis an ei-

fecfive aid to mastery of the material. ThuS, one might instruct the student to think

of questions which he could ask his classmates. Suggest that he try to "second v
gisess" both the teacher and his peers by devising questions based on the reading.

Then, following the selection, let the student ask other members of the class-in-

chiding the teacher-questions on the selecfion. The opportunity to quiz the teach- ,

er (a form of role reversal) may proie to be highly motivational to some students

who otherwise are seldom involved in daily classroom activities. The fact that many

of the questions will be ungrammatieal is not of act, 'any

errors will serve to provide insight into individual problemsiof comprehension. A-

word of caution is in order, however. the teacher should not be lulled into the

false security,-of a successful lesson as the result of lively response from a stu-

dents who generate all the verbal activities in the class. Neither should brag to

colleagues that the class is conducted completely in the target language hen, in

fact, he is doing all the talking. Discussion of questions and responses p red and

written by students in advance will help to avoid these situations and bett r ensure

Meaningful partiCipation of a larger segment of the entire class.

c. Differentidl Aisipments. Another problem often associated with he read-

ing class is boredom. The sheer quantity Of material assigned to be read f discus- -

lion is in itself a negative factor. Then, during recitation, the entire is ex-

pected to attend anxipusly to the responses etheir classmates as if great new rev-

elations were about to be. made. The'situatilin is at best ludicrous, normally lethar-

gic, and at worst, chaotic. .By giving inctividuab different tasks or activities to per-

form, the Brae -group session becomes a period of sharing, since the students are

dependein upon each or to comprehend the passage fully. 'A variation of this

6*/
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!Oleg has been developed by Childrey in what he calls the "Read a Book in an
Hour" approach. Using a paperback text, the teacher actually tears the book apart,
giving a different portion of the material to each student and instructing the class
Lbe they have a short period of time (usually fifteen to twenty minutes) to read
Se selection. After the allotted period, Each student relates what he has read. The
'excerpts may or may not be in order. Since no portion makes sense until it is put
into the larger context; the students find themselves needing each other in ordei
to "read" the book. During the activity, two important things occur. First, the stu-
dent feels motivated `to read his segment and to understand it to the .point that he is .

alde.,tp paraphrase. Secondly, the shared overview provides the reader with a general
idea of the story and permits him to concentrate on other elemenlikwhen the intim
text is studied as a series of specific reading assignments."

Comprehension Activities. Development of the reading skill is not a phenom-
enon that occurs over *a short period of time. The process moves from the simple -

to the more .complex and reflects the,increasing linguistic competence-of the learn-
er. Comprehension activities can bedesigned to parallet the learner's total language
development. Dictionary exercises; vocabulary development, and similar acetifies
need to contribute to the overall: mastery of the idiom while at the same time fa-
cilitating comprehension ofa.parficnlar reading selection.

Most ioreign language teachers have experienced the etasperating and 'often
humorous instance in which a student has obviously consulted a,bilingiud dictiUnary
to aid him in the construction of a novel sentence in thetarget language. In Span-
ish, for example, one might receive '"No he ircho arriba mi mente" which, to the
student means."I haven't made up my ?nine, Or perhaps "Superhombre late
moue which,loosely rendered, coney "Superman can fly." Before chastizing
the student', however, it might -be weB:to consider'whether or not training has been
offered in the proper use of a dual language dictionary, or whether the learner AU
been told simply to use one.

rd thingi may be done to encouraie the student to use p dictionary, begin-
the acquisition of a good fttallfuttuage set foithe classroom. A unit can

oped on how to use the dictionary, and its use evenpermitted on an exam.
ling a dictionary will not appeal to every student. Therefore, it should

clear that the is not a crutch so much as a resource to be called
other strategies. for guessing meaning have failed.

In a unit on the use of the dictionary, the teacher is will advised not
to presume y prior knowledge on the part of the student. WluTo most students ,

will have an of what a dictionary -s, few will realize the breadth of contentes-

Pecklis publication. The first activity, then, should be deldgned to ac-
. quaint the studen with the contents. For this the Table of Contents is the most

effective starting p xt, some steps must. be taken to acquaint the students,
with the abbreviatio ther by providing an itemized list or by designing an ac-
tivity in which the :fir t is told t., fund specific word forMs in the second !en-
emy. A next step wail lead to the recognition of the way words are used in a
sentence, since the du who cannot distinguish a noun from a verb Will be un-
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38 Personalizing Foreign Language Instruction

aide to use the information-in the entry once he has found it. Although such ac-

tivities may result in a mini-class in English grammar, it is critical to effective train-

log in dictionary.usage . i i
Once the' student has learned to identify how words are used, he is ready to be-

gin marching for appropriate words-to use in hisown sentence. As an intermediate

step,-however, it Is effective to let him practice with sentences that require the se-

lection (i.e., translation) of a single word or phrase, such as: Tengo una (date) este-

we& Gradually, the student is led to the point where he is asked to write a num-

ber of original sentences using the dictionary to assist him.
,

Another comprehension activity whiCh aids in the long-term development of

reading skill is the use of syntactic context. Students should be taught to recognize

various types of word order they will encounter as they read, such as the location

of adjectives, pronouns,tense markers, and the use of capital letters, articles, and '
other structural clues. Obviously it is important that the overriding objective be to

derive meaning from the passage.
Most reading selections are also rich in semantic dues. While dependence on '

context alone may not render the exact meaning of a word, it_ will usually enable

the student to determine the .message. Studies by Greenwald 16 and Medley" sug-

gest that training in the recognitionand use of contextual clues may have a positive

effect on the development of reading ability of second-language learners. .

AmL11141xe more obviousand thus more helpfulare statements of meaning where
t clues are of many different types, and of varying degrees of usefulness.

the word is actually defined, or is indirectly explained by example, synonym, exper-

lane, desciiption, comparison, contrast, or reflection of intent, mood, tone, or

setting.' ..

In addition 'to sentence or semantic context, the use of internal context, or

- Morphology; also serves as a source from which to derive meaning. Training the,

student to recognize the prefixes, suffixes, toots, and systems for compounding

words often provides keys that 'will rapidly expand the reading skill. Similarly, the

common connectives of the language (prepositions, conjunctions, etc.). should IA

presented early so that they do not pose a constant problem to the reader.

Finally, a strategy that is'used co only in the native-language classroom and

that has been adapted to the foreign p lessop by Finsteingand LaPorte is the

PQRST approach. The acronym re nts Preview, Question, Read, State, Test.

In the Preview stage, the student looks at the title, skims the passage without read-

ing for detail and without looking up unfamiliar word calls upon background in-

formation, and either develops questions or uses those which have already been de-

veloped to get some idea of the content of the passage. The Question stage'is the

. point kt Vthichithe reader focusis on the "-gaps" in the picture which have formed

as a result of the %canning, MI the unfamiliar words he may have encountered.

The reader concentrates upo is to look for as he reads the selection. In

the Reading stage, the stu t looks'for answers to,the questions which have been

raised, and also formulates tionsf while attempting to deduce the meaning

of new words through the application of a variety Of strategies. The State stage calls

5'
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on the reader to paraphrase what he has just read, being as specific and as inclusive
as possible. Finally, the Test stage is a rereading to see if the passage has been un-
derstood. Can the reader now answer the questions posed earlier? Could he ask
others questions to see if they had read the selection? 18

Another effective technique which can be employed easily in the foreign.lan-
smite classroom is 'What Can You Learn in One Minute?" Here the class is given
one minute to read a selection. The time constraint precludes the use of a diction-
ary and forces the reader to scan the passage rapidly. After one fninute the teacher
stops the class, has the students cover the passage, and asks several individuals to 're-
late what they Ive been able to understand. Since a great deal of different infor-
mation is gleanect.from the class, each student is prepared sUbtlely for a second,
more intensive reading. After the second reading, the teacher may ask content-
oriented questions, or permit the students to formul4te questions of their own.

Testing the Reading Skill

'
in evaluating reading, a distinction Can be made between what the student

knows about the language and how well he communicates in it. Effective evalua-
tion of the Language competence of a learner, particularly in reading, should assess
both discrete and integrative skills, thereby providing diagnostic information while
measuring the student's ability to use the language yi a communicative situation.°
Discrete-point tests evaluate mastery of numeroits,het*of information about the lan-
guage, its phonology, orthography, structure, and vocabulary. Tests of integrative
skills prohe the student's ability to understand and express himself in a more global
MSC.

Both types of evaluation have advantages and disadvantages. Discrete-point
tests provide .diagnostic information not available from tests of integrative skills;
they offer ease of administiation and scoring and nearly perfect reliability between
scorers. On the other hand, discrete-pbint tests fail (in most cases) to reflect ab "ty
in actual language usageli-a task demanded by tests of integrative skills.

There are a number of ways to evaluate' b(4 discrete and integrative s
reading. Discrete measures of reading ability infude questions related to the situ -
dent's knowledge of grammatical structure, sentence interpretation, word order, vo-
cabulary, subject-verb agreement, structural parallelisni, pronoun case, comparison
of adjectives, formation of adverbs, and formation 04 irregular verbs." For those

"students whose native language is based upon an alphabet different than that of the
second language, a simple symbol-matching item can be used. for the beginning
reader who can identify symbOls, a series4of three pictures can be shown along with
several statements; the student selects the picture that depicts each one correctly.
With the more advanced learner, a shortsparagraph can b presented and the stu-
dentikcomprehension of,lexical units within the passage tested with multiple-choice
questions."

Tests of integrative skills are more varied than discrete-point tests. One type
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requires the student to select the appropriate paraphrase of a given sentence. The
task demands an understanding of the' abstract relationships between subjects;
verbs, and objects, in addition'to other language elements in the sentence

A second type of integratife test is the doze technique in which eyeryrith ward

it deleted from a text and the student Is then asked to, replace the deleted words
through his knowledge and expectincy of occurrence.. A doze passage may be
scored in several ways, depending upon the population of students sfitla whom it is
used. One cab accept only the exact word which was omitted from the text (a
tenable procedure for the native speaker); alternatively, any word which' fits the
context mar be judged acceptable, whether it 'fits grammatically or not.22 The
litter procedure has been found best when doze is used with non-native speakers
who lack the knowledge of form and redundancy mighty,to respond as a native might
Scores from doze passages are reported to correlate highly with tests oflistening
comprehensiote4 and with other measures of language skills. 2s

Composition, another measure of the integrative skill in reading is an exercise
in which the student is required to write critically or interpietivety about whij he -

harread. Because of the time and subjectivity of the grading, however, essay-type
testing is not viewed generally in a gactle light by either psychometrists or sec-
ond-language teachers.

Finally, dictation may be used as a test of integrative skills., Although at first
glance one might presume that writing -a language while it is being heard is primer-
By a measure of rote memory, such is not necessarily the case. "The studenmpst
recognize and retain the lanjuage long enough to transcribe it, then punctuate so
that the utterance is mlaningful and reflects what has been said. In many instance!,
it is only through the use of context that the student can klentify the word or.
Phrase which he has heard, he multiplicity of skills is used in writing from dic-

tation.
In conclusion many of the problems encountered in teaching a child to re

his native tongue may also be found in developing second-language -skills,
strategies and techniquel used in the classroom must result in comprehension if
reading is to occur. There is a vast difference between merely giving a reading 14,V

signment and in providing an effective program of reading instruction. Many of ple,4
'strategies used in native-language instruction are equally valuable4n the foreign Ian-
page classroom. Continuing investigation should focus on the varieties of activities
currently being used in an effort to identify those which hold greatest promise for
developing the reading skill in both languages.
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42yocabillary Liar_ iiip.g .

and tine Language erocesses,

et

-,
Laura K. Heilenman
University of ouisville

*
It's a fact of life. Dictionaries are nice places to visit, but no oncwaitts to live thhs
'--especially foreign language -students. Yit this W precisely where Neu can find a
la* number of intermediate-to-advanced-level students a great amount of time.
The high point of my own language learning - career was the day I linew I ccruld
leave my dictionary, at home without suffering, untold anxiety. '1.1r4vserdilost sym-
bolic the load was off my shoulder's (literally) and on my head (figuratively). I

dentewhoAmplainthaklie at* they reading might be interesting it they'c.oidd
finally 'knew., if not everything, at least ough. Thus I can sympathize wit* stir-

spend moret, time reading it and
atop

time looking up the word, or who despair of,
ever mastering the scores_ otwords they feel.they need to IcAow. (Unfortunately, li

apr 'can't, give them a magic formula or even an encouraging prognosis. Contrary 'to'
seine commercial ventures which promise quick and easy sig.ceis, learning`alan- ,

guage is neither easy nor brief, and learning vocabulary'. must be least easy and
Abe least brief ofiny language learninetask. , ,

ir . .,

However, vocabulary learnih can be made less difficult and more natural
4itthrough a considerations of what actually irinvolved in *Wring a second languagef

particularlyin regard to the role or the first language in this process. Further re,
(,several' of the assumptions currently prevalent in language teaching may a ally-

hinder students intheir efforts to learn vocabulary. Let qs look of the
( problem/IF 44 : i iP ;

4
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The Bilingtial's Lexicon .

According to Isfelton Brooks, a true bilirgiral ,"posse,sseS a coordinate system of

two languages in whichiiiit.only the overt, patterns of behavior that characterize the

nevilanguage, but also the mental*Resses 'that accompany it, shall hap eqbal

status with the mother...tongue, yet be entirely separate from it."' ,This is an im-

pressive goal for language teachers and their students. Its implication of minimal

use of the native langUage in 'order not to "collapse the structure into a compound

system with English dominantv2 continues to underlie much, that pet on in the

foreign language classroom. For lack of a.coherent" theory iclexplain the function

of native language within foreign language acquisition, and because of con-

tinued reaction against the traditional grammar- translation exiiises of earlier years

teachers tend to feel virtuous when they use the fofeign language and guilty,when

they resort to native language explanations, 'regardless of -the situation the desired

outcome, or the resdlts. .

The assuhiption, however, that natural (coordinate) bilinguals p o sep.

arate meaning system each connected with a separate linguage)sy le corn-

pound bilinguals possess only
94 meanihgertore accessed bye both languages, is an g ,

oversimplification sand a compounding of several factom True, ifipilinguals acquire

their languagesn two separate cultural communities, the affective and connotative

meanings carried by various lexical items will differ. kit it is also true that this type

of leaning is available to foreign language kamers through experience, both direct

andftrect, of the cultural contexts involved.'

Whin we are really concerned with' is the possibility' that bilinguals are able. to

'avoid irfterference between their two languages because these two .languages are

stored separately within' the biain, thus precluding significant interaction between

VI them. is' 'so, then it is reasonable to suggest that for second-language learners, .

,.interlingual contact Burin the learning process will be inimical to the development'

of clearly distinct s'yst'ems, andthus hinder natural use of the foreign language. Re-
. ,

cent studies on child bilingualism, however, seem to indicate that interaction ice;

tween the two languages, far from being ad artificial prodUtoof the classroom, it in-

, stead inherent in the process itself.3 Children growing up bilingually do not develop

tWo separate languages to refer to*two separate realities, but rathei use both Ian-

guages Odifferently, It is only later, at about two years of age, and as children be-'

come aware of,tlie differential use of the two languages in thesenvironment, That

attry begin to Separate theniout. Swain and Wesche give the following examples of

+lexical and syntacticintergetion exhibited by a three -year -old French-English child:
.....-

,*Bouteille is gonna break.. `..,
# ,

-01 up. Detrain, I On to keep it. 6''

k Marcel want not tolisten;
-

That's to me. (d. the French, C'est I mo-04 ,

- , a Z

, icily also relates that
Gerntai-speaking knidergarteet children in Alsace were once

.1

-
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taught F ch by being given-plasticlioit.in the form of animals and household ob-jects.. ---

to hich their teachers tefer.recl only-in French. The younger childrernrefused
to eta:operate, however, and ruined a;gaid"ide.i by insisting:on calling pnly the toy
by the French tword

.41
while continur4 to reserve the nati*e-language word tor the

"real thing."5 . . .

Moreover, among adult bilinguals, there is evidence that, at the concept or ,

meaning level; language of presentation does not affect performance. Koler found
that repe 'lion in either language faciii4vd later recall ors'word presented. in only

., one, and
pages
separa4
for the

t silent Leading was uhaf ted by the mixture of a bilingual's twoIst- = .-
setatences.6 It has also been demonstrated that bilinguals cannot

b languages at the concept level,'even when it would be` advantageous
do so.' Neufelditat prIleced research indicating that there is only
tehls.dictionary consisPmg of items learned foi one or both of

lin s languages and then tagged according-to anguage. This would hel
count for the ability to translate as well as substantiate the evidence from c

t'
In other words, prohibiting use of the native language solely in order to

the formation of a "compound" (in the sense of one conceptual' store)
would seern,invalid since this is precisely the kind of systeribilingUaLs seem to pos-

1117i

sess. For allpractical purposes, within the classroom _there IS no need to studiousjy i,
avoid the use,of translation equivalents, as long as students are not ekcesillaged to L,
equate one %ford with one concept in either language or ,adoss languages. This :
emphasis shoidd be Oit semantic equivalents. In fact, this is exactly what is involved
in good tranaliting where the twcrlanguages are mediated by meaning rather than.
by one another. Many errors can even be avoided by the use of semantic native.
Ian age equivalents. Telling students, as some textbooks do, or allowing them to
ass e; that the French Verb **hi, means "to think" (e.g., re rifgehis = I'm

: g) invites error. Studenti who fie baba that 4flicitir means "to think about"
will be much less likely to present their teachers with such linguitic gems as Ve
rejlechis our. . . 44

There is even some evidence that 'semantically based analysis is performed by
learners naturally and on their on initiative. Lambert and Tucker,.in reference to
the highly successful Frefich immersion program in Canada, have suggested that im-
mersion children iftcome rapidly cognizant of similarities and differences,ketween
English and French and exploit these irla type of "incipieht contrastive analysis ", 0
that affects both languages.9 It may be that the overt encouraging Of suckproceises
in older language leaves woUldbeheneficia,T. I have found it helpful, for example,
tq point -oui to istuderitss that, in Freneh, verbs often include the preposition where ..

in English the preposition is,separablei and that the meaning convoked by the verb
plus the preposition, in English is conveye4by the verb alone in French: A list, sim-

, ilar to the one shown' beloW, is a good stirting point.

' sortir to go out
mower to go up
desceridre to )10 down

56

traverser - to go across
partir - to go away
retourner - to go back
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.r. .

It becomes then very easy to point out that English has a formal, Latinate lexicon

as wiles a less formal,Germanic one and that direct French-English cognates usual-

ly belong to the formerl(commencer to commence, conunrcement; OPfacitations

felicitations, felicitous). Thus learning French vocabulary can help increase word

poser in Elfish!

Use itmd.A.busedirtf the Native

4
The collective wisdom of the profession on this point can be suriunarized in. a

few sentences. The use of the native language is indicated only in the interests of

economy and clarity. Thus, meaningin the foreign language should be conveyed

via pictures, gesture, mime, foreign- language definitions, or paiaphrases rather than

through' the use of translation equivalents. ;Vocabulary wordnhould never be pre-

sented in a list since this encourages learners ..tri,torm one-to-one associations be-

tween the native and foreign.la4uage. Instead, vocabulary should always be pre

seated, leaped; and tested in context.
I agree with these guidelines.' But I also agree with Henry Sweet, the nineteenth

century linguist, who, as a sort of reply to over-enthusiastic Direct Method believers,.

once wrote'and underlined, "The exclusion bf translation as a regular means of con-

'eying the meaning of units is an uneconomical and untiatural principle. "I° lie tstip-

ported his contention. with gtinients that remain 'cogent today, pointing out that

exclusion, df the nativelangu tends to, strand learners at level of lexical poverty

that is both frustrating and unn when a mediating linguistic system(die ea-
&

ithe language) is ready at Nand. F r, he con Mites; no one ever really_ sucCeedi

eradicating the native language.

Let there be no illusion on thispOint; the moat fervent partisiicof the Direct

Method translates, whatever his impressions to the contrary may be. He

learns German by reading German books without a dictionary. He is reading

a technical book dealing with chemistry; the Word Wasserstoff occurs repeat-

edly. Ouireader does not refer to a bilinguardictionary, it is true, but in the

end he sna to himself: "Ach .so, das Wort Wasserstoff bedeutet sicher

hydrogen!" That he has guessed the translation rather than sought it does

not affect the fact that he has more or less associated Wasserstoff with

gen: ... As an argumentum ad absurdurnlet us take the frequent case of an

Englishman who by some accident of circumstances has come to associate the

*Ord httre with the thing designated by it. He finds one day that he is ig-

Aorant of the 'equivalent word in English. What is he to 'do? Cro td`a forest

svlth an English companion better versed than he in Wood-lore and match for

the tree associated with the term httre and then ask his Companionto alone

it in English? Once again poser la question s'est Ia resciudre, he viii'reacli

doss. his French - English dictionary and am:Alibi thit httie beeeh.11

e quoted at length froin Sweet, because I believe he givesiin amusilig and -
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accurate PiCtbili el what goes on under the guise of establishing direct relationships
between thb &reign language and the real world by refusing to use the native lan-
guage. Thep:lint is that Orie'knative language is part of one's real world and cannot
aimply-be written .off as 'excess baggage: Throw it out the front door and it circles
around the back; drown itin a sea of foreign language definitions and it resurfaces
at* the first opportunity; drill a class for hOurs on the use of the French verb
attend's (to wait for)ff attend l'autobus, le lain, Marie, etc.,they will still, pro-
.cluee the ,clamdc interference errors.. You simply cannot keep a good native language
,,down: In vain have textbooks done away with vocabulary likts and teachers railed
against writing traislatiani in'the- books. Students (and a teacher or two) have pro-
Tided their 'own lists and erased the Words after the fact. Such obstinacy leads to
the conclusion that it is somehow natural for second language learners to use their

Vocabulary Limiting 47

firsi.language as a means of dealing with their second, or-at least to do so undet cer-.
lain conditions. ,

There are several ways a teacher can help students to capitali'ze on this-tendency
without turning the classroom into a mass translation drill: First; students can be
encouraged tii,begin with a translation eqeivalent;but to go from there to a mere
complete understanding of the original concept, much'in thitsaine manner as chit
dren learning their first language exhibit pro,gressive differentiation of categories:
Both make errors but both have rather 'limited data bases to work from; the first
langtiage learner because of cognitive and linguistic constraints-, the second
learner usually because of linguistic inexperience alone. Students need to be made
aware that translation is only the first step, and that even.in one's native langUage,
different wbrds are known to different degrees of proficiency. The use of the>right
word at the right dine is a skit and a good deal of what is-usually terrned-conimun-
kadon is really nothing but a series of hits or near hits on semantic talgets. Fat Ow
native speaker of a language, the bpunds Within which a direct hit can be registered t-

are relatively narrow. For non-native speakers, the range is wider and is gradually '

restricted according to expectations of competence.
In ordbr to become aware of -these limits, students need both extensive and in-

teinivepractice with the language. By extensive.' mean a broad and varled exposure
to auttkritic language; by intensive, -I refer to a guided approach to normal usage.
The extensive dimension can be dealt with fairly straightforwardly; the intensive,2'
hOwever, requires more attention and planning., There is a variety of ways by which
teachers can provide intensive experience for their students. For example: .

The comparison of a translated passage with the original helps qbdents to
areas invhich they may be mismatching semanOs and lexicon in The:foreign

language. It is possible, for example, for the Reich lierb se depriander'n4ye'intli,,,
prated as "to ask oneself," and a student may never realize that the basic t nglish
equivalent is "to wonder."

,

2.. The use of rapid, oral translations from the native to the foreign language
helps students to identify semantic equivalents. This is especially impoitantsh.thb
areas of idiomatic expression and native -!ice fldency. Students with this fype of
training will tend to identify'conceptual rather than-lexical meaning and to avoid
the perils of word-by-word translation.12,_

0

.
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3. Students-ean be encouraged to discover a re c tween-related-vo.

Cabulary items, for themselves. Devise or find a passage or series of sepences

I which the items to be Considered occur. Give this to the students with instructions

to find why a certain sliced is used in a certrtin place. The factorsinvolved may
be semantic, syntactic, or stylistic,,and the students' resourou can include regular

t bit dic tionaries; dictionaries of synonyms (indispensable in any classroom), or

tsctionaries that go beyond the dictionary 'mto more secret territory . between

*Ann .9and in the gaps of a standard dictionary.13
For a French dais, a brief example of this technique involves the vetbs dfs (to

say, pirier (to speak), and mconier (to tell). ,

Papti sett .recontes es histoirei. Quand ii parle,* tout is monde icosite, et
sprit, on dit, clue eltait vraiment quelque chose d'extraordinaire.

' 44". ,

°beim* the passage can be extended; and additional examples found in texts,-zt
scenes, and newspapers. Students can e$en be given the task of fiqsaing them. "

, 4. A eery simple technique consists' f having students look words up in both

fonts of I bilingual dictionary. A wordis.looked up in order to find in foreigd
page equivalent. Zbe student notes that there are several possibilities. He pfcks

one Qr two of he moat Maly, Ind then verifiei the choice by looking up the for -

. eip language word -,a sort of back translation procedure. This technique is especial-

ly usefullor students who have a tendency to traincnbety direct translation (with

help of a dictkinarAwhat they ern, write out in their native langUage.

cure the& but it will make them mere accurate.
5. Instead of concentrating-ens the students' errors indite target language, con-

. contrite on the errors made by native speakers of the foreign language in the stu-
dents' language (i.e., a Frenchman speaking English). The student isgiven the utter- ,

ance and is asked what' the speaker might have been trying to ,say in English and
ydigt he would have said' if he had been speaking French, A sentence like "Millaf-

fairs aren't, doing eoo.well,"'CrOm the mouth of a Frenchman, probably has little
to de with his loves, but refers instead to his business, What he meant'to say was
'My business tan's doing too well," and the French version would probably be,

something like "Nes affaires rant ntalX ;
6.* A final .technique involves acting out a real -life situation in which the stu-

dent is called upon to serve as in interpreter. Situations could include meeting a
foreigner in an airport and helping him or her fill ottt theiproper forms or.find his'

or her flight, ordering meal in a restaurant where 'only one student knows the Ian-

page, and so forth. As an alternate plan, the teachet could setup a scene betweedIa

group of "tourists" and a cantankerous waitress_ or a surly taxi driver. ,Wilga Riven

also suggests using classreoinhboratory facilities to. vt up a sirnultaneous interpre-
,

r)

tation situation. f4
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r
The extensive use of visuals, mime, and foreign langualk explanation is benett

dal in the acquisition and retention of vocabulary. They are not, however, without
their drawbacks. 'Mcrae of the foreign language to explain the foreign language al-
lows the teacheito avoid the native language and gives students practice in listining
for meaning. It is not necessarily a means of persuading students to without
recourse to their first language, and it is not necessarily a means of building their vo-
cabulary. As 'Sweet put it: ;There is a limit to the number of'birds that one may
conveniently kill with one stone."15

The use of. visualaids is another method for conveying meaning by avoiding the alsw
native linguage. Agaiii, there are drawbacks. The initial verbal reaction of most stu-
dents' when first presented with a picture is to identfy the contents in their native

litiguage. Eventually, and With repetition, they may come to associate the foreign
language phrase directly with the picture, but -the use of a visual in and of itself does
not prevent %captivation of theuative language system. Further, there is no reason
.to assume that the concept formed from seeing a picture of a chair or even the chair
itself has any inherent advantage over that forined by giving a'semantic equivalent
in the native language. 1 both cases the learner requires additional experience in .

order tageneralize to all chairs and to be able to differentiate between various kindser
of chain. For some, visual presentation> may be helpful, and I suspect that ills

* more Jim for everyone, but vocabulary acquisition' is complex, and as Andrew
Wright puts it, "a grasp.of the meaning of an item in the foreign langgage is unlike-

.

ly to occur at any one moment in time, either in conjUnction with a picture or.with
mother tongu'e equivalents."'6

As with the use of native language equivalents, howeVer, there are things a teach-
Cr can do to maximize the benefits of visual's. Wright mentions the use of seieial
visuals ceptered around one lexical item. Showing different people in different
places amusing themselves in different ways provides a context for the voebulary,
item "In have fun" and helps to reducelpisunderstandim by focusing on the idea
common tall the pictures. Another viTy 'to reduce ambiguity is to pretest visuals.
Asking ten or more people what that' think a particular visual represents is an ex:
cellent procedure for discovering how successful it yel be in conveying the dished
meaning in the classroom.'7

And So?

And what gentral conclusions can be drawn? I think thee are thrte. First,
there, is no-one way to teach vocabulary, nor is there any way'ay that.is totally effec-

- the. Sweet summed it up neatly over three-quarters of a century ago. What,
should we do? Which way is best?

6 9
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The answer is obvious: adopt none exotosivelyurejectnone_absol
variety,has its uses, dch has its place in the general scheme, and each in its
turn may 4e-the most rational one.18

The second' conclusion is less obvious. V. . . acquisition is a complex and

poorly undentpc4 process, but one that is e- . in teaming and using a second

as well as a first language. As'a beginning, let suggest that.there are two funda-

mental); separate ways of processing new lexical information. When the inform-
tion it, pverwhelming, as is the case in most foreign language Programs, the only

feasible course is rote memorization. This.makes-vocabufary learning an end in it-

self, a process by which the student attempts to bypass natural processes and tie the'
N*new lexical item to that which is already meaningful. In most cases this is the first 4"

language equivalent. Although here has been some original work done on the use
of mnemonics in vocabulary learning, few teachers are able to recommend such

blatant use of translation equivalents without lingering feelings of guilt."
The second process depends upon a restructuring and internalization of the new

lexicon a(ailditiorial exierience is applied. It is a largely covert and automatic pro-

cess as compared 'to the conscious effort expended in memorization. Students-do
not suddenly, decide no-longer to think "city'f whenever the French word vile oc-

Whether they do so or not is 'probably a function of the moment. Likewise,
they are seldom able to state perceptually-based semantic and lexical differences .

such as that between "high" and "tar in English or between gros and, grad in
French, but they ate, at some point, able. to utilize such differences. 'Somehow the

3 foreign language %conies a realjanguage to them, and the native language, although

always in the wings in case of need, can retire'gracefully.
` This is a natural process, fostered by direct experience with the foreign Ian -

gunge, but 'coexisting quite happily with the memorization and translation work
going on simultaneously. Given sufficient time and a natural setting, rote learning

;Would probably be superfluou5,. Time, however, is usually short, motivation briefer

still, andthe setting is generally-Ktificial. Thus an artificial methodrote learning
becomes an efficient mean of coping.

The third and final conclusion follows naturally. If vocabulary learning in and

of itself is trivial, vocabulary learningin a meaningful context is crucial. From a
theoretical .point of stew, linguists are beginning to recognize both the role -of

semantics in syntax and the importance of lexicon in semantics. Within this per-

spective, knowing a. word becomes the starting or knowing a language, since

knowledge of the weird implies awareness of itsWional limitations, syntactical ,

behavior, semantic value, phonological chaiacteristics, and derivational possibilities:

as well as its place vis-kvis other Words and conc.epts.20

.Thus, the minimal requirement for knowing the word "chair," for example,

3).* means knowing when a chin is an'armchair anS3 not a couch, as well as being aware

of the chair's status as an inanimate object and its functional relationship with the --
environment. A speaker may also know that a chair, under certain conditions, is
animate (_"The chair recognizes Mr. Smith"), contains verbal force ("Who's chairing

4
r
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get thethe section ?'), and can even be fatal elhe warden said he's su
on, m i sense, is

airotnld MA& both structure and meaning revolve, andits implic ons include
turd as well as real-world knowledge. A vbcabulazy is not just a (Mary or ilist
of words, although, it can be redimied to that level. Mastering a voc ulary implies.
mastering a Griguage7no cant goal for anyone. The means to employed '
in achieving this goat can be as as the goal itself.
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eaching Spanish
rough Videotape

'Bruce A. Beatie
Josef . Labracktr
Cleveland State University

4

Several years ago, Professor Jog Labrador began to experiment with Spanish-
made documentary films in fusteePar classes in,response to problems frequently
encountered: difficulty in learning meanings and pronunciation of net0 vocabulary
words, lack of opportunity and stimulus to engage in live conversation, and fre-
quent unwillingness of students to unravel relatively complex sentences. There is
nothing new of court, in using documentary films in such classes; to our knowl-
edge, however, there have been few attempts to use them directly toeach
gage rather thaculture.1

After initial experiments' with documentary films, Professor Labrador shifted
both medium and materials; he began usinSpinish-made commercial fnms2 in class
via video-cassette pr reel-to-reel videotape. He reasoned that the content of such
films would be intrinsically mdre interesting and involving for the students and that
the videotape would be easier to use than film: It would permit stopping the tape
at any point, with no need for darkening the classroOm (so the students dould gee ,'%
the blackboard and their #books); it,would feature easy replay (*ability% im-
proved audio quality, more alive intonation and more spontaneous dialogues, re-
duced possibility of breakage, andfast winding.

The effect of this improved format on students' learning has been dramatic.
Student interest in classes is markedly higher. Students learn 'vocabulary more
easily because of the correlation of he words heard with the visual image on the
TV screen and because of the inclusion of more real-life vocabulary. ,Learning of
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. phonetics and pwnunciatite is facilitated by the videotape playback capacity and

sludents have more opportunity to interact in Spanish after the film. 4

ThisTins newnethod of teaching Spanish (and, by extension, of teaching any lan-

guage)* represents no revohitIon.4 Its newness lies not in any textbook, or in any

raelialahtft in teaching methods, but simply in the introduction into the classroom

of the communications medium which young people who hitit grown up in the

seventies are so accustomed to-the television screen. We live in a world in which

the image ii-more prevalent than any-other form of symbolic language. Its effec-

tiveness supports McLuhan's argument that modern, image-oriented culture is, in a

sense, a return to- the Medieval period in which the magnificent facades of the

Romanesque and Gothic churcheshad a significant teaching role.'

One of the main problems of langauge teaching in the United States has always a

been its artificiality. For all our attempts to bring "foreign culture," into the class-

room, our students will recognize the artificiality of their attempts to cony6ise hi

Spanish in- the- middle of an essentially monolingual country. But the television

screen theyocceptas relevant. By using as teaching material commercial films of

high quality rather than "artificial" materials specially prepared and edited, the-stu-

dents' baste language practice is brought into the context of living, moving, "real"

people in a foreign context.
An account of how Itis approach works should be prefaced with a description

of the necessary equipment. Fitst, the film itself is on videotape, larger in format'

than the audio-tapes that language teachers are familiar with, but not significantly

different. As has happened with sound equipment, videotape technology has also

developed the video tussette, and its use is significantly, easier. Then one needs a..

la;ge-screen video -"Monitor, little, different from an ordina television set of the .

sort in most living rooms. The playback device, too, is like a familiar tape recorder,

though larger initl a bit more complex. Its controls are 'similar: stop, play, fast/for-

ward:rewind.' But the videdtape player has a feature the-tape:recorder does not:

it can be stopped tuft a particular image .on the screen, a capability which we

make much use 0.6- The cost of such equipment is about $1500; but its potential

use in a school goes beyond the classroom use described here.

For the past five years-Professor Labrador and others have used this equipment

in teaching a variety of Weis, from beginiting Spanish to advanced culture classes.7

This article canedescribe neither all possible uses, nor all the problems of the meth-

od-and any new approach has its own problems. Let us, mention in advance,

ever) two prohletns having to do with expbctations, one on the teacher's part, and

the other on the students': A teacher should neither overestimate nor underestimate

the quinfity of filmed material neededefor a course. While for a beginning language

class asingle 90:minute film
material

provide a full term's material, at the advanced

level that same ,film provides material only fir a maximum of 25-30 contact holm.

Thus, a teacher'should use at least two films (preferably of different nature) per

-veined course. The other problem is that the students must keep in -mine, at all

limes, that what they , are seeing is equivalent to what they painfully read with

much attention in a book. The aitractivress of the film and the difect impulse of
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°

the action an create in some students the idea that they are passively vatching

.

film, when in fact they must pay a great deal of attention to each and every one of
the actions, the dialogues, the setting, the mesie'and the noise, the plot and its im-
plications and,* characters,.

As part of the earlylexperiments, this approach was used in two types of be-,
liming, Spanish classes. One steak restricted to students with no previous Spanish in-'
struction. The other cougte was: designed for students ,rith some background in

. Spanisrwho felt that because of their united exposure or the time interval' since
their initial acquaintance with- the language, they needed to go, back to the begin-\ Ding.

We will look at has latter groupfirg. These students have' beg. exposed to a
Variety of teaching methods and now they are to leash Spanish thrbugh,videotipe.
In class the instructor presses the "play" button and the_scree,n shows a few min-
utes of the movie. The screen presents objects, people, landscapes, all of them.
"live" and showing a tion impossible to be created otherwise in the, classroom.
The class, for example, seeing this scene:

-

The patio of an dent conifent, lined with grey granite columns. Boys,
some ten years old, crossing, in files and pairs from one class.to another. ^

They wear blue sw ers with' long sleeves, white shirts, grey sorts, knee
socks and black shoes. Also on the patio-are nuns conversing in groups.
Some, the novitiates wearing white habits, are young and cheerful girls, walk-
ing- smiling across the patio. Others, older ones wearing black, are stouter and
less cheerful. -

This sane takes ten seconds.. The in.itrUctor, rewinds (time seconds) and slimVs tille
'scene again, stopping when-the children are in the center of the patio. The "stopped
action" image becomes a topic for conversational practice. The instructor points to
the chicken:

9
Instructor (I): Son los niiOs?
Class in chorus (C): Si; son los nifios,t

The instri}ctor writes the noun or the bdard and explains briefly that it is masculine
plural. He points to the columns:

I: iEs el nifid?
C; No, no es el Milo.
I: 4Qukson?
C: Sonips coamnas.

The instructor writes on' the board the interrogative qui kat") and pints

Son las column;?
C: St, son las columns.
I: 4Son przmles las &lumen?

66
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' Shifting the "stotiped action" ,image penoclicaliy, the instructor continuode. e:-

plain -es vs. son, and the verb "to b"pzact!ces conjugation, and explains3ellt nal

. . .,`pronouns. ,
a, . .

-
.

A3-catt be seen,-ten seconds of living image have served to present new vocabu-

Lary, introdiee a verb, explain gencter and number aqdlpersonal pronouns -all at a . 4.

rapid pace, directly*, and visual-audio-lingually, permitting both indiVidual and cho-

ral practice. ,the next day tieinstructor can review and then shift thekituation - .

given by the fifin to the, still more immediate one of the Classroom to Which the

. boys weregoing.- student interest is maintained by cariosity concerning what will

. happen to those children and-suns. . 4 .

' Since the piece of action shown on the screen can be described in dinerent

ways, the students and the instructs have the opportignity to make morphological

and syntactical changes, The teacher may ask.for a total descriptioh of the action,

ncouraging free formation of teases and sentences. The rate Of forgetting the

ttOiwords is sr ficantly less wIferitunage accompanies Ilie° word' than when the -

stilderit m conceptualize both the word and its referent.

This approach used in a similar Way with the other beginning Spanish,rourse

'where the stride had no Spanislrbefore and thus no experience With other meth-

od of learning. iitidents,who learned Spanish only through ?he movie-on-

. videgtape ineAhod us the customary "miner book), proved much surer of them-. -4

' selves, than the students ,irpthe other group. °They were much more able to re-

spond qftickly
other

accurately, though- they had mdch less "practice time behind w

them than the other students. Irt
,

The reality of the image provided° hy the videotape offers pattern practice that -"-** .

is not abstract. The students relate thetsentencos they repeat in.-chorus'to liyIng

stimuli, and so are learning riot simply verbal -patterns-, but responses ill Lillian w. ..

context. From.voiabuIary building by referring tup of the image on the screen, ..e

'the instructor can make' the learning of verbs come by sowing the action it- $

If in srocess as The students repeat the neviverbnilk s moving math)/ before

them., Then the instructor can easily move from the screen'image to the other re-

ality ,of objects ,in' the room, -or to the mitis themselves, enhancing' the

. "relevances' of the screen image.
, . w- .

.

.

... - -,%-,--Thivapproaeli.is.alioliglay.offeative.aulialaterfaarliatezonaarsatiunlevettille,-,--,,,.,
problet of- finding a good bodk OfreacQs which interests students and motivates

thein to &cult* in the tai'get language, subjects related to their experienceis well- --

known. Disussion of a literary work often does not permit the stablisliment Gill '''' .

,, free-and entertaining dialogue in which all students and do p.cipate.-Literary :
materials 4fer them an "iinreatreality," and They are often lost in the compleirity

of literanistyle. but whey the discussion is centered on a living story presented on

4 the screen, the action provides an immediate stinlIglus ttoliliciii 'the students can'

resPondi-Thusmany ofithe pauses and stumblings of nor nversational daises

avoided. It alsVnitigates that other frequent problem:* the instructor speaking

00 mo the students do. . "..

Askw ntioned earlier, the filth it shown to the class in segments lasting any.'

Is

. ,
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mere from ten seconds to a Mind minutes, ortten. ;me instructor needs
to kn exactly where to, stop the ractice, review, tpr to introduce some

4 . , new 1 point offered by the action. At the end of the class, or the next
,daY;ffie btstructqf *Mild askthe stu&nts'to describ'e what they have ', this'
time using vrlis in the past tense. -Once the students are involved in dig, 's ac- .5

tion, they'can be 41, cedkto guess'what.wil/ happen to the' char4Fters, thus giving/I .. them the firsiiefom to lartheir imagination and forcing thenito usg the future tense
of verbs. RevieyeeofSegments already seen can be aided by showing the images with-

/
si outia whilend hile the studentstxplaidthe action they are seeing., . ..

,
.. - The great variety of conversational themes offereq by eadtqf these sequences,

btf* actions of die characters, or by tife intentions of the:flint's director, can cie-
i*sorne anxietyand confusion. jor this reason, Professorleshrador has developed

, a five-step system of class paiii*ation: ii, - .
, a.

0 . ' ' .
0

. 'fhe 'first student activity is simjiy a'ilestripiion, id as n(uch detail as
. possibl, of tht action Hof thefilfit: '' ' ,

IrN2:4..1141w students then discuss -the symbolic dctionsi, 'those- whore there is
obvious, intentional meaning,- where the director is 'Clearly "saying some-

,. 9,05...... 1 . 't i ,, 146 te
' . Next, the students discuss the characters. One can ask their opinion

about:Ai one charactec, a description of thrcharacter from hii introduction
into ,The'film4hp to the present viewing moment. pocusilon can then proceed
to otherkharacters, other actions; their psychology, their teas.

4. Then students swiping:4e the dialogue, the ,words th ear, tile
means by which they know hOw the aharacters think, what they want, what
they.havebeen doing or plan o.

,
o. This stageis particularly useful for praol

ticing the subjunctive and the per 64' tenses.
5. Finally, the iitessage; the:*ideas of the dlpilktor, the significance of the

film isAiscussels.. it is not necessary to have seen tie whole film to-begin this
voireav:Ilof discussion. With care one canevelop these.ideas as the viewing of the --:.

PrQgreSes."-, is
S.

.1,

- These five steps can be applied to almost each s or sub-scene which the in-
itruct9Et9t10,waill.Y...daYA,The44zan. 4o.stilt,tkeAkste."Ittit

J2' techniques of any individual instructor: . -

As the class continues, the film itself is no longer so necessary as a conversat?Sw
al suppbrt. Stimuirted by a complex and-fascinating story; the students begin to
interact mare with one another and the class truly *omes a conversation. But the .

image isealways present as a referent; the videotape is alwayl avails* tdclarifylan
idea, defend a point of views or provide a new focus as needed,. By the end of the
course, the class is a conversationalgroup, interreact ing, thinking in Spanish,
"living",Spknish in reaction to the pseudo-fife on the screen.

,111

;,.... The use of videotaped films is not, of course, restrtcteti -,to the development-of
'basic languagetkilh. A.ggod film is a dbctiment.of culture anda worIZ-of art. Stu-
dents can learn much more from it ,than. simply how to speak Spanish. We applied

I' ii
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this thethOri to-an advanced class in Spanish Modern Civdization. At this level it is

no longer a matter of seeing the film in short segments, but of seeing the whole film

7.-,several times, returning now and again to the key moments where the director sm-

prises? confronts; explains, or hides from the spbCtatdi the sense of the film. At this

. level -one discusses technique and style, the film'serelatiop to Spanish history, its so-

ot! content and ideological telklencies, people and landscapes, the gestures and ex-

passions in which one reads tb,psychology of the characters' ,The natural Or uni- .

venal meaning of thsfilm becomes a focus by which the students, from their 41-1-'

tinct perspecdves,.caTiotegrate their reading and experiences from other classes.

This illawa, eh.* alreidy had significant effeetsbn the'whole' practice of Litt

guage teagalli:ig in-our, department. It has been adopted by colleagues in French and

German as well as Sfinliish. It hasstimulated the purchase and regular Use in our be-

ghminglanguage programs of the series Guten Tag!, Tagte-la Bande, and Zarabanda.

behave also createteteaching" videotape demonstrating this approach, show-

segments of its actual use by Professor LIOrador in classes at various levels. This

videotape has been shown at a nultiber of local and regional conferences and has

Been borrowed by knumber of universities.8,

A final note: The "teaching" videttape itself has proven unexpefetedly useful

in beginning Spanish classes.' Shown to students early in their first quarter, it pro- .

vides a-curious motivator. Watching ihe conversation class, they usually react: "You'

mean we ,can talk like that after four quarters?"

_ - Notes

. , .

JOrgeriJahn reports the use of !`pedagogical news reels" in this way: ,".News-

reel in FL Instruction," Untbrrichtspraxis 7, i (Spring 1974): 93-95.
/; The only 63e of commercial Mats, though not on videotape., that we are.aware aP

of is reported by Gitlela Huberman and Vadim Medigh, "SPanish.Multi-Channel
Instruttion in Operation: A Progress Report," Foreign Language Annals 8.

. ( March 1975): 52. The authors hive introduced the use of the films for their
cidbirakcontent &ad motivational force, rather than-ai direct material felon-

teachinge,,See their earlier repor2, "A Multi-Channel Approach to Lan-

a 2,):" " Fgreliq '7 (December 1974). 674 -80, and

"A Multi-Media isnot* systbil University,"4D;Ft-Bnifen, 'n

(14cIptaber 1974): 32-34:
3. ate foresign language eduCators are clearly thinking.and, perbaps,.acting gang

the same lines. See William Odom's report of a survey on "The se of Video-

tape in"Foreign Language butruction,7 NALLD Journal 10 (Spring-Seer
1976): 73 -81... Live- action videotaping-has long been used as a device in FL ,

, Witcher training: see Arno G.'Prellero"Video-Tape and Other Media. in FL
TeacisersTraining, NALLDJournal 5 (Decerilber 1970): 40-43; Helen Jorsti,
"The, Classroom asArts-, Videotapes for the EL Methods Mu," NA LL#11off
nal 6 (December 1 ): 17-21; and J c std G. Bailey, "An'Amtlysis of the Use

of Videotape Records in the T ftollege-Level Foreign Language Teach-. -era," ,ADFL-Butletin 5 (March 1974): 42-43. 'Live-action videotatring has also

been used hi basic language dis: See Shirley Jane.Kaub, "Videotaping in the

Foreign, LangliageAassroom," NALLD Journal 5 (Dec. 1970):. 38-39; Her-

mann U. Teicherl, ,`C,onunercials 'on. Videotape," Unterrielaspraxis 7,i (S.

, 19741: 92; Hermalin anci.Jacques Ravaux, "The ,Vidpotape Recbtder,

'a., I
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in thi terrichtspraxisl (Fall 1975): 100-102;-and George,
irainBanton, "Using Videotape an the Advanced Conversation Class." *reign .

e Annals 8 (October.1975): 233-38.
42 See notes 1 and 2 above. However, ilex Mc/ndrew's remark, after a tour of .

FAU'olp _Language Ceriters, Oar% Europe, 1974 was the.yelii of the VIDEO-
. CASSETTE...,"" hints at some conception of revolution on his part: "Seeing

once ii better than hearing it hignind times," NALLD Journal 10 (Fall 1975):
11-18. . .

.

5. See chapter 2, "Midis hot andcold"*in Marshall McLuhan,Jinderstanc ting
, Media: 71st Extenstoru'of ffan"(New York New American Librark, 1964), PP.

36-4S.
6. At the Cleveland State University we use' Sony AV 00 reel-to-reel yideore-

corden, and RCA model 11970 W television receiverranitprs. Our video-
/players do not have the "freeze image" capabiiitY,nnd we are
ove this situation.

7. We are,aware of only two othet attempts to duke systematic use of videsStape
in L instruction: the program', at Americin Univeplity in Beirut (see riots 2

e.), and the Minnesota_German prograpi:.see Audrone B. Willeke, Gerhard
Cla , Martha Fromanek, and Cecil Wood, "Small-Group Activities and the
Role1 of the Instructor ill Media-Aided Languege Pr. . ms," NAL;LD Journal
8 (Winter 1974): 5-18; and Martha Foimand, Gee, d Clausing, and Cecil '
Wood, "The Contribution of Television in Media -Aided Language Programs,';-
ibid., pp. 19-12.

8. Anyone interested in borrowing this videotape (cost: postage) mar request a
copy by writing to Professor Jose Labrador, Department of Modern Languigni,
Cleiveland State-UniversitY, Cleveland, Ohio 44115. i
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International Stu' dies and
Foreign Languages:
TheOmaha Model

Anthony Jung
The Uitiyersity of Nebraska at Omaha

1,

.

The - modest growth of interdisciPlinary Programs, especiallt international studies,

as reported in_ recent pUblicationsi can be attributed' to several factors.. If the-mul-

tifaceted interdependence of nations in our space-age is acceptedas a reality which

must be deklt with constructively and_creatively, then an interdisciplinary effort

' in dealing with th4t arklift is a logical con.sequence.2, In additiok to this, scholars -; .

and teachers have 'recognized for some time now that t1 frontiers df their disci-

plines often merge with those of.immetousotliers, and thai ioter!liiciplinary, en-
46,. counters do result in a mutually abe,antageOus cross-pollenatiori of ideas, concepts

'and- methodologies. While these encounters may have been sought out by few indi7

viduyis n the plEttrthe-cugmt essures for the broadening and diversifieatidn of. -

curricula to accomoZate solder) s m Asvkarm' fdreWrlit added ureic,:

tra urgency tillisuch endeavors.' The knowing report is best-an s s this

re rence.
'he setting for the international studies program in qUestioli is the Univerity of i `.'

Nebraska at Omaha (UNO), an urban university with an approximate enrollment of

13,500 students, most of whom are ,.working their way through' school. Haying-,,,,, ,*

. been incorporated into the state dhivortity system in 1968, tkis forme? municipal
institution has grown quite rapidly since then, De university has two well-estah.'

lished piogrims which relate to international studies.: The older' of the two is,

' UNO's' overseas program vijuch provides extension courser for members 'of the

.armed force's. :Through the initiative.4d.perrigtbnce of, a yourk geographer, and
, .s : . t I
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The Omaha -Model 61

with the financiak support of AID gds, a .Center for Afghanistan Studies was
founded in 1972. It provides opportunities for faculty exchanges with Kabul UM-

. vanity sod various, training prograths for Afghan nationals' at UNO. Negotiations
are currently under way to establish a similar Center forSudanese Studies. both of

-. 'these programs are under the adrnizitistration of the Dean of International Affairs..
The Depactmentof Foreign Languages enjoys r hard- earned measure .of 'stabil-

ity. Enrollments have.remained steady; indeed, the same level of enroliment,was ,-,

. retched in Fall 1976 as existed before the years of student protests against feign
language requirements. Although some baccalaureate and graduate degree require-
ments 'were modified, a College of Arts and Sciences graduation requirement has
continued to exist. A consultant of the National endowment for the -Humanities,
who had exainined all,aspetts of our department in Fall 1975 and had given it high
marks in.achlevernent, nonetheless advises the 'exploration of diversification in our
departmental curriculum. The deparlrnent's particip#tion in the International
Studies Program represents the imple ntation of one of the several possible inno-
xations suggested by the consultant. ., - .

In Fall 1975' a new baccalaureate de in Irate 'onal Studies as i major and
minor field of concentration was formally approveiis represented the culmina-
tion of extensive preparations by numerous faculty members add some adMinistra-
ton who shared both personal and professional interests in international studies.
COUT3CS offered by such disciplinl"as inthropology, black Sttuii ,l'econoinitic, his..

tory; foreign languages! geography,,geologyi pplitical sell/pm, an sociology had*
ready focused attention upon the international scene andeoul w relate touch
other under the provisions of a new curricular superstructure. Foreign travel,-work
experience or study abroad now fund new and wider academic areas of application,
while special programs, 'conferences or other activities which deal wit* foreign
setting also receive new relevance and impetus. . .------

. The program is administered by the Deah of International Affairs., He also pre-
.. 'sides over the Program Committee on International Studies, a group ivAcch,repre-

-sents the variousirticipating departments. The Committee's function is to aid the
' Dean in the pluming, monitoring, andadministration og the program. The program

itself is designed, a the.IZrnationaLttudies.brocituse-indicatesr-4-Pcsolt46.a**---
understanding of the hum ' ndition in its internatiodit and global tomtit" by
permitting students to concentrate their studies' on one rnajor'cultural, edoiumnic, or

,...,?geographic region of world, -or'expand their studies to a broader, global scope.
Besides benefiting from the obvious hurpariistic value of such a course of study, it is
els" possible. to design a program which,meets the particular needs and'interests of
those who are planning to enter careers in schools, government, multi-nationartrade
and business concerns', or international hg itarian service organizations. The re-
quirements for a major-or minor in Internation Studies veto meet or exceed the
requirementsor an interdisciplinary major in e Colltse of Arts and Sciences. ,

(See Appendi and B for list of required cou .)

Artiong requirements of this program e a foreign language proficien-
cy, an introd 'course in geography, and two terdisciplinary international

.116



62 Penonalizing Foreigri Languge instruction

-Itudiesi'counes- The foreign language proficiency of stiulets must be at.least the
equivalent of a basic two-year sequehce in One language if -the general international

studies opti* is exercised. This . requirement is expanded to the equivalent of a
three-year foreign language training period, or the equivalent of a two year study Of

two languages, if an area specialization...#=11 as European or Latin American Studies

is chosen. The introductory geography course acquaints students with basic geo-

graphic c'bncepts whicif apply tar major *cultural areas of the world.

The two interdisciplinary international studies courses deierve particular notice

since they are' the very center-of the basiC requirements. These courses are taught

by faculty' iekrris which attend and participate in all dais sessions during the wines-

ter, even though each one of the fourteen members is responsible for conducting

oalir a limited number of class hours. 'This rather expensive participation was made

with-- fund from twii cceSsive rISOE grants and has benefited students

alike: e

, for,oulinpk,
given pline can offer, but
among in the social
of new perspe Meth
chiaed-Which could be Tocuied

During the fast semester c

a number of factors which influence the formation-
wants not only learntd factual details whith a

explored mutual -conpems and r
ces-and the humanities. Thus, all became are

those of; the'foreign language specialist in-
a given theme. Zig'

rse of the program, International Studies 213, a

langygekand communication, is scheduled. Among the topics discussed*

/$
Ihember of the 'Foreign partmencwgre the nature ?rid ,

e;itibsopici ranged from ,inprilhology of languages to spine

semantics, as well is the intimate relitiOnshillbetween languagevand

ciulturil 'omens of all kinds. This year, the Nebraska Sttte ForeigW Language

Consultant and one of his "Colleagugs, a social studies cont, presented itris
'module, blending their areas of expertise and thus expanonig further t ill-

_

ties of sharaggical and interdisciplinary insights.

During course, lilternational Studies. 214, case studies o

three Thiril World countries were prepared. The countries in quettion were
Afghanistan,' Malawi, and Bolivia. In eachone of those case studies the importance

'1`1:-rClie-titterretatMatipitervieerrhingtragentieFettiuserlanguageand-ethnisisywand-,§.,...
their attendant social and politic 'implications were shown to be important com-

ments of the program. While some of the professors were able to relate their per-

!dual foreign yalfel and research experiences to these topics, an especially valuable

contribution Was made' by two members of Kabul University, Afghanistan, who

-tented as resource Persons sincetheir arrival at UNO.
A fuither dimension to these .two basic courses proillied a number of guest lec-

tuners who demqnurateaDthe niferrelationship of American interests with those of
-;;Enreie cultures Old nation states. Among these visitors were alOrmer peace Corps

memr, ayoung Buddhist monk, and a Nebraska Sate Senator.
For some members of the faculty-the two courses constituted a first encounter

with a team-taught pr interdiiciphnary 'under g. The sharing411ideas, the will-

ingness to experiment, and the great degree of c peration have been truly remark-
E
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The Omaha Model 63. , .
able. Among -the ,partiapants have bee4 two:"rnister teaohers,"individuals who

- hive been_ awarded this 'distinction following an annual, urtiversity-wide-selectiort-
- process. Other team members have been distinguished with silkeial university merit

awards in the areas of publication and university or commtviity service,_ One indi-
vidual, a member of the Political Science Department, has'not only achieved several
of these distinctions in the past, but -has also continued to be one-of the most active,
productive, and creative members of the fatally to date. With this constellation of
personalities, abilities, and opportunities, the classes have been a-highly educational

'experience.
Both courses have been offered on-Monday nights from 7:05 p.m. to 9:45 p.m.,

a time not only advantageous to regularly enrolled students, but also to members of
the Omaha area commimities who might be interested in the topics of these courses.
Students responded very, positively. The enrollment o432 students in Fall 1975,
rose to 52 students in Spring 1976, and this Fall semester 51-students chose to
enter the course. In surveys conducted at the end of the first two semesters these
courses were rated as "outstanding" and "above average" by a large ma ority of
students. While some students considered them as "average" courses, y three
students rated them as "below average:: and none 'of the students des ated ?he
courses as "poor.".

the_ major task, of publicizing these courses and the new International Studies
Program wasitft to the University Public Relations Office which deployed informa-
tion to all news media' and to'colleagues engaged in student advising and registra-
tion procedures. International Faculty members have also publicized the pro-gram
'during speaking engagements at schools, at meetings of community service organi-
zations, and avloc31,regional; and national professional conferences. Students who
have been tiwned for orienting neW freshmen on campus have also been informed
of the new option and its value in humanistically oriented studies or in 'professional
training. Poiter displays in uniVeishy buildings and the newly printed brochure on
InternationarStudies have ftthered the students' awareness of the program's goals
and offerings?.

A number of s

They not -only helpTto
force the knowledge dame

d activities whi h had, been available to stu-
IttterrrattaatSradl row taprnanistrrecire.---'
a continued integst in foreign- countries orrein-

aM, in the classroom, but they also bring together
diverse. groupsbwith Common mitrests. A "winterim" abroad study program,of-

*feted during the Winter vacation period, permits studentrioearn university credits
in departments such as Foreign Languages, Econonu 49d'PolitiOlScienoe. Our

, Chanc.illortas led several study toursto the Sbyiey niesh.ond the bean of Inter-
:nationirAffairs has led i "Caravan to Afghanistan." th of
availabt to members of the faculty and the Omaha area commune
eign travel opportufuty has been made possible through the too
UNO Student Senate and the Alumni Asuiciation. Through their

journeys are also
A special for-
ation of the

bmed sup-
. port a "studentgairibassador" has had the opportunity lo travel Itp !Italy, Ghana,

and Germany during the last three pummers. These trips are then' followed by
' . .

rr
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.

nUlnerOUS speaking engagtintsts on campus andin the community.
This year members Of the faculty organized a European StudiestonfereAce.

provided a frm for 'scholars, government officials, and business men to exchange
ideas on commonly shared topics such as the status of tvomen in Europe today, 7
trade relationships between Europe and the United Stales, future methods
European Studies, and the World Wars in European literature. About forty papers
were read at this three-day Conference which has been acclaimed a success by all

participants?' responding to the follow-Up evalution. A Model United Nations was

convened on campus in December 19700. 'Approximately 120 high school students
from 11 schools represented 42 nations. Some weeks before the event the U.S.

AasistantSecretary of State for International Organizations addressed these students

who were tecniited from foreign language and social studies daises. In preparation.
for the event a special-course on the United4Nations and otherInternational organ,
izations was offered on Saturday *mornings.

A very impOrtant component.in the Success of International Studies has been
the encouragement and support by members of the administration, especially the
offices of the Chancellor, the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and the

Dean of International Affairs. ,

Id sum, the very existence of this program has demonstrated that members of

the Foreign Language Department are not alone in cultivating a cosmopoWan ouf-,

look on a campus located on the prairie of America's Midlands. It has also been
dearly demonstrated that much can be gained by an involvement incurricular plan-

ning, by the maintainance of interdepartmental cooperation, and by the creative
interrelationship of the faculty art administration. Finally, friendly university,
community, and secondary school interrelationships have extended the circle o
those- whose interests are served bjr a program dedicated to a better understanding

of MI planet's many cultures and interdependent nation states.

Notes

-

I. Lft nerd P. laquinta, "Observatifins on the State of International Education," '\0" T }7» .TT1. Is,- s. I. a . sws. sans, w was s-Isausls soss

ADFL Bulletin, 7, No. 2 (1975): 20-22. This article provides a considerable
..' amount of statistical data and 'cites valuable reference works. It is very dis-

tressing to note that while.student,interest on both undergaduate and graduate
levels has increased, as enrollment and (legree statistics amly show, area studies,

10 foreign exchange programs, and study-abroad programs have declined due to
various financial strictura. Also note ADFL staff survey results in: :`Curricu-
lar Innovations," ADFL Bolktin, 3, No. I (1971): 50-52.

2. Among the most prestigio1 publications on this topic is: Stepheh K. Bailey,
et. al, Education for Global Interdependence. A Report with Recommenda-
tions to the Government /Academic Interface Committee (Washington,.D.C.:
The InternationatEducation Project, American Council on Education, 1975).
Rose Lflayden, "In the National Interest: International Education and Lan-
guage Policy," A4FL Bulletin, 7, No. 3 (1975): 11-18, provides background
information on the above mentioned publication and its task forces and also re-
lates how FL departments !pay apply its recommendations. Stephen Blank,
Western European Studies in the United States (Pittsbitrghf Council for
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European Studies, 1975), wrote a detailed study supported by extensive data
and statistics on just one-posible area study. Cf. also: ,Cecil,C. Orchard, "Ro-
dent Trends in Cultural Studies: The New American Approach," Cultures, II
(1975): 143-55, and Richard Dambert, Language and Area Studies Review,
Monbgraph 17 of the American Academy of Political Science, Philadelphia,
£973.

3. James Alafia, et aL, "A Natianal Foreign Lamaze Program for the 70's,"
ADFL- Bulletin, 6, No. 1 (1974): 7-17; William D. Schaefer, "On the Future of
Graduate Education," The Ph.D. in English and Foreign languages: Confer-

' yence Report. Special ADE and ADFL Buffett% (June 1973): 51-53. Thiris
not a new development, as a retrospective glance over the history of American
education will show. See for example: John Dewey's works such as School &
Society (Chicago: The University of Chicago Prallif193a) and Democracy and
Education (141bw York: The Macmillan Company, 192691,,I. P. Thorp, "Can
Foreign Language-Integrate?" Monatshefte fur deutschenUnterricht (1936):
124-27; or Walter V. Kaulfers and Holland D. Roberts, A Cultural Basis for the
Language Arts (Stanford University Press, 1937).

-C Air
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Appendix A

Poesible program -fora student With a niajor in International Studies, General

International Studies.
Basic requirements:

English
Humailities
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Oral Communication

6
12
12
12

3

45
International Studies major foreign languageirequirement for General Inter-
national Studies: proficiency equivalent to two years of University level for-
eigtr training.

German 111-1-12 8

erman 211-212 ' 8 1#

General International Studies Major
Political Science 221 InternatiOnal Relations
Political Science 322 International (ItganIzation 3'
Political Science 326 US Foreign Policy ". 3

Political Science 420 International Politics of Asia 3

Geography 313 Economic Geography 3

G a.phy 393 , 'Political Geography 3

Religion 30 Religions of the WorldEast 3

Religion 3t Religions of the World-lc, 3

1

Economics 335 Economic Systems 3

365 Internet-kind-at"
Economics 466 International Econ rnic velopment 3.

. ,
Marketing 466 interriational Marketing 3

International Studies Core

International Studies 213'
International Studies 21-4-'
Geography 100'

Electives

7(

3

3_
-3

45-

19. 19

125

a
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Appendix Er

_
-

Possible program for a student with a major in -International Studies with a
European area speeialization-BA Degree.

Basic requirements:

English 6

Humanities A . 12
Natural Sciences 12
Social Sciences 12
Oral Communication 3 4

45 t-
International Studies major foreign language requirement for an area special- -

ization: profit-iency equivalent to three years of University le;e1 foreign lan-
guage training or two years each of two languages.

French 303 Conversation and Pronunciation
French 304 Advanced Conversation and Pronunciation 3

European Area Major ,

"1-.

French 337 French Civilization 3

History 151 Western Civilization: 1453-1789 3 .

History 152 Western Civilization: 1789-Present 3

History 452 Intellectual History of Modern Europe from
the Early 119tlf Century to the Present . - 3

History 477 'Europe in Crisis: 1890-1932 3

History 478 Europe ill Crisis: 1933-Present 3

Geography 323 Europe's Land and Peoples
Political Science 250 Governments of Western Europc

Itmente450 -Govertnnentand-Politicrof.Gteat
Britain

Philo by 351 Existentialism and Phenomenology

English 2 Literature of Western Civilistation: The
Modern-World . 3

English 41r Cdntemporary French and German Novels : 3

Vet T-T-S

3

internaanal Studies

International Studies 2
' International Studies 214

' Geograehy 100

Electives

-

U .110

3

3

45
29 29

125



14arning Theory and
Research fmdings:
Some Applications to
t4e High School Classroom

Donna Sutton .

Northview Hip School, Sylvania; Ohio

it .

Incorporating psychologiCal theory, learning theory, and insights of sociology into
foreign language instruction, while at the same time attempting to teach the four
boric language skills and signitemu cultural contrasts, develop students' copununi-
cttive competence, and provide for individuil learning styles,.attitudes, aptitudes,
and interests in a humanistic classy:x:4M presents a super - human task for the foreign
in'kuage teacher. The task is made all tke more difficult by such restrictions as.48-
minute' classes and the traditional Carnegie unit, 'riot to mention tIte.cowitleu in-
terruptions occasioned by assemblies:4fire drills, field trips, it?&heduled variations
for students, and PA announcements. J

OViilifiliii4ifiTeicliefi;Triiila(ect by a seemingly impossible task; pie=
fet, to ignore thtereticalresearch and keep on. teaching foreign language as it was
taught 'to them. But'thestudent today is not the same as the student of yesterday.
Most of our current tanigage teacheis come from an eia when only "the cream of
the crop" was permitted to take a. foreign language. Today) withlailikage require-

,: rhents reduced or abolished, we find many high school sand college foreign lainguage
programs ;Ming, to accept all students, regardless of *Weir' academitthdities, in
frder to maintain sufficient enrollment.

At SYlvtnia (Ohio) High School, we -have,been relatively successful akbothat-
tyacting students and maintaining an interest in learning Spanish beans of an int
dividualt.std foreign language prognim .-..-Four years, ago we had fiftemi
studyini'Spartishin levels IV and y. Tiday we have 75 and the lower levels have f /

81



Learning Theory and Research 69

increased proportionally': Our total enrollment in Spanish is around 500 or about
16% of-the school population. .

The small town Of Sylvania is located within the lubutbiof Toledo. Thereire
mow transfer students from all over the United States. A few of the students hate

\lived in Spanish-speaking countries. Oneokhe two junior high schools feeding into
the high school offers 33 mort-con tlffirs than the other school. These factors
add to the usual variations orier_figdiainong students assigned to a-ferP4gn language
class. Individualizing instruction seemed to be the only organization feasible' for
meeting the needs of students from a variety of backgrounds. ay.

'Individualization does'not begin Level HI. The reasons for this delay lie in . .
the fact that the vast majority of students bring little pre' us knowledge or exper-
ience to the foreign language classroom. Students need to develop good pronuncia-

,..,* tion habits,' to be.exposed to varied study techniques, and to be given help in con-
trastive analysis- of-grammatical features. For example, the verb systejn in Spanish
is entirely different, from what students are familiar-with. The idea that all objects ,

aremasiuline or feminine seems a strange concept td a beginning Spanish student
'whose native language is English. During the beginning levels students are also pre,-

' pared for individualized instruction. Alitudents are permitted and encouratt d to'
re-take any -test on which They have scored less than 8070_ Students ,are tau in
both whole-class and small-grOup situations, and-individuals-are occasionally as-

signed another student to serve as their tutor.
At Level III 'students are permitted to7prOceed at- their orate throtIgh pre-

pared materials developed around the text. Eich chapter has four written evalua-
tions4a.vocitbulary quiz, two grammar uizzes, and a composition) and three oral
evaluations (questions concerning the Oding selection, manipulation orthe oral
structure drills and-questions and adaptation of the conversation). 'Althougit the
evaliation techniques closely resemble those used in airadiponal classroom, the stu-
dent must pass all written tests with 80% or higher, agkemonstrate not only the
ability,to- answer the questions following the reading, but that he ca.se the vo-
cabulary and grammar strubtures in ordinary conversation, Since testing is done in
small'grotiPs of rho more than seven students, each student is requirecltotpeak more

`''''''11fteirthatrhe-vtaatd-wrder ciassroonl conditions. .

Even under these somewhat rigid conditionsdescribed above, it is possible to ir
incorporate a greit many theoretical concepts within the organization framework.

ograrred learning taught us'that breaking a learning task into call concepts

s it possible for 'students to learn even the most difficult material. Thus, the. -

LAPs(leirriing activity packets), single concept mastery units, or whatever .nanik
'one ch to call the small units fiequently used for individualized programs, do
just that ey give the student small learning tasks. hat can'be mastered with a high
'degree of accuracy. Unlike programmed learning, however, the student has a num-
ber of resources available in order to accomplish this task. He has the written in-
structions for the unit; he has the teactier or an assistant to answ'er questions; he has
the opportunity to question or practice with other classmates; and, of course, he
Can always get an answer from tI4 text !took or tapes which present the basic in-

82
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Oinif structionfl materials: Iiijtls..rvariety 61:4;ov:es available, theitidentcan accom-
wIF rncidate hislearnihstyle.f He is free to choose theesiode of instruction Most suit-

to him. Some students learn best in groUp histructos, some in tutorial set--
and some need to sit down" in,' quiet comer to lige things dut fort:>them-

;ekes. In case of difficultie , the teachtOs present to'suggelt anther approach..
tinder these circumstances students fail to survive.2

rom experimeas in prOgramthed learning, we have also letned.thdt time is a
t variable in learning and that there is alvide ,variation in the amount of

it takes different students to achieve the same degree of mastery of a particular
task.3 This time variable is particularty"Vficult to make adjustments for within the
confuse( of a traditional classroom peridd or 180-day school year. In the ind,ivi-

", , disalized classroom, time is'not only more flexible,. it is also utilized with grepter,ef--
ficiency. Whatever time a student spends on language study is spent,piiisely on
the concept he needs to:leam, Foropiample, if the studvet previous teacher really
drilled the preterite but never reached the subjunctive-in the back of the bat, he
need only review the%milteriaLpreviousty!rnastered aliti can evote his class ti6 and
home study to Malerist he needs to learn.

Pinisleur, SundlaAd, andlitIntyre,
fin

their studyYof foreign language under-
achiefers, found that one of.the major eivseseortOp-outs waslhe lack of a well-
planned, -coordinated pz4rkm4sPecially betweergunior and senio'r high school:*
A self-paced apProach to language learoning cap compensate for this uneveness of

. preparation. %cause. thskstude gs 'study time is mote flexible, te can spend his -' time to his best a4vantage. Teacher-time, is also devOted entirel7 to the needs of the
StBrits, After initially writing and planning an individualized,p;pgram, the lessct
Rhos art done. Students can do:manvi teacher taskslor therriselves; -mitt ps locating

*resour udy guides, ana tajse exercises. The teachei is free for tutorial' of small' It,

greip iii ction; oral evaluations, and can answer que)tions.thatpften mike the
difference between student sucCesi or failure. ; III

.

Nuri;eroul studies have shoin that there' is A cl'ose ,inprrelationship between s'
under-trehievement,* failur , animereased ategative attitudes.' It seems reaSOna

r .41041

that the .ietrerse c n beasstuned, that Maas ind positive attitudes are relate .

Since.students in dividualized program*are required to pass eyaluatford with a
high iNgree ot acouracy, their mastery ofoindividual pm:opts is higher, thus building

j. a-firm fo
te

on forllearning future conielits. This, not only to success on

current' but On future evaluations as ell: -Some students who would .dot be '
iftle to, succeed in traditional, sttf-contained clissdiare able Co learn with a high de-

_gree ofisuccess when the learning steps ate made sufficiently small to be attaineble.6
Tlasuccess has-a, signifie,Antrimpact.on the stupent% sitIffipiajavand hiaself-es;,&

l .

A .t. ,teefn. feels initortarit. Heiearus. SO trust himself as a leari*r.: Studenti receiv-,
'' ive strokes in a subject :devIliip positive- feelings aboe' the.subjedt... Thus,.

vielli
their own ntotivation is increased. ,". '1.- 1

If : -.Carroll's Study qff9reign language 'majors neasgraduation, questioned how will 1(1

, ,

thf colleges and universities are achieg their goal of teaching Coripetence in the
four skills,7. IT was 'fouo4 than the eaan _graduat with a' foreign language major

. `. - 4- * -, . . ,

.
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can speak and comprehend' the language at about a-Foreign Service Institute .(Fg
speaking rating of "+2"; that is, somewhere between a "1 iMed,v9r.lcing p
ficiency" and a "minimum professional proficiency." :These rMIt7fre not ,very
satisfactOry, but they serve to illustrate the great.length of time required to"develop,
mystery in the foreign language skills. Feelings of success 'erAciitage students tee,

- continue their language sfudy. In fact,, successful and satisfied student's are our best'
means of attracting other students into our classes (an important consideration,
paticUlarly now thaA Jan ti are seldom recniired and are competing with all

tither electives). , ,..

At Sylvania,. Level V stu is are individualized ty interest as well as ability.
SteWrits have an

se
array of materials to choose from. All commonly

leased text books ere available to them as extra resource material. They, are also help-
fnl with transfer students to aid them in making the adjustment to our system. We, .

use comic books, man? magazines from Spanish-speaking countries; a number of
"different types of dictionaries. (English-Spanish, Spanish-English, pictorial), verb
glossed's, correspondence manuals, and larks on sociology, getYgraphy, and history,

Spain and Latin Ame'nca. We have texts of practical Spanish for policerhtn,.so-,
cial agencjes, hospitals, etc. We hive joke books, cook books, bobles,on haw to ski,,,
books on how to bull terr and even one on palmistry. The students also have ac-.'
cesS th a munber of literary texts often used by uni *rsities, classics dfSpanish lit-
erature froM Spanish publishersthese1,vkthout.student aids. Our personal theory ,

is th& as lOn,Pas students reach they will be using the language in+ aF natural situation
'-41carning vdcabulary, observing structure, and enjoying every minute of their study
time. ,, , - ' , r . ..

In ordetr not to neglect practjce in Jistening ,comprehensiorl, we have a well-de-
tare collection. In addition to the tapes that accompauLthe text books,

there are tapes of classical, folk ,and pOpularmusic. students favorites are the ."i'
records Of'Spanish grOups singua, songs that are also popular in the United Stites. .;

For the lett two years we have eTen had our own rock group.7 This group is entirely',
student-directed-Ton their. own time. We aiso,have _tecordings bf poetry, shtirt'
stories, ancia speech by Castro,.

We video-tape a local news program in Spani;h.. Students write and prodUce.
Uttle draniasoftep sortiewhai. slap-stiok. These .too, are ;ideo-tiped and shared
with oilier, students. Once a year the studentsyublish a small Nagazine. They cre-
ate all of the materials, ,edit them, and prepare thein for the printer. Thisfrepre-,
sents their best -writtenAwork of tile year. Students write at least tone Paper a week.
It may Ile a summery, a literary, commentary, an original short story; an essay, Or a .
poem, depending on the' individual's interest and proficiency,

Each Week students lin snail gTOLips'prease a vo.conRularYlist o1 a totCif theirs
IS minutes of livel% conversed° oh that topic. The result is that ate._

students eidoy using foreign language to learn more foreign language.
StUdentS at all levels are encoilraget tosprOceed th;oirgh the basic materials as

rapidly as possible; Yhislear one&vel I student has finis a els I and 11 during
the first semester and will probably completLevel III during e'second semeslet.

.
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A number of Level III students move on to Level IV before the year it over. These

*dents receivl a certificate, and a letter praising their accomplishment is sent to
their parents., Unfortunately high schbol unit credit cannot be given because our

t systerrt.uses the Carnegie unit. However, students are ipnsoled wi4h the idea that
they maybe able to place at a higher level if they choose to continue their language

study in college, or may'place out of the langauge requifementif their chosedheld,

has one. They are also compeksated by the realization that t hey :knowomore
Spanish.

At the beginning or the year a quiiionnaire weds administered to the Spanith

classes eliciting students' reasons for studying Spanish.. All expressed a desiie to
utilize- Spanish in some practical way-travel, &fling Ao know people who speak ;
Spanish, corresponding with people who live in Spanish-speakinicriuntlies, reading

current penodicals,, etc. Thus, to use Gardner*Zd La&bert'slerminology, the stu-

- nts are primarily inregiatively motivated, although a feW indicated the hope to

use the language also in coniunctidn with a career; thus expressing initrumlistal
tivation as a secondary factor.8- By making this firt of survey, the teacher becomes

obligated to follow through with the itudent? walks.
, Foreign language- learning is time - consuming andva lot of hard work. 'Drills can

become boripg for students and laborious for teachers, vocabukry learning, can be

dull, and grammar disastrous. Students are not satisfied to wait until they are out

,- of school and able-to take a trip to # foreign country to at Idikhav,e the opportun-

ity to use the language: More immediate` reinforcerhenris needed. at every step

gtong the way: Many of the materials learned in each lesson oan be applied to the

students' lives as soon'as they areleatnedilk report on "Motivation in ForeignLan!--

guar Learning" prepared by the 1970 Northeast Conference on the Teaching of

f-Orefgn tangulges teaChed a noteworthy conclusion: Theimportant -- --
.of daily and weekly work in nientaining motivation is not its-novelty or entertain-

ment -value, niirils it the particular intellectual content. What counts is thatsit pro-

vides the experience of using language successfully for some outside purpche other
.

thaii rely practicing lig forms.9 In an Indivrektalized classroom, practical and im-

media application of (new material is not only feasible, but almost a natural out
growth of all oral evaluations. The very fact that no morelhan seven students are..

'engaged an the discussion at ,ane time puts the conversation period into a more
. natural setiing: After all, who ever heard of 30-peo sitting rows; or

liken in a circle, d' a given topic, except under very formal circumstances?.

, Indrndualiz ructip increases student contact bouts without substantially

. raism,g,instructional costs. Time for learning activities is available becaue the stn-

) - 'dents prepare-outside of clasi, if necessary -for their'groupassignments0Cnowing
,**t their expertise Will be evid,ent to-the teacher'and their ter furs -enpouiaie

them to be well prepared!' Students are 'anxious to displa :''The very

-shy student may request eptivate- oral evaluation the first few ti ut es he gains

' colirrnee he no longer tnindtworking in a pup.. Let us not firg t that this stu--.
dent probably would seldoip recite in a toaditional classloom- setting.

1- I

gm,
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summary; individualized instruction often places more demands on the teach- '
er than does foliventional instruction. However, in such a program students tend to
learn more. Whatis more, they do so more easily and with more confidence in
themeelves. The result is a More rewalding. ekperience fo1 both the students and

. .
the teltFlaeL___:.
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The "Rube,
4.

The ayerage leacher adopts a textbook
siappkinent it, whether that textbook has
'Concrete criteria. or primarily as a reaction t

low an inaillnary teacher to'see hoW the sup

In May Ms..X visited s FLES class

J
berg" APPrSoacg

it It
h the expectation that he or shd,will

n selected systematically with very
the one that went before. Let us fol-
inenting process usually works.
w that using. some "darling'

lninsitarencies made from a child's coloring book. 'So she got the bdit Made
transparencies, and' had a ;`brand'spanking pew" 'Supple ocabularf drill

reedy for ,fall. Of course, the, students were not quite as en d with,the !yaw-

,ings as our teacher hacitbeen. ,le faft, they "oohed" and " solaticously that

oui4Ms. X had to raise her voice to be heard: Tool, there were several vocabulary.

items not in the basic texkbut since she did not have "enough" visuals; the supple*

. client be,tiame an annuelpart of Ms. X's comae. ,',.. . ,
. .

hi Jtfly this same. teacher wily enjoyeil it "Mort- ort",story introduced id a

.. suitrner wet:seat' li loatal university. Sincedtwaen all 'difficult, ?4,4 X sat 11`
, , N

down and cranked out a'stencil. She was a little surprised.that she had to supply

so' many explanatory notes and vocabulail,' olds, but therstory wasso amusing it was ,,-

Worth it: However; 'pince there west several retheeobscure cultural allusions:Ilse .

studetite would have to understand in order to'be ambled, bit X 1/150 had to pre'
I

. .
741,

.

\.
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Supplemen

pare a half-hour dbltiire July to 'preface the re
supplement had been added to our teacher's repertoir

In November our colleague.' attended ACTFL's
kinder the influmice-of 'three enthusiastic "innovato

'the petit majority of. Mashers, Ms. X is an avid c
(At` confermices 'teachers tend' to attack hang

".herring.) 6

e.

g the Textbook -75

lesson. Ejkal Another...
44,

ual Meeting and thisifell
"and their "handouts." Late,
ctqr of "nlpplements-to fbe."

like seagulls over a_ schopl of

first -handout was on kinesics. 'In order to use,the dialogue which coma
lesson, our sister had to prepare a twenty-minute lecture-demonstration

az the gestures involved and a set of flashcard.cues for drilling the dialogue. But,
as a result of burning the midnight oil, her students would be able to use five au-
thentic gestures. 1* -

-47"
The seconcrinnovator distributed ready-nnale .culture Capsules on farm life.

Since there is nothing in her text on this" subject, Ms. X added l ,culturecapsules
. -happily, if somewjiat haphazardly. There vas apin3quiie a bit vocabulary not

Used in the textbook., but students ought to learn about all walks of life.

4

. Ms. X's third supplement from the conference was 'a onepage =dint cor.Ea1ster.

Be eliristmap was the so* Ijoliday Ms. X hall deaf with'in the past, -she sat
do to. annotate the reading for her_ students to have something on holidays- for
thesp semester. The new vocabularjprewed to be longer than the reading, so, -

she in usly splitithe story into two single-spaced pages with the vOcabulary'at .

,
the bottomof each: pages/ (In this way the students would be less apt'to notice hbw

.. much new vocabulait there really was.) . , -.
_

, ., .. -
.

In J our *ocher received epublisher's brochuie announcing anew text-
book. was captivated by a santp,le_lergLonn yerbs reproduced in the bro- .

,,,: cbgrg. Altifough her students were flat worloOg on verbs at the time, the idea wa' .

N
.so g there were only algal or seven verbs thy had not "had" and students never.,,

get en. . review, so she whiPpea oat another set of stencils.
-

. Norie of this, of cause, includes the several "favorite" supplernentary lessons
bar Ms. X.idways adds. At least two other "pet" lessons came.fiona her college
methods teacher, another couple were derived from her supervisor during strident=
teaching, and'the rest she has developed If or found in conferences over- the

3 five years she-has been teaching. And she ,,,,.ra,tes this way for each of it% three .
. levela,she teaches:. 7, 7

_

. Perhaps a definition of .the word 'supplement." itself may help us to understand '
; .. . ,_.

Ms. X's modus operandir According to The RandoOliouse.Dictionary of the Ems,
lith Language, it maims,. . ,' ,, r......

_ . .

' 1

onto iomplete
/

n I. something added, cru , supply a deficieAcy,-Cir rein-
force a whole. 2. a partladded to i bdok, document, etc., to supply, addition-1'
al orlater inforniation, correct errors, or the like. 3. a part, welly of spe-
pal character, isfued-as an additional feature of a newspaper dr other period=
iaL cr. 4. to complete, add to. Or extend byi supplement or addition:to.

4 4 ,
S. to supply (a. deficiency).
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Do Ms. X's supplements "complete" the textbook, "supply a deficiency," or

"extend" rt.? Some might.' Do her firpplementary materials '.'supply later info:king- 1

tign, correct errors,-or the like.'" If we stretch the point, some might. The plain , r
truth is that we have no evidence in Ms..X'sprocedure that she has ever thought
about her supplementary materials in, any sucii systematic way.

If we .were to questiOn Ms.X's students as2_tp their feelings abouethe 'supple-
;illiary lessons, we might get the same kind of responses some teacher trainees 4n a -;\

methOds class at Indiana tiniversity gave concerning materials of this type: ' .

We never really knew *hat the extra materials were forwhat theAveresup-
poled te, do for 4.. It was a lot of "extra stuff" eve find to don top of all,the
textbook exercises.... This extra stuff was the reason we never finished the
book.

.
.1' The problem with supplementing as our imaginary Ms. X does,showev.erattrac-

five the resulting materials, is that,itis phazard, deponident upon chance. 1s. Xis
listening so the voices urging her to thane and toMnovate. But sheis a victim of
the typeof innovator Aljnon Hoye calls ,"a music man." Take my creation,'
cries one, "take mine," another, and the poor teacher uncertain as to how tofit in
this or that innovation, but pressured by 14 attrition rates audio low enrollrhents,
takes everything. Ms. X is a good teacher (the other kind is ed in the class-
room, repeating the same proceOures fOr the-whole of a 307' 'career), she is re-

Iponsible .in herhandling of the individual pieces of work s4 prepares. But the end
product of her efforts is a cumculum that."growed like Topsy." In effect, sheem-
ploys a-Rube Goldberg approach to instructional design.

"Suppleipenting" Should . "Adapting"

1/4 ,

Its 'must ,be very 4enerally written in order to be usableand market,
oughout the country. They are written for the so-called "average" learner

and to meet a variety of different slates' specifications. -What this means that
every teacher must expect to do sons adaptation of any text to fit. the spicial em-
phases of the school's fpreq language program and to meet, the needs of a spec*

.student population. As Reinert says. . .

.v.
The teacher- must frequently extend hi; activities beyond a simple recitatio n
and explication oewhat is found in the text. The kinds asicf degree Of this ex-
e4sion depend on t dwes_of_the,p2. rtirniatvnimeiand the availability

of facilities. Talc* th two,factors into account, the.telacher 'may extend'.
tainfluence and 'increa his'effectivenesrm two ways: He may develop tech-
ruques for ettandirik m erial m th,e text, cr independent of Life text; he may,'

elle 'a' context_in whit stidents trill be _better able to achievethe tegdher's
obikcnves for the calm.* Hemay reorgarule course materi4, employ other
persons orinachines as aids, or provide ail environment' of creative activity.'

,

, Sc'
6
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s
What 'Reinert calls an "extension" of the teacher's activities, king/. calls "tailoring '
instruction," identifying two important foreign language teathariesponsibilnies:
"determining-the individual needs and characteristics of the student and designing
ekperiences to et those needs."2

Whether vie call it "adapting the text," "tailoring instruction," or '!supplement-
ing the textbook," we peed to approach our work by taking a second hard look at
our,basic text to determine what is needed and what is4to be replaCed of dropped.
As Reinert points out: ,

Simple arithmetic shot's whatever time is su
engage in ,'.. [9ther) activities ... must be
viously had been used for some other purpo
three weeks during the year on the preparati
weeks cannot, be used for extra drills or la

mThe teacher must establish priorities for his
to gain from the new activity worth the am
to it? 41 cuts are to be made in the pro
priority? railure to consider obvioui qu
trolls attempts at innovatiass.3

cted from the class period to
tra ted from time iitat-yre-
the teacher decides to spend

n of a puppet show, these three
or grammar explanations.
gram. Is what be expects

nt of time that must be devoted s
, which apects have the lowest
ions has resulted in some disas-

4
*

What we must do is to harness our creative energies, to strive toward making all our
teticheknwle materials and activities parts of an instructional "whole."95We must
learn AlluPplement systematically and responsibly7-1Tat does not meanThat we do
not keep files of mteresting and p?ovocative lessons, for this year's "saving.grace"
may be next year's "bomb.",4But we Aiust begin to examine the pedagogical "fit"
before rushing air innovalikn into implementation. We must force ourselves m ask
'those who publicize and Mrnote innovations where and how this idea fits into the

. curnculum) what it can repfate, avidliow much time it Will Constme.-6lailineni,-
too,`that we are going to have to learn to select among the options, adopting fewer
than we rejec.t..2. concentrating less on innovating for its own, sake and fainiore on
renovating.* aiNicular whole.

'
I

.
. j'he Cniriculum "Whole's. .

. _ .., , .
. .

. .. . .
..

Lafayette
s

e has propose that we should begin to view the curnculum as "acore
..

alslus open tins," He sugge that the core-the number of units to be studied in a
course should probably in lve a eduction.of "twenty' to twentpfive percent of
%rat is now being Covered ' becau it can be assumed tl3at the number of units

:usually-piesorked is "completed only eleacha and a few select students.'4,
This' "twenty to twenty-five percent". redaction may Well be too .conservative

`s

(Ryder hos Suggested That the texts of the future should be une-tfdrd their present
,

,

size.), but can be actilevedif the teacher considers "Celescopini some of the text 6.
, ..,,. ,

book wins. As Idayette'Pointi out, the key. ':is to determine precisely what the .

1

U

,
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i.

student will -need to meet the course goals and to identify thosiitenh that will most
benefit the student in his attempts to,achieve the linguistic tasks that f ac hiM in

the near future."6
A teacher often omits part of a jessori or a unit. Basically, telescoping es

the same idea. Mastro lifimio, the second-year Macmillan Spanish text, spreads the
teaching of the future tense over three chapters. At Bloomington (Indiana) High ---t-
School South; teachers handle their telescoping of these chapters in the following'
simmer: About twenty-five vocabulary' words,are chosen from the three chapters
foractive learning. The teachers rewrite the oral question-answer section to include'
all the possible subjects, the future tense, and the new vocabulary items. the family
dialogue (Esce na) is replacedeithe(by a unit on daily life which incorporates 'the
new words and the future tense, or by student-made dialogues whiCh 'achieve the
same end. To give students a break -in the routine, songs in which the new tense is
featured prominently arelearnea. The replacement unit achieves several
The integral grammatical structures and vocabulary are continued and ready the stu-
dent for further work in the text, the basic textual format is followed, there is some
original work by students d music adds a new dimension to the textual,materials.
What ,h more important the replacement unit thus formed- is ;aught m about one-
third of the time needed o teach dr three chapters- individuak.

, Since foreign langu'age teachers are recruiting students of ever - widening ranges
of ability from the total school popUlation, it may well come topass that our pres-
ent texts will either be much F ced m size or will be extended over three semes-
ten, for Lafayette's "epen time the cUrriculumi-deliberate stfippages for rein-

forcement 'and/or enrichnient
students we are; "trying eo Ifird to attract, Lafayette 'bes "open time,': as fol-

lows:

Let us assume that the core consists of three-foul ihs of the material previous-
ly covered. For those students who'normally completed as many units as the
teacher, this means that they will now cover the core ithree - fourths of the
schlastic year. Foy them the open time will be devote to enrichment ac-
tiviffla For others consist of both reiirrcement and enrichment, 4
w14-ilior others, thspitire open-time comPonent will need.tó be devoted to

, reinforcement in order that they at least successfully achieve competenceln
the core material./

This, of course, means that teacher's should no Longer merely test, record the glades,
and proceed to the next unit; this apptoach demands that they remediate.

In building a Curricular "whole," whateier the.rnethods or gnitrrials may be,
the 10°n-d'être fijr foreign languages is still the four aims defined by Rivers: -

I: Teaching about tht nature and fumitioning of language;
2. Teaching students to communicate in a foreign langukge;

. 3. Developing.,understanding of the people with whom one ,wishes to corn;
Nntsitiicate; "
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4. Teaching students to read all' k: 1s of material fluently in the foreign
langauge.8

In defining these aims, Bilviikapoints out that the ordef of priority will vary depend-
ing upon geography, natimargrials; and the interests of the students being taught,
adding that all four of these goals are interrelated.

1A

Understanding the nature of lar.:?.uage is ba nc to a methodology which creivi-
, opsteffective communication skills;leffective communication is -

without sow understanding of the culture of the speakers of the a age; ,

cy in reading with direct comprehension derives from the ability'ta think
language, which is established by prior training in the active coinniuni-

on skills of listening and speaking; for many types of readirig material
mere coinprehensjon of the printed word is' valueless without the ability to
interpret what one isteachrug in the light of cultural patterns an4 attitudes,9
.

, Every innovation:every adaptation, every supplement should be assessed in relation
to these four basic aims. The following questions might constitute a "rule of
tlrumg" test: .

, 1. the learning activity meet a teachtngIndier learning need?
2. - Is this lesson an effort at personahzanOn, relating either to the student's

fe ot*n interest?.
3. Is this learning experience. designed to motivate the student?
4. D2es this lesson servo to enrich or extend the student's experience of the

target langtiage and/or culture?
a

. , Passing94for the supplement is a "r49: ailsweetci at 'least two- of the questions;
"pasting" for the teacher invoLviii:the uccess of tkig or her reptacincent oixsub4rat- . .

`bop skills iti"litting" the supiilertie to thacoerse.4

Meeting Learner Needs
.

, 1

Telescoping units meets a teacher need; in fact, any supplement thalsprOmotes
or, facilitates learning meets teacher needs: But if we tur*our attejlion tokarner
needs, almolt every stirdent,needs preparation for the taai he is to ,perf6rm
and ambiance in the forth of "hoWtto-study" information. Knop e is:

Tool often we go about doing What we knobs best forntudentsin 1
. .

!oreign language, ,with,out letting them knOvvhat we are dog a.. why.
'Training students how to study and how to succeed in class from the first day
is crucial to developingtheir support of our program to

04
1.

Step-by-step assignmehttv especiallywhennew-work is involved, are-helpful. When

r.
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teacher; have `!toughed in" both the required units and the open time in their
«nines, they can also publisha "First Day Gazette."" A First by Gazette may

be as simple as a single sheet of paper dittoed on both sides, with a drawing or two

for comic relief: Wtiat "stories" night appear, albeit-in capsule form, in a German, 1

Gazette?

1. Suminer Events (Teacher Spends Wild Summer at Iil Minicourses)

2. Semester'llins (Fall Plans Influde Fieldtrip)
1' Short- lapse Goals (What to Expect in the Next TwO Weeks)

4. Standeds, Evaluation Proce'duzes
5. Introduction to a Specific kctivity (Wednesday We Pick German Names)

-Learning Helps (What the Gentian 'Jocks" Advise)

7. Announcements (First German Nib Meeting)
8. Fillers Stokes, -Cartoons, Want Ads)

It never hurts to inform or tq build anticipation. (See Figure 1.)

A frequent- cornplairft today is that students do not perform well in information
acquisition. Any teacher who has independent or research study as a p rt of rd.: or

her course ought to feature a Bibliography Hunt 12 early in the scho011 al tri,devel-.

op the skills required 'through small-group learning experiences.

I

1. Consult English teac for correct bibliographical, forms used in their

classes.
"2.- Grotip strong and weak students together in each group.
3. Have students in each group identify two cultural facets of the target cul-

ture they would like to know more about. They must then find as many
references as possible for each facet. One topic might be dropped at the

end 9f the first:day's hunt-the one for which the least amount of infor-

mation is available.
4. The information skeet (one,per person)Should in clude:

a.. Correct bibliogaphical form for all types of references (books, pamb
plilets, records, tapes, films, interviews).

b. Keyed information'as to where' resources can be found:, e.g., 1C-in.
classroom; SL-school library; PL-public library.

c. Hints for division of the work within the grails.

.These lists should be used as soon is -possible for
r

the next
Atm used, credit should be given to each memo ei. pf the group

viously, these lists also add t the teacher's resource lis,
-

cikeMeeting eacher 341 arne?

Frequently both the teacher the stud a

thesizedr series pf lessons ore leafnings. This

culture Project.
e. ,

11.

organize
James,' St bins of
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Indiana was trying to. meet
13 What follows is his instiuctiob sheet

Your minion is to create a twenty-four hour segment m the lire of a "typical"
Roman. You will' use your expertise, backed up by researeit, to establish an
Identity, life style, and theoretical existence for this Roman.

To aid you in doing this, you will select four indicia or clues to the char-
acter of your Roman. The indicium You draw from envelope Iwill establish,
the professionof your Roam: Indicium II will name oneobject he has with
him. Indida III and IV will give you places he is lien on the,day, you are
sting., The location, Of indicium III is Tithin the For-UM R5mZinum. while -

indicium IV is outside the Forum but within ROma.
The dossier you create wilt establish the following nrinimilm informatidiu

L WA° your person is...
Why he has the object...
What he is doing at each of the known locations as well as ;that he does
the rest of theday.

IV. 'How he gets from one place to another and what he Observes on theme
way. :. '

V. Observation's contingent prt.his status in the Roman social structure. ..

.

,,, wax, V4E.194Espew", ".._ ....,04
P. I t.4 tu MINI- 'cot-o.
4015e5 tomE.5

T

6 w
oyFEmE1/44o0 8E181
comty& TD Ieki,

-14 j ...----

Figure 1

9-1
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VI. A Latin:parapaph of at least 7 sentences that your PRoinan Could con-

ceivably Ilse in thcOexistence you are making for him. .---,.4.:
.

....
. 7, ., The Indicts .

Sample indicia which the students draw from the four envelopes are listed

under the appropriate envelope number. /,
1 (Professions)
lanista
pistor
quaest or
caupo
armentarius
remex
mimus
vexillarius

i '-obsignator-
frumentator

cauSidicus

III (Places within Foruril Rel'minum)
Tuilianeu
Umbilicus Romae.
C.oniatium
gacellunt Cloacinae

:Basilica Aemilia
Lapis, Niger
Miliarium Aureiun
Horrea Agrippiana
Atrium Vestae
basilica Iulia
Curia

I(Objects)
algtim
creta
ebur
gallina
lines

%simulacrum
tegula
scalprum
pausia
grillus
muri4tictim

1
IV (Places outside Forum),
Castra Preetoria
Therrnae Antoninianae
Templum Aascula pii
Pantheon .

--Circus Gaitt Neronis
Odeuni Domitiani
Ara Path
Pyramis C. Cestii
Campus Martius
Do mus Nies
AniphitheiTrum Flavium

This kind of supplemlels obviously a culminating experience, designed to be

used after a series of units, perhaps even as a fma,1 leapdril activity for a course.

It could be used latein the first year or at some point thrrting the second, depending '

upon hovi the content of the basic text is structured:"

'4, Personalizing Learning Activities .

, 1St
The origmal "rule of thumb" question to test a proposed supplementiiss: Is

this lesson an effort at personalization relating, either to the student's life or an in- i.

terest? Somentnes, in-introducing a facet of foreign` -langu e leansing,.we must
"reach into" the student's personal life in ordet to 'make hi or her studies more

"palatable," more claallfql reasonable learning task' That w the aim of the
lowing mini-lesson on kinesics developed by Pamela"McKim an Muth. Ann Price,I4
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'which involves teacher presentation, whole -class discussion, small-group work, and
role-playing or pantomiming. -

I
. ,. . , ,

Teacher Presentation: We use both verbal and nonverbal means toecOmmuni-
cate. How could you convey this verbal message in a nonverbal manner?

..z - .
Verbal Novi verbal Possibilities .

. .. Wave to someone.
"He'slate again!" , Pointedly look at watch.-

.4 -,"Will you'go with mer---' Beckonlo come along. 1!
.,
-

,"I'll hit you!" Athol fist toward person.

Thete are some ifestures that _go with speech to give it fuller meaning. Each
) Member of the class, without telling his or her choiCe, will select oneof the

statements froth the list below and will tale a turn 'giving the gesture he
thinks goes with'the statement hehas chosen. The other's limbers;have no
More than three tries tolueis which statement is being demonstrated. Fol-
lowing thregylig guesses,-the*performer combines the gerture and his, ...

chosen statement..: 4
The Student choWrom the following list and pantomiMea: \

d. Peace*:- '
5- .

...m........,b.. Have a seat.
ic. Eveiything is A-okay. a

d. Get Ott and stay out.
e Speak up. 4 can't hear you. -

f. I'm worried.
. . *J. -Hoivvas L W know?-,\ . 1, Eek!- A indtise! , .
- . "i. The:fish was this big! i

1. Nancy, this is 4i11.* BiLl,'Nancy,
k.' Aw, g'wan, yatere putting'me'n.
L lbsst1

s'

/ ' :M. Who, me?' 0
n. Stay away from me!- .-

*
. o: He's a little goofy.

p.. Stop right there!
-.- .....

,sq. .How Jo you like mi. hairdo?
a.

r. WencOme to our home. : ,, ,,,

:,14. I've laadit up to litetrWith yOur nonsense!
... 4..

. t. Yoi bian, you struck out with the base0oaded! .

Small Gtoutp of Six: Prepareta three-c;tinute skit invoiving ilaV "incifient" at
sctiodl, at home, etc. First, half of the groillitIvill present the skit, role-playing
three characters. They will only tkc, 'no,bodymoyemouts, ernotionsi-
or expression. Then-the other members present the "Same skit using ex-
pression and movement. , . . - .

.
,

(Note tb the Teacher): After the
-pr, esentations,tim a class discussion on the

.4 necessitylornonverbal clues in conveying emotional information.

t

a

5.

.
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way, prior
pie, often
Plunged

A sec
studenti
Blaisdell,
Family
year; on

who hive had their attention focused on their own beharior in this
to their being asked to learn the "strange" gestates of a "foreign" peo:
progress more rapidly with their learning tasks than'those who are'
withotit any such "prelude."
d forni of personalization relates the foreign-language learning to the

life space. 'This is the approach taken by Susan Hunf-Smith, William
d Esther Stockdreherls in thg lesson entitled.Der Stammbaum (The
). .The supplementary learning activity can be used early on in the first

dates and family relationships have been studied. The directions to the
ollow.

1. WO a three-generation family tree. It may be of your ow6 family or of
an imaginary family It would be wis'e,to use posterboard or a large piece
of construction paper for the finished product. -

2. On another sheet of paper, lay out the family tree. 'You should include
the names of the relatives, maiden names and the dates of birth in German
form. If you are doing your ownlfamily, ask your parents or grandparents
for this information. Lastly, you should indicate everyone's relationship #
to.yciu (or to some specific character if it is an imaginary fanuly) as in the
example.

3, The German date is written by putting the day, the-month, then the year,
with periods between. May 4, 1910 becomes 4'.5.1910 or 4.5.10,

4. If a woman's maiden name vhs Schultz and her married name is Schmidt,
you should write "Maria Schmidt geb. Schuliz." Gib. stands for geboren
(born); this is how the Germansiiidicale maiden names.

5. 'You may use symbols for male and female as shown in the example, car-
toon faces, magazine ors catalog pictures, or Ictual 1:11otographs. (See
Figure 2.).

This 1(ind of project is excellent for the type of student whorequires a great
deal of structure in his or her work, the type of student who needs something tan-
gible as a result of the effort made. Needless to say, this sort of lesson can replace
a test 'or some other culminating activity. (One teacher who used it, too, reported
that her principal insisted that she exhibit the student produced family trees in the
display cise of the main hall for open house.) .

A MEN type of personalization permits the student to'select a topic interesting
to hint other. The following semi-individualized minicourse could be used as one
oflihree or four enrichment options open. to the student.

Minicourse: Animals.of Latin America . 1
Time: Flexibje as needed
1. Study the followinglitmstrips:

Darwin, Part V: I,iving'Animals of South America'. Time-Life Filmstrips.
. Darwin, Part VI: Tierra del Fuego and the Andes Mountains: Time-Life

Filmstrips.

97
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Figure 2

2. Everyone will be tested on identifying the name and location (general) of
the animals pictured in the two filmstrips.

3. Vocabulgy: The first week you Will be tested rib the vocabulary listed
below. In following weeks you must get 20 new words per week. At the
end of the muiicourse you Will'have 1 Mastery Test.

CHOOSE On OF THE FOLI/OWING IDEAS TO DO EACH WEEK, OR
DISCUSS YOUR OWN IDEA WITH THE TEACHER. . .

4. Choose one geographical area: los llanos y pampas, las montaRas, la :efts..."
Write or narrate a filmstrip commentary on the animals of that region. In- '
dude as many types as possible. See the teacher to discuss taking pictures.

5. Choose one type of animal native lb South or Central America, i.e., birds,
snakes,..rodents, camel family, etc. Do an in-depth report or filmstrip on
tntbrestInit ficts about that particular type of'animal. Include's map on
which you locate the animal:

6. Write or prepare an oral commentary on one animal, including as much
a

96
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l - .
information as possible: its habitat, habits; pictures, map, etc. Why is it
particularly suited to its region?

7. Make sketcherof.different kinds of Latin American animals for the bul-
letin board. Label all parts a the animals. Write basic ficts about each

. animal. Be tested on "Parts of Animals" vocabulary

Vocabulary
la selva the jungle
los llanos the plains
el bosque the forest
los iirboles the trees
el nido the nest
salvaje savage, wild
feroz fierce, ferocious
ruidoso noisy
quieto, callado quiet
aocturno noCturnal

to prey
las ayes de rapfila birds of prey
los mamiferos mamma .

las serpien,tes - snakes
los RAjaros birds
loslmonos monkeys
las garras, las lulu, claws
la cola tail
las plumes feathers
la piel fur, skin
W alas wings
CUM to hunt

.. This minicourse, de veloped by the Spanish teachers at Bloomington (Indiana)
'High School South, offers the possibility of working independently or in a small
group. Since animals always seem to he of ihterest to adolescents, this topic p one .

-of three or four options is sure to be a frequent choice. -..-

There must be some times in the coUrse when the student may use the language,
for his or her own ends. Some studenii; especially at' more advanced levels, might
like' to pursue their own interests while simultaneously trying to design an ideal
lesson. The following is one of several "student feedback forms" devised by Richard'
turwin and Barbara Schneider Fuhrmann.16

, ..
Design an ideal lesson in (teacher or student chooses aublect).
Include the following:

/ I. Classroom activities
' 4 ain

2. liti:eilscttrities

4. lather's role

.41
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5. The task of each member of a group activity
6. Evaluation of lesson
7. End results
8. Whatever else you choose

In this kind of learning activity, the student may pursue an individual jnterest while
simultaneously giving the teacher -some excellent "feedback" on learning prefer-

.
ences.

Motivating the Student

A great number of learning activities fit this category, but one of the best.ways
to motivate students is to teach them the language of their peers in the target Ian-.
guage country-teenage slang or -so-called "schoolyard slang." The following ex-

.,amplei were collected from Peruvian students.studying in this country.

1. Ese'chico es un churro! "Qui churro, What a doll! Cute!
(girls say to boys o; of boys)

* 2. 'Esti lucre de coco, He's crazy.
3. 'Es algo mongo! That's a crazy thing to do. .
4. Se peso. something really great. (It was really great.)

Se paid,* vueltas.
5. Estd botado. -That's really easy.
6. Estuchemos cualquier cantidad. - We study too much.
7. Tiene una vide muy suave. - He/she sure has a soft life!
8. I.Guardat Be careful.
9. Me estds tomando el pelo. - You're kidding me, pulling my leg.

10. una tomada de pelo a practical joke
una broma de mal goat° a joke in bad taste

11. Estoy templed° (-a) de ella (e1),- I am failing for her (him).
12. .iarapitasl - Exclamation (general) usually positive

/array! iPuchal - (Oh, shoot! ) usually negative
13: ser un caso to be a real character '

14. Es un sobdn. He gets away with murder.
15:- hacer tiarnpas to chat (classes, games)
16. el tramposo - the cheater
17. el (la) mds engreido teacher's pet
18. un volado, una volada a bum, untrustworthy person 4

19. titer la ;era - hacerse la rem to skip, cut class
20. IQui,tal ensarte! /Qui tal iata! What a terrible bore!'

(people or things)
21. ester al clta to be really with it
22.. Vo$' a pensarlo.. I11 think it over.
23. ".orVarlo a uno plivitado to stand someone up
24. re viten los pantalones. - She's a boy chaser.
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This .type of supplement can be introduce a few expressions at a time, as a

whole, or asituations arise in which the expre ions are appropriate. Communica-
tion is less painful a gbal when you can use-the type of language to which you are
accustomed.

'Extending the Student's experience

c-
V often we do not capitalize on the introdbction of some culturat facet, like '

taking he bus, to extend the student's understanding that taking the bus in the ,

target re wolves much more than knowing how to say 2ne is boardirig or
aligh . This culture assimilator,. for example, vas written by Andrea Lapeyre as
part i her lessons built around "Mary's First SChool Day in Paris."17 The unit re-

good deal about bus travel inAlat city.
. .

After breakfast, Mary leaves the apartment and crosses the stteet to wait
the hus stop Madame Dupont showed her the previous evening. The bus
yes ando'Mary gets on. She takes out the ticket that Madam Dupont had

en,her, inVeirts it in the machine next to the driver in order to walidate it,
d goes to her seat. After making about ten stops, a ticket controller gets on

bus and asks to see the passengers' tickets. When he gets to Mary, she
ws her ticket. After exarnining,it for a minute and asking at what stop she ,

d gotten on the bus, the controller starts writing out a summons shying that
will have to pay a fine. Mary protests saying that she had her ticket, but

controller gives her the summons anyway. .

did the-ticket controller make Mary pay a fine?
's,ticket was for the subway. (See'number I.)
had not paid enough for her trip. (-See numbe 2.)
had used a second class ticket and was riding a first class bus. (See

num 3.)
Mary ticket had not been punched by'the bus driver. (See number 4.) ''

, This is unlikely since tickets for the bus and for the subway are the
same in . One may buy single tickets or a carnet (booklet of ten
tickets). cost per ticket is substantially lags when bought in a carnet.

2 This is the co ect reason. Although Mary had a ticket and inserted it in
the machine for 'dation, she did not realize that the hus routes in Paris
are divided into ions which usually contain about six stops each.
When one rides from stop in one section to a stop in another section,
two tickka must be Two tickets is the most one must pay for,any
trip and ,one can travel fr one sidelif Paris to another fqr two tickets.
However, i!me may ride an here in,Paris by subway for one ticket, in-

, ding arty number of tra
is impossible because one only second class tickets in Parisian

uses: There are no first-class buses. fret .class tickets are used only in
e subway where there, is one first c each subway train. The
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first class cat is wits* less crowded and more comfortable. leis alwayi
located in the middle of the train and is always a different color from the

. second class cars. Firit class tickets cost almost twice as much as second
dais tickets.

4. This answer is incorrect Because Mary had inserted her ticket in the auto-
matic validation machine when she got on the bus. Up until two or three
years ago, each bus contained a Viyer and a controleur who took thetick-
eta and punched them manually. The same was true in the subway where

. poineonneupuhed each ticket at the entrance to the platform How:
ever, in the new bes there is a machine next to the driver into whieh one
inserts his ticket' when getting on the bus. The machine imprints the
date, time, and the 'stop at which the passenger boarded the bus. This
makes it easier to spotcheck the passengers, to be sure they have paid and
are not using an old ticket ford second time.

kind of supplement is effective because the student "digs out" ttc infor-
mation; he o is not "preached at " by the teacher.

Concluiion

Supplementing' textbooks attractively can be as simple as providing students
with easily readable instruction sheets, clearly written with no jargon, with generous
margins, a good deal of "white space" for eye appeal, and a strong- contrast-be-
tiveen the ink and the paper (no."lavender" dittoes, for example). Attractiveness is ;"
not predicated 'On visuals and illustrations, although they may contribute to getting
studenti attention. But since attractiveness, like beauty, is 'determined by the eye
the beholder, an "attractive" supplement is one which captures the student's imag-
ination for one reason or anotherbecauie he or she is interested in the topic, be-
cause the procedures are challenging.or because the laming activity permits'per-
soiial interaction.

Supplementing texts effectively for today's student seems to demand that
. teachers do much less for the student, concentrating instead on astructure that per-

mits the studenito do for hiniself or herself. Effective supplements, by and large,
should be learning activitiesin the broadest sense of the word, for these activities,
much more than the textbook, must provide the communication and interaction
facets of course' offerings. Supplementing textboolcstffectively requires that the
-tattier replace or subtract text activities when adding new teacher-made lessons,
constantly keepingstudents informetas to*the process, the goals, and the-amount
of textbook material to be "covered." Effective supplementation, lastly, provides a
variety of learning modeswhqie-group, small -group, and independent with op-
tions for a final "product" or "display."

Responsible textbook supplementation demands that there be a defined cur-,
titular ".whole,'; that supplements not be added, because they are clever or cute, or
Out of some vague desire, to be all-inclusive, but only because they contribute to

1 0
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icnieving the-aims and objectives of the course. Supplementing textbooks responsi-
bly makes it possible for the teacher Ito respond positively and concretely to the
question, "Why do we have /o do this?"

Supplementing textbooks attractively, effeetively,-and responsibly requires all
of us to exercise our critical faculties, to reject more than we accept of the inno-
vative options presented to us. At a time when the piofession is insisting ,that text--
books are overwritten by a third to a-half, we must be certain that we are solving
the curricular problem, not compounding it. "Eclecticism" is today's new foreign",
language teaching watchword, but eclecticism all too easily evolves into a curricular
hodgepodge. The contemporary challenge we face is: Dream more boldly, butim-
plement morsatabitically.
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# -Expanding Our Sphere 1

of Infludice:
Latin in the Elementary. Curriculum

Claudia Edwards
West Lafayette Community School Corporation, Indiana

1

, 13.

A major challenge of the late 1970s is to broaden cuice again the sphere of foreign
!enrage influence into the, elementary schools. For the past two decades FLES
,programs have been thought of primarily'as enrichment programs rather than as in-
tegral' parts of Ole curriculum. In spite of a surge in interest in the 1960s, FLES
programs have net become de rigueur in the nation's primary schools.

Two questions present themsel\res. first, how can the outlook of elementary
educators and curriculum innovators be broadened with respect to foreign

guage education and, secondly, how can foreign language training be blended into

the elementary program to support its basic goals?
There are, of course, major problems to be solved before FLES can become an,

integral part of elementary schooling: Administrators, parents, teachers, and the
public at large lack an awareness of the rote foreign language instruction can play in
the elementary curriculum; not sufficient elementary teachers are trained to teach a
foreign language; and there is a shortage of appropriate materials for teaching for-
eign languages bn that level.

-
The purpose of this paper is to describe a program where these problems have

been overcome and where a foreign languageLatinhas become an integral part of

the elementary curriculum.

. 92 105
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The LIIA Program Theo to Pra6ical 'Application,

p

The LILA Program' (Latin in Language Arte5 of West Lafayette (Indiana) was
designed primarily to increase the Eng 110 vocabulary of fourth grade students. In
the process of program developmeilikELES techniques and:goals beCaine a very k
vital portion of the core curriculum :lift was found that a foreign language experi-
ence could not only fulfill FLES goals, but could enr)ch and in many cases supplant
other experiences designed for meeting language arts goals and student needs. The
LILA program confirmed that elenientary foreign language study is a viable avenue
to increased language skills and can be effectively integrated into the elemtntary_
school's core curriculum. 'J

Primary Objectives of the LILA Piogram,
car

1. To extend the English vocabulary of children through the study of Latin
rooteand affixps..

2. To'give studenis a new way of viewing Eiyaish struettge.
3. To acquaint the students with COMMOft 'Latin phrases.. .-

. 4. To acquaint students with -classical cultureand its influence on the pres-
ent. r.

S. To acquaint students with Roman and Greek mythology.
6. To monitor the students' attitude toward language study and method-

ology.'
1.

4,4,0

In addition, the LILA program aitempta fo provide for the student:)

1. a unique language environment where the student r.ould experience a vari-
ety of innovative instructional materials to investigate language;

2. an additional language learning opportunity- with ample time for indepth
exploration and sharirlt of word origins; and

3. a series of relaxed; ungraded language lessOni where the child could ex-
amine, question, and verbalize his curiosity about his native tongue and
language in general.

at-The experiment also sought to create a favorable environment and psVve
titudes to stimulate further language study. Program planners were working in a set-
ting which included no formal foreigij language instruction or experiences. Casual
inquiries revealed that ,of the approximately 1 50'pupils enrolled in fourth grade
about ten were bilingual or trilingual and numerous students had traveled extensive-
ly or had lived in a foreign country.

Latin as a foreign language bad special appeal, because it lent itself to English
vocabulary examination and helped with reading, language iris, arid social studies
goals; yet it maintained the unique characteristics of foreign language instruction.

10;
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The LILA program has been taught for the past three years to four*

graders all four elementary schools of West Lafayette, an upper middle class com-.
triunity with high parent involveinent and highly motivated students. Classes are

taught by a traveling teacher Tor 20 minutes daily -in the regular fourth grade class- ti

roorns. Approximately 150 students participate in the program. Fol. program eval-
uation purposes & control group consisting of 135 fourth grade. students. in four

separate classes was established at Klondike Elementary School in Tippecanoe

Cohnttndiana. '
The fourth grade level .was selected for the experiment because program plan-

ners felt that they had the social maturity to handle groupictivity with respontibil-.,
ity, were sufficiently advanced in reading and reasonifirskilts, and were npt too so- .
phistkated in social development to participate uninhibitedly in word games. The

developers recognized that classes would initially be teacher-centered due to the
time restraints anti that the skills and concept approach would be cumulative.

. From the -very beginning, the LILA program has been a team effort, including
parental involvement. Before implementing the program, parents were presented
with a, brochure outlining its goals, materials, sample lessons, and evaluation-pro,

cedures. A public meeting was held where the program was discussed and questions

were answered. This meeting was attended by approximately 70% of the parents.
In addition, 'parents received a newsletter with each report card listing the projects
And/or activities which would take place in the next six seeks.. Parents were also A.
encouraged to send materials and to become involved in their child's LILA instruc- -1r
don. Last year they were shown slides of completed projects and work units. Prior
to the beginning of LILA, all fourth grade teachers were_ instructed as to the ma-
terials and procedures in the project. Periodically during the school year, meeibigs.

wire held to confer and. to "critique' the program constructively.

CurriculuM DeveloPment2

The program was developed over a three-yiar period by a team including the
project.director, the high schdol Latin teacher, the LILAieichers, the LILA evalu-
atom, and seven regfilai elementary classroom teachers. Although the LILA project
began Is kit enrichment program stressing Latin loots and derivatives, it-quickly be-

.. cams a very vital widen of the language arts curriculum. LILA was used for "vo-. .

cabulary enrichment" and basic word attack skills rather than solely for teaching

roots and derivatives. During the. time of the funded project, copious materials
were developed and effectively_ used In teaching not only language arts and
studies, but related subjects as well.

Curriculum materials and learning strategies were designed to We FL,ES tech- .

niques in teaching the language arts. LILA's acceptability and eventual inborpora-

don into the fourth grade cote curriculum were due.to its success in meeting the

existing language arts goals.

. l Or
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.r Language, Arts als3 .. .

do

,

'

Oral Communication ; - . ,
1. developing aural memory and aural ticni;
2. understanding the meaning of 'words;
3. developing a'code df behlviOr-in listening;
4.. spealthig to the class (creativkarama 100;a04 ,
5.. uriderstapnding the developmeaflitfitittsuagi. 3 i

Reading: .. 1

1. studying pictures;
,

. /i.
2. devloping visual perception;
3. decoding the written word;
4. developing skills in structural. analysis;
5. understanding the meaning of words; . ,

6. developiiii reference skills using the dictionary;
7. interpreting literature.

Writing:

. .

q
... -*-'

1\,'
iv

:" Y' -."''..` .

,
-., :

L f
"--

thesaurns,ete:rand

.
, ..

:.

, '' -144-",.. I

1

...

. 1. controlling writing movements;
2. spelling;
3. grammaticality in writing; .
4. inventing the message (imaginative storjes and inliihative d ptions);
5. Organizing the message; and . _
6. improving style.

'?'>

se.
Unit materials weft designed to cocnbine aural/oral repetition and a visual andel

for retention. Most units are intilaked by a rebus or caricature which.enables stu-
. dents to identify tilt unit and the related Latin root concepts. Students were intfo-

duced to Mr. Root Monster, Felix the down, The Insane Doctor, The Inoculating
. Inspector, Spencer the Specter, and other charicters. A variety of materials and

media were selected to stimulate high student interest and to experiment with tech-
,

,niques not commonly used to teach vocabulary. Students ran root relays, 'sang
songs, constructed\origami projects, played games, created original art work, and
manufactured word-impression paper filmstrips with audio commentary and accom-
panying dramatics.. In additi , they wrote creative stori designed word,mintes;
discussed their speculations a language evolvement, d explored the ruing of
Pdmpeii. ,. * I\

The most successful LILA units encompasted a wide v ety of techniques and . .

combined visual stimulation with active student participation. High student interest,. ,
was maintained by teacher enthusiasm and a curriculum whi included sometT4
for everyone. Many units were interdisciplinary in nature. relating language arts to"
music, science, social studies, and art. Where possible, the LIL:A teacher assisted the
regular classroom teacher in teaching specialized vocabulary. Thi practical value of .

the instruction was emphasized by teachers' classroom use of vocabulary" taught,
and by its relevance to other subject areas. . 1 .-

,,.
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, '4. .
, .

. . . .

In general, the entire clots worked indivillklly on the same project. Additional
materials were provided for Students who completed their projects eatly2For many
projects, however, the dais was divided into grouRs, which worked on different ac-
tivitien the same time. pad)? lessdn plans Were,flexible,.allowihg favorite activi-
ties to 0$ repeated updri reqpest. ,Students had a seise of completion following a
work unit, and in many cases they had a projector other product to take hOme and

...
4.-share with their families.

the following learning materials illustrate the variety in work units. 'Strategies
combine classroom discussion, word discovery, visual stimulation, and student parti
cipation. Student activities involve listening to a favorite, jingle-or Saturday tele-

-4- . vision ConunerciAl, singing, playing musical instruments,'or Cresting anoriginil Ian-
. guage-art presentation-.

.

Learning Strategy A....Siruct-A,Tract

Strucito build

*structure
`constnict(ed,lon, ive)

instruct(ed, inn, iv)
destruction, ive)

indestructible ,,'

Tract to pull

tractor
traction

"contiact(ed, or, io
'protract(or)
*detract(ed,)ion)

Objectives:
1. . To study the Latittadots tract and struct and their English derivatives.
2. To practice the pitternIprefix + root + suffix) and to 'drill on Latin root:

identification.
3. To review meanings of affixes and word roots. .
4. To practice reasoning skills in combining meanings of roots with prefix.
5. Tb develop goals of oral compuinication innlass'discussion. I
6.' To provide an artistic outlet. .

7. To suppo'rt reading skills and visual perception in work projects.
8. To foster ireattrity, freedom and imagination.
9. To foster pridean project completion.

6.

Activities: Lengththiee thirty-minirte periods
1. Students listtleriyatives from roots. Teacher gives roots an4 aids students

in addiiig prefix and/or suffix. (A blackboard activity.) ,
2. Discussion of how root knowledge contributes to meaning of word. Ex-
, planation in context of advanced vocabulary (*). Students "guess" and/

Or ditiQover Meaning of new words. y r

n)

-' ',abstract
. 'extract

"ittract(gd, ion, it,e)

3. ompletion.ol project demonstrating weird formation. (The Visual project
creates, a mental picture for retention: tract means to pull; struct means
to build.).

Project:
Student is given mimeographed of a tractor andkauxiliary vehicle. He

g

4'
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must follow the written directions using previously learned Latin deriyitives
and label the parts 'With spe'cifically designated prefixal and suffixes. He can
build any vehicle that pulls. He can be as creative as his imagination will al-
low ancuse the parts in any fashion.' The vehicle does not have to be a trac-
tor. The student colors the project and mounts it op construction paper. In
addition, he must add flora, fiuna, and a homo sapien. 'the completed prof -,
acts are proudly 'displayed in the hallway., A word list is attached containing
the words thittan be formed .frOm the study roots,

Learning Strategy B:
1k:wi de tommercials;'Word Origins; Advertising Word-Play

Objectives:
I. To acquaint students with thrnanf languages which have contributd to

.

the development of English.
2. To develop critical skills in detecting neologisms and foreign iiirds as-

similated into the English language.
To practice aural/oral discrimination.

4. To support development of necessary skills in using the unabridged Bic-.
tionary.

5. To practice map decoding skills.
5. TO foster responsibility in group,activity.

Activities:
This activity follows discussion sessions on "How new words enter Our Ian-

'pager and the use of the dictionary to determine word origins. Students are
divided into working groups of four. Activity .centers are explained and work
packets distributed: Students are to follow the written directions and to pro- *
tress through centers according to traffic patterns on the color -tided flow
Chart (a-hippopotamus with sneakers).

Activity A: 0
Students ex..nine number coded, laminated magazine dvertisements and
complete a worksheet. The worksheet asks the student o deterinine foreign
foods or products named in advertisements (e.g., zwieback, souffle). Stu-
dents sort ads for fabricated product nantes (e.g., Congoleinn). They also
look for proIlucts named after-what they do te.g., Grease. Relief). When the
worksheet is completed, students tan go to a master board and check an-
swers. If they4ini.sh the activity before the allotted time is up they are e
couraged to 10f through magazines to find- their own examples of e 0

categories.
7

Activity B: Kookie Commercials ;.
Students listen to a tape of Saturday morning children's television comper-
eials and listen for language manipulations. 'they hear alliteration, repetitlq4, -

rhyming jingles and then complete the worksheet asking for words specifically
pointed out to them. (Exainfile: IncredibiGgible Funhurger of Burger Chef;
FreaVes Freakmobile; and the network promotional song, Fupshine Satur-
day on ABC.)

110



98 Persoaudizing Foreign Language Instruction

Activity C: Dictionary packet
Stuttents.use Ur dictionary to complete listing of foreign words, their origi-
nal meaning an& their countries of origin. (Example: Kindergarten, garden
of children, Germany. Others include banana, bouquet, limerick, piano, um-
brella, umpire, wiener.) Finally, students color-code a map denoting the
country syliere each word originated. Maps are displayed in the hallway and
can also be used for-an all-school bulletin board asking students to, guess the
origin of words.

Learning Strategy C: A LILA Song

Objectives:
1. To revlw Latin roots and their meanings.

an

2. To participate in language word play.
3. To provide vehicle for memory training and root retention.

Content: Latin roots.
eide to kill
diet, to tell, say
duct to lead
fy, fect, fic to make
grefs to step, go
ject --,to throw./
lat.ii12, carry

Activity:

(
mit to sen
port to
script to to
strict to b d
vets to tore
vise io see!

.tempus fugit tide flies
s

Students receive copies of a song and place it in the LILA music folder made
with wallpaper samples, yarn, and a hole punch. Although the students al-
ready know the melody of the song, using pre-taped music or slaying the
piano or another kstrument autoharp, noise maker, clapping) can liven
up the singing. The music teacher can be invo 'ed in this also. The 'song can
be used to begin a language as a break rom routine; and as a review
exerciee for root meanings. It'ycan be sung in ounds,eernating verseti\vith
boys and girls, or each lineon be sung by an dividual. Renumber: Always
have student conductors. Keep the studen involved. Encourage them to
"ham it up."

Vie FY., Fec,t, F -E-I -O Song
(Melody: I've Been Wo g on the Railroad)

We've been working on our English
All the magnum day. -
We've been working on our English
Tenipus Filet while we play.

iii

Can't you vise our. elation
Showing in our script.
Come we'll s, here our fabrications
Struct. Vire. Ject. Duct.'IJIt.
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ade have you killed?
Pre won't you see? °

Struct an you build you:I...meaning

Port lives in transpgrtation.
Vers you'll find in conversation, °`

ii=s in subsqiyon ruituuninn
words as go.

eurriculnin

as won't yo'u go?
ct won't you say?

me? Ject don't throw our day away.

Fy, fect,
Fy,sfect, five-i-o-e-o-o'(Staccato)

7 Fy, fect,
Making words ris'we go.

(Sing the last two stanzas in a rousd;switchmisideslor the secondtime.)

Alrogram Evaluaan4

r _

Evaluation of the, LA 'progranittas been Continuous and cumulative through-
out the project's th -year ,funding period. It- has focused on (1) student per-
formance on spbci skills and goals (cognitive), (2).student attitudes toward the
instruction (affec )1 and-(3) thaterrals development (curriculum). Evaluatiapi*as
conducted by a tredve persotuiel, prinlipals; classroom teachers, Title IV per-

, sonnet, foreignlanguage specialists, and educational consuftants and statisticians.
At the s g and again at the end of each school year, students in both con-

trol and perimental classes were giien 'a 74-item test =Information, concepts,
and skit taught in the program,-

mple item: Examine these 'words: 'Auditorium, inaudible, auaience, andio-
ual. An audiologist is one who wouldttest your:

r1 A

(Answer: b) ,

.

Students alit completed a 30-ite attitude questionnaire soliciting their affec-
tive responses to the instruction: , .

-
Sample-items:
x. I enjoy vocabulary studies.
y. I never use the dictionary unless I have to.
z. I like p use new words in writing.a

Statistical analysis of the reiuhr confi rmed that the children in the LILA pro-
gram were superior to the children to the control group in their knowledge of lan-

guage. In addition, those who had been in the LILA program had more favorable

attitudes toward language. arts and language learning than their control group
counrerRarts.

a
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Parents were also surveyed .to deterinin'e their views on various aspects of the
program. -Their responses were unanimously positive. They felt that the teachers
taught well, that the children learned a great deal and enjoyed it, that the things
learned would carry over to other classes, and that the LILA program should be
continued. Only one complaint was voiced by more than one parent: The time
allotted to the LILA program was too short. '

Dr. JohnFeldhuaen of Purdue University cpnducted the evaluation of the pro-
gram's cognitive and affective dimensions. He summarizes.

It seems safe to conclude that LILA haS been developed into a first-rate in-
structional program. Children learn a great deal, about the English language,
thelenjoy the program, they develop favorable attitudes toward languagc, and
language study, .nd their parents have a favorable view of the program. The
program is a well-defined instructional system,-based on excellent materials
and methods, which can readily be implemented in other school systems. ,

Conclusion

Foreign language experience can become an integral part of the daily ele-
mentary turriciflurn. As foreigoiapguageeducators, we have a great challenge be-
fore us to\ assist in the maximum intellectual development of each elementary stu-
dent throUgh a variety of adadernic experiences. We can Meet this challenge 01/
through curriculum development and teacher le-education. We can 'be the.
catalysts, for involvement by re-educating ourselves and the community educators
to the infinite possibilities Of worthwhile foreign language study.

/ Notes

1. The program described was developed under an Innovative Education Grant
tiom the U.S. Office of Education, Elementary and Secondary Education Act
Title IV-C-1973-1976 LILA "(Latin in Language Arts--4thgrade) Project Direc-
tor: Carmen* P. Fabian; Curriculum Development: C. F. Edwards, C. Root, 0.
Desch, West Lafayette Community School C9rporatioo,.1130 N. Salisbury,
West Lafayette, Ind. 47906.

2. Curriculum guides and learning strategies are available from the Indiana Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, pivision of Innovative and Exemplary Education,
Mr. Jay Lowe, 120 West Market Street, 10th floor, Indianapolis, Indiana
46204.

3. Adapted from: A Curriculum Guide for-Teaching the Language Arts. Vol. 1,
1973. West Lafayette Community School Corporation, West Lafayette, Ind.

4. Special Consultants for the LILA program were: Dr: John Feldhusen, Evalua-
Lion Consultant, DePartmerit of Education, Head, Psychology Section. Purdue

. University, 'West Lafayette, Ind. 4791 and Dr. Alpn Garfinkel, Foreign Lan-
guage consultatit, Department of Forgra Languages, Purdue University, West

. Lafayette, Ind. 47907.
-
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TheNatural and the No
in Language TeacOng::
Where's the Difference?

L

Wilga M. Rivers
Harvard University

I have just completed the index of a new booka tedious task, btit a normal enolifh'
activity for a book writer or an editor. Is it a natural activity? That depends on our
'definition of "natural.." According to the Ainerican Heritage Dictionary (MID),
one definition -of 'Inatural" is "pertaining to ... the expected order of things."
Therefore, once having signed a contract which said .1 had to make thy own in- .
dex,.it was nature that at Some stage I should be ipending several weeks in this
way. . . . -, ,

One of my early index cards was headed: "Natural language use," Oita was
'dearly an important category. As I drew to the end of my indexing ancLbegarcut-
ting down on redundant entries by cross-referencing, I found this caeredimdipt.
So !.cross- referenced IF: "See Normal purposes of language."' My entry "Normal
purposes of language" also has a cross-reference: "See also Macro-language use,"
which completes -the :Circle with a cross-reference: "See also Normal purposes of
Isulguagq." It seems, thenthat the interrelationships of theseterms need to be ex-
amined.- Theresshould be no confusson with "Creative language use," which is, in
my ex, cross-referenced "See also Communication" (or interaction), which hasin
the su ntrY "autonomous." ("CoMmunication" is also cross-referenced to "gni°-

. ,. .. '
*Revised version of "The Natural and the Norrpal in Language 'Laming," in H. D.

.Brown, ed., Papers in Second Language Acquisition, Language Learning,, Special
Issue 4 (1976).

. 101
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tional factors," "Persolialit-dof the 'student," and "Teacher-student relations,'a set
14 interconnections, the importance of which we will discuss later.)

Let us lookr then, at the,natUral, the norrhal, and the macro, and 'see what we
can learn from the investigation.

Onlooking back at "talking off the Tops of their Heads," written in 1971, I see
that L speak there abolit "situations . . . where the stildent is on his own, trying to

. tee language for the normal purposes oflanguage."1 These normal purposes I have

Wet as: establishing and maintaining social relations, expressing one's reactions,
hiding one's intentions, talking one's way opt of trouble, seeking and giving infor-

learnirtg orteaching how to do or make something, conversing over the tele-
phone, problem-solving, discussing .ideis,playing with language, acting out social
roles, entertaining Others,triplaying one's achievements, and sharing! leisure ac-
tivities.2 Later in the same *tick htalk about "natural uses of hangdage in inter-
action.':; Somehow, between 1971 and 1976, I teem to have moved Over;to a pref.- ,-
erence for the term "normal purposes of linguage." I wonder why.

11":

Returning to the American I:Jeri:age Dictionary, we find 'normal" means "son-
forming, adhering to, or con_ stituting -usual or typical pattern, level; or .type;

. the usual or eipected ... form," and in she discussion of synonyms' under this;
rubric we read: liormal streites adherence to an established level or pattemlhat is
associated iith although based on group tendenc4 rater than on an
arbitrary ideal."

.

As we teach another language, or help someone learn anothei tguiguage, it isdif-
ficult to say what is a "natural': use oflanguage fOr particular inViduals in particu-
lar situations. How are we to know what; for them, is the "expected order of
things" at a cieeper, non-apparent level:stnce..this depends on stich eliisive factors as
personal assessment of the situation and 'peiceived relationships') -This is particular- .
ly difficult foi iis to divine when our ;trident 'conies frolnia culture with.which we
are ,not intimately fandliar.! We Just recognize that whit to oite person is "natural"'.
may well be "unnatural" tokanoll0her, or even disconcerting or 'distasteful. -

We' can,however, present, to a person from another culture what are, in Specific'
contexts and in certain relationships, tile "established patterns ofbehavior" based on
"group -tendencies." *If our student's are td function in a 'new-culture freely and
without embarrassing misunderstandings on botkaides241,at is4maintainirica sense

, of "well-being". for' themselves and those with whom they are interactinr-they
must learn to conform to the "nor m,` in that eultiue,, even if it is not their own
"natural." They must be able to Use readily and in in ultconstrained way the usual
or expected forms.

,

Children aciluiiing their mother tongiie learn what is "normal," rather than
what is "natural" in interaction witlfithers: As they explore the potential of the
language systems their output is pruned and shaped by such indications as "Don't
you dare talk to your 'mother like that!", or 11,1 give ,it to yilu wllen4'ou ask nice-

ly," or "Run away,' you rude little girl!." The child prac,liCes the establishedievels
and patterns in simulated situationsin games, for instance, where one child says,
"I'll be ilidoctor," and another says, "I'll be the rnahima," or "I'll be,the teach-

.
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.

.
et.", 'a le teacher-in this game is afways'a very authoritarian ligure"real mein" '
which;makes it great fun tthacrout.)

lu our foreign-language class, then, we seek the normal. We try. to create, or
iimula , likely.situations in which our students may wish to use the language, and
we pre them, to choose confidently from the many possibilities within the lan-
guage f expressing_ their intentions. (The challenge for the teacher is 4 make

- dew firms seem as natural as possible.) We also prepare them to produce the
expecteil, for nonnslYresponses the unfamiliar culture requires. These do not come"naturally?,

Christina Paulston, who up in Sweden, tells flow on a returb visit after a
uumber of years abroad "natural" was construed' as "not normil."4 At a
gathering in 'her home in S ockholm to celebrate an American ThanksgiVing,
asked her sister-in-law politely, "Do you know everyone?" to which her sister:in-hi,/
replied sourly, "I don't know everyone, but if you are asking me if I have greeted
everyone, I have." The sister-in-law behaved in the normal Swedish fashion by
going around the room; shaking hanth4with everyone and sayilig her name aloud to
those`Whom the had not previously met. ?aulston's remark, natural enough in
,American setting, had been interpreted as a queitioning of her sisterin-law's knowl-
edge or.the usual or ex;pected foams df behavior in a Swedish setting. If Paulsion
returning to her own ative culture and speaking the language ptriectly, could vio-
late the social nor in this way-after a period of immersion in another culture,
then it is quite app ent that the learner of Swedish as a second language will' eed

such careful prep ticm in order fo eventually use the language "naturally."
Let us turn fo a moment to a recent work of the British linguist, Halliday, on

the functiqns age fulfills for children learning the mother tongue.1 Halliday
lists seven such unctions: - the instrumental, the regulatory, the. lliteractiopal, the

.430161ial, the heuristic, the imaginative, and The representational. We will minsider
,each of these in turn:

-
I. The thrtrumentai,(manipulatiniand controlling the environment)..

day calls this the "I want" faction. 'When babies first produce one-word
utteAlrate like "Nan!".for "banana," they begin to discover the amazing
povier of language. \

2. The regulatory' (exec control over others: .thelanguage of rules and
instructions). This is\the "Do as I tell you" function. "Go 'wily!"
"Gimme dat!" and -othel simple orders proveto be very effectiye ip un-
posing`a small person's will on psrents and baby- sitters.

3. The irrteracnonal (language defining and consolidating the group). This is
the "Me and you" functiobis the child savors the warmth of personal re-"
lations with utterances like "Mummy love Dacky!'i

4. The 'person'al (language enabling the users to identify and realize theif'own
personality): Halliday calls this the "Here I come" funCtion and we recog-
nize it is, "Me! Me!" or "Ducky cry!

, S. :The hiiiristis (language at a means of learning abdut things). This, the
f "Tell me why'' function, becomes a very persistent one. I reMember a

4
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t child 'who learned * great deal of English by frequent use

of two q bons: "Whazat?" anti "Whazifor?"
6. The imaginative (using language to create one's ownenvironment). We are s

all familiar with this . ;Let's pretend" function: the imaginary companion
and the elephant in the bedroom, -especially when it is time for lights to'

go out.
7. ;The representatibnai of informative (language 'used to convey messages

about the real :world). Halliday cobsiders this "I've got something to tell

.. you" function to be a minor funCtion for the child, whereas adults tend

to think of if as the only important language function. Certainly, in our
language classrooms we tend to overemphasize this function, to the no-'

glect of the others without which tAre is little depth of communication. '
4

To theie functions,of language- use.by children, as outlined by Halliday,4

would like So add:

8. The Play thuictionlrhyming and making up nonsense words-' -trying out

the possibilities of the language system they are acquiring). ThisT will call-

the "-Billy piny" function. Through it, children enjoy their newly de-
, veloped instrument and toy for quite f long while. Some never outgrow

it and become poets,'creative writers, and memorable lecturers.
.

For the learners of a new language, we mutt not forget:

9. The "ritual function (language defining the social group, language at

-. good manners). Halliday says this "Ho* do you do" function seems a

heedless complicltion.to the child. It must certainly, concern older lan-
guage learners, however, ifthey are to experience "well-being" ,v/ih mem-
bers of a different culture from that. to which they are accustomed.
(This is the one whi6h tripped Paukton up on her return to Sweden.) .

,
These* learning functions in the child'agvelopment of langdage deserve some

reflection on our part as "teachers of another language. Through these functiohs,

language takes on meaning and -value for children because .91 Atm At first their

language is functionally, simpk; that is, they are expressing only qne function at

any one tipe.. With maturity, the use of langtiage becomes functionally complex,6

with its internal organization reduced-to a small set of functional componetiti or

maarifunetions: the ideational (the potential for exptessing a content in terms

Of the speaker's experience and that of the speech community), the interpersonal

(ill use of. language to express social and personal relations), and the textual the
rationally'relevant in contexts of situftion).1
All of this is very relevant to our work is foreign - language teaching. When we

talk, as- some do, of plunging students directly from the outset into macro -lan

guage.use, in sink-or-swim style, in the hopes that they will somehow discover what

they need, we ignore the fact that in the mother tongue children first acquire the

mechanismsior the simple functions, and that it is Just la much a part of normal
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language use to lay: "Open it," "I'M tired," or 'She's a nurse, as it is to say "Shi
If I were you, I wouldn't be telling everyone I was working on a new, secret
weapon system!" As children gain experience in expressing.themselves in the yeti-

\ ous simple functions, they put it all tbgether in the macro-functions.'
Elsewhere, I have used the term -"micro-language learning'4 for acquiring the

basic mechanisins for the simple functions of expressing desires and, needs (the in-
striunental); giving and taking orders (the regulatory); including, excluding, per,
wading, refusing (the inter-actional); expressing pleasure, dissatisfaction, enjoyment,'
anger (the personal); asking when, where, why, and how (the heuristic); pretend-
fug, supposing, wishingthe "ifs and ands" (the imaginative); describing, narrating,
explaining (the representational or informative); greeting, apologizing, asking social-
ly acceptable questions (the ritual); and playing language games. Such learning is
essential if efforts at macro-language use are td be rich and expressive, rather than
searching stnd impoverished. While encouraging our students to perform on the
macro level;we need to provide ample opPortunity.for them to acquire the means
at the micro love!, never forgetting that the micro is an essential part of the macro,
while insufficient b9 itself.

The answer to our problems is not, then, to throw aside our years of experience
in helping -students acquire the means, but to develop more fully, and More im-
mediately, their confidence in experimentation in the expression and comprehen-
sion of.a multiplicity of meanings throggh.tbese means. For this eiperimentiiion
to be fruitful and to carry over into confident, autnomous, and purposeful com-
munication, we need to ensure that wierythifg we dg in language learning is re-
lated to normal.purposes of language. (Here I refer noionly to normal purposes of
the spoken language but of the - written language as well.9)

Let us now reconsider "Aatural 'language use.'' Natural language use presup-
poses natural relationships. To return to our dictionary (AHD)' "natural: means
'ff ree ',from affectation qr artificiality; spontaneous; not altered; treated; or die-

, guised; present in or produced by nature, not.... man-made." Much~as we teach-
ers may stave for' healthy, understanding relationships with our students, these re-

. lationships can be only as "natural" as the student ;rants them to be or 4willinitor
them to be Our s have the right to choose their friends and confidants and
aright to privacy in their d associations. In this delicate aree, we must
iiever impose, bur always be open to initiatives and sensitive to approaches, how-
ever diffident.

Gardner speaks of "anxiety" in the language class asibne of the hindrances to
motivation and achievement.") This anxiety can result trom an ovet-zealeus at-

- tempi by the teacher to develop natural communication where it is not 'welcome or
. before the student is ready for any such relationship. Why should the teacher know

that the student's father is an alcoholil, unless the. student chooses to Share this
.pol;km? Why should a student have to declare publicly that she hates all music, or

illArrant

for sour 'apples, unless her relationships with the teacher apd the
intrrant such personal disclosures? In real life, the student's "natural use of

Isoguage" may be for sudden displays Of emotion, or for hustling, b d

11b
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bullying, all of which may run counter to the teacher's culturally acquired sense of

social deportment and/morality. In any case, how "natural" is the situation where

__the teacher is always right? 1He or she knOws the expressive options the language

offers-and-the,intonation- and gestures for-maintaining superiority while the student

is strugglineind insecure.)
If we ash to develop "natural language use" we take the language out of the

classroom. We take the students on trips; we invite. them home or to weekend-

camps or day picnics; or we involve ,them.in some community effort. ("Com-
munity" here, as above, refers to the school community or`the wider community
surrounding the school, as apptomiate.) If these more ambitious projects are not
feasible, we resort to pinpler ones: we take them into the local park to look for

AS many different kinds of weeds as possible; we get them to prepare a meal to-

gather
n day at school all while using the language they are learning. In no

tiiitgather in afeteria kitchen; or we join with them In making posters for an in-

ternationamatter

what way, we break up the traditional classroom relationships and build a

-different interactional structuie of working and learning-together. Let us look more

closely at these possibilities,
The most natural way to learn a new language is to use it in some form of in-

° volvement with community lifewithin the school community itself or in the wider

community outside the school. In a bilingual situation, this means becoming in- 4,

volved ourselves in the community in which our students' real lives are lived.

Natural second-language use self-consciousness can be attained through ser- As
viato the community which earns the esteem of the community.This has been the INF

immigrant way since time immemorial (the tie children who learned the new lan-

guage acted as interpreters for their paren at the bank, in the shops, with the

r) and, in this way, parents and the children themselves felt pride in their

For olderrsarners, a language can be practiced perfectly wel while working with
migrant children in an after-school club or while 1ping smaller.chil-r

ust to kindergarten life in a strange environment. tle children may find

their helper "talks funny," but they adjust rapidly to this and many an adult

alescent language learner has found the tolerance and acceptance of the very

...,.; young, when absorbed in mutual tasks, a low-anxiety situation for practicing

natural language -use. Little children are uninhibited teachers who correct and sup-

ply the ppropiiite word in a, perfectly friendly and egalitarian way. Older people`1

or ',dole nts find this easier to accept; it is not so threatening to their self-esteem,

Of to their picture of themselves as seen by others, as it is when the correction
--, f_ottotiTs a peer or an authority figure. i

Theitoblem of the inhibited speaker (or writer)11not new. The teacher of lan-

guage arts in the mother tongue has had to face it too, and many students have been

labeled inarticulate, or almost illiterate, for years, u,ntil they found, or were found

by, a teacher who cared enough to pa Ise and listen to (dr read) what they had to

say (or write). Innovative teachers of. the native language have sometimes found, to

their surpritse, that all kinds of students can speak (and write) expressively when
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Isihrive something significant to communicate and someone who cares enough to
' pe)tittention to what theyjilve to say. Guidry and Jdnes rei\ort a course in "Cow-

boy English' for_ the-"-dumb goat-tOpeis" oi-bkicirets"- from the-small towns. and--
nual schools of East Texas who were Considered quite hope in expressing them-
selves in their native English. When their energies, enthusiasm, and depth of ex-
periential knowledge were given expression in a pictorial essay on the East Texas
State University rodeo (and for one student in a self - initiated account of "How to
Build a Five Strand Barbed Wire Fence in "Blackland Soil ") it seemed they had
many expressive means at their disposal. One of the students identified their real
problem quite succinctly when he said, "This is the first time that anybody in a
came like this cver asked me to tell them what I know."",

------..------..Ourrforeign-4,guage students also know many things about which we know
Bide. Do we care? Too many teachers are too busy "teaching students to express
themselves" .or even "organizing natural language activities" (a contradiction in
te'nns) to ever discover what their students' real interests And preoccupations are. ,
For them, student-initiated or student-centered activities 'tare too untidy and too

"linikcortstuning.". hi this way, they forever bypass really purposeful and sig-
nificant (that is: natural) language use.

Here, then, in the studenks".personal interests and preoccupations we find the
source, secret until willingly revealed, of "natural" use of language by the student.

, But discovery of this well-head is not, of itself, sufficient. For "natur language
"use" of any authenticity, the old, time-honored authority structure of acher and
student relations has- to be broken down and a relationship of acceptance and
equality established for which many teachers are not emotionally ready. "Natural
language use" 'will tome only when barriers are broken downpride in status and
superior Icnovileage on the one hand and, on the other, defensive at mpts to please,
to succeed by giving what the authority figure wants, and to hide ne's weaknesses
and one's realfeelinp. One cannot mandate the breakthrough trust and confi-
dence which permits genuine progress in communication in any language. It may
come with one group; it may never come with another. Teachers wio seek "natural
language use" in their language Asses must decide whether they ire ready or will-
ing for such an experience. . . .

. When we speak of "natural language use "!Cr using language for.the "normal.'
purposes of language," let us 'fully comprehend the difference. We can all promOte
normal uses of language in our classes. This, of itself, is a Challenge. Some of
vv li some classes, will:see the flowering of "natural langu e use!' if we are psy-
diologIcglly willing and prepared for the change in relation ps which it will bring.
At least, let us recognize the difference and the value to o r students of each ex-
perience.

I ..
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Individual Differences:
Eiripathy and Communicative 4

Competence

`hh
Elaine K. Horwitz
Michael B. Horwitz
.University df Illinois, Champaign-Urbana,

a

In recent yeart,,the professed objective of foreign language education. has shifted
f rOm the narrow concern of developing the linguistic competence of the learner to
the larger concern of developing the language learner as a whole person who parti-
cipates in a wide variety of social relationships with others. The ideatof teaching
for corrimur4ative competence is central to this concern with developing: the whole
learner and stems, in part, from the failure of traditiotial programs to provide even
good language learners with the skills they require to carry on a genuine conversa-

. tion with a nativ speaker. However, the notion of communicative competence
. adopted by field has taken little account' of the process by which a learner

---nmunicates effectively. ,

Our profession has talked about teaching for communicative competence, but
we have not described clearly enough what it means to "function in a truly com-
municative setting, that is, in a spontaneous transaction involving one or more per-
sons."' Por want of a thorough description of second' language communicative
competence, we have all too often added the notion of sociolinguistic cQmpeterice
(knowledge Of sociocultural' rules for language use) to linguistic competence and

'called this amalgam communicative competence.
In attempting to define communicative competence in a second language, we

should consider the findings- of developmeVal psychologists concerning the de-
velopment of first language communicative competence. In a series of studies,
Flavell and colleagues,2 as well as others,3 have found that the ability to adapt one's

1.22. 109
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communications to varyinglistener requirements emerges at a later age and develOps

at a more gradual poce than linguistic competence. In addition, the findings of oth-'

otiPreseuchers working within a cognitive developmental framework suggest that
, "Adults vary considerably in their ability to devise and make use of communicative

atrategies in their native language which ars appropriate tdifferent dtuationi and
effective idachieving their desired goals.t- In otherWords, it seems that all persons
are not equally, communicatively competent iir their native language, even though

they May be lingtlistisally and sociolinguisticallycompetent. The ity to adapt.
one's language to changing inIbrpersonal conditions appears to d end of only on

.one's knowledge of the applicable iodoculturil rules 'for language usage, but also on

opel ability to take the perspective-of the.other person.'
Copsider the situation of a prospective teacher interviewing with aPrincipal Or

a rare job opening. During, the course of their d*ission, the prin%pal asks the

teacher how he feels abOut the new trend towards dividualized classrooms. The

principal's words seem neutraltheyrlon1 say anything aboutiqw he feels about

individualized instruction, either as &personals a principaINft tone of voice and .
body posture offer some duel as to hik real thoughts.and feelings, but theii message . ..,
is not clear either. The task confronting the prospective teacher is to assess the
principal's point of view before answering hiquestion. He must take into account
the principal's words, his nonverbal communication, and how a person with the role
of a,principal might feel. The teacher has several considerations in Constructing his

reply. He must, of course, produce proper English sentences in a register appropri-

ate to the interview situationbut he alda, needs a strategy which will help -him

achieve his communication goals. If the teacher senses that he and the principal
agree on individualized classrooms, he Will want to let the principal know' hat thex
share this view: On the,,other hand, if itic leacher senses ksagreement on this spe.7c.__:

, elk issue:he can state hil view more effectively by searching for a relpted are,a_pf

agreement, such as his understanding 'that the principal values a teachers responsi-

bility for his own cliusrooln, and then approach the issue within thia.new context.
In choosing a strategy to make the communication of his real beliefs and feel-

ings more effectivp, the teacher in this example must take theprincipal's perspec-

tive -into account .'We will generally refer to this process of taking the perspective

of another person at empathy. Our use of the term empath include! 'all the intst'
pretile processes by which' a person repreatits another's id! ** or point of

vie* pii a situation."6 As our example demonstrates, empa y is necessary for
communicative competence: Without some degree of empathy, individuals would
usually respond inaepropriatety to the demands of, communicative situations. Given `

("complete" repertoire or Ill the appropriate linguistic and sociolinguistic skills, a
\ ' person without empathy would still be unableto define from a mutual perspec-

time (that of the other peksOn as well as his own), what the particurat interpersonal
context was And what kind of language it required at a specific momiiit in time. '

-Hence, a person would not know which sociolinguistic rules applied to. this situa-

tion. He would bi &lotted to respond toothers from his own perspeCtive, that's,
... - , .., .

'et
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from1s own framework 'of what behaviors or messages were appropriate without
regard to the dtber'sterpretations of the natural* the situation.

What we have been discussing is the ,problematic nature of human communica-
tion. There is always some degree of ambiguity, concerning what an individual
should say in a given circumstance, even thoughhe knows how to say anything. Be:
cause we,are notable to participate directly in the experiential world of the other
person, the precise relationship between our own and the otherperson's definition

' of the communicative situation and its respeCtiVe roles can'never be known with
absolute certainty. A gap islikely to exist between our own defuntion, of the sit-
uation and the other person's because each of ,4s perceives the world somewhat dif-
ferently. ,.,Thus, while we are destined to communicate with others without assur-
ance that our perspective is fully shared, empathy helps us to bridge Our individual-
ities -by permitting us to anticipate those experiential similarities and differences
which are ,relevant to the communicative situation. -At the same time, the level of
empathy a person has is itself an individual difference. People differ in their abil-
itietto take another person's persiective.7

As we have seen, communicative nteractions are always ambiguo%, even when
the participants have the same native language. The situation beton& even,naore
ambiguous wherahe participants have different native languages and are members
of different culture groups. -There are subtle differences in word connotations. The

rings attributed to non-verbal behaviors by the different cultures may be at
. Stereotypes will often govern the participants' reactions to each other. And

there may be a slightly "off" or disharmonious quality to the interaction. Although
the participants would 'appear to be having a "normal" conversation, if asked about
it they might admit to wondering if-thitrideas had been, understood in their full
complexity.

aim second language learners, therefore, face a difficult task in learning how to
interact with native speakers. Interpersonal interactions will range from the highly
structured situation in which both participants share clearly defined roles, such as
when buyingl train ticket from Barcelona ta Madrid, toilie highly unstructured sit-
uation in which neither participant has a role clearly ipeaiedaty the ciilture and
context, such as in the case of inaking a friend. AlthougOirripathy is essentill to
Icing able to participate In alt of these interactions because.it redudes the ambiguity

. Of The situation, the' less structured the situation the more empathy is required. A
student would be able to participate adequately in a highly structured interchimge
without Considering any individual $gnificance the oar person attaches to the sit-
uation, but the student's inflexible messages would be 3 truly limited form of"com-
municative competence.°

In a real sense, the individual participants in natural conversations need to con-
tinually creat whatever structure the situation has for them through mutual per-
spective-taking. Since language learners are geneially ill-prepared to provide suffi-

-dent structure for their conversationt with native speakers, meaning is 'often lost
. and communication fails. .

t
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One of the roles, then, of the second language teacher, is helping students to be-

come more competent communicators, by increasing the level of empathy they em-

ploy in their conversations with others.

Increasing Empathic ComMunication Skills

In recent years, counseling psychologists have devel ped training programs to

increase an individual's level of empathic communication. These programs have

helped counselors, teachers, paraprofessionals, and other groups to adapt their com-

,munication successfully to different individuals and changing circumstances. Pro-

grams based on Carkhuffs Human Resource Development model are probably the

most widely used.8 At the core of Carkhuffs model is his scale ofEmpathic Under-

standing in Interpersonal Processes (Empathy Scale).9 The Empathy Scale was de-

veloped from Carl Rogers' original ideas concerning the importance ot, empathic

understanding for good human relationships. The Empathy Scale distinguishes five

levels of empathic communication. Abundant reseal by Carkhuff and otheri has

shown that more effective teachers and counselors tend to communicate at the

higher levels of the scale. .

Amodificarion of the Empathy Scale for language leaming/teaching is described

below. In this version of the scale, only the first four lees of empathic communi-

cation have been retained because the fifth level is rarely achieved, outside intensive,

psychotherapeutic relationships.
Each of the following scale levels describes the amount of empathy a person

communicates when responding to another's message:
1

Level One: The verbal and non-verbal messages of the person either do

not attend to oiNitract.significantly from the verbal and non-verbal expres-,

dons of the other, person. They communicate significantly less of the other's

Ikeliffind experiences thas,he has communicated 'himself.

d

At this level; the respondent communicates no,awareness of even the most obvious,

expressed surface feelings of 'the other person. He appears tabe operating from his

own preconceived ,frame ,of reference which totally-cxclucts that of the other

person.
*P.

Level-Two: While the- persoOesponds to the expressed feelings of thy

other person, he does so in suchalwq that he subtracts noticeable affect and
content from the other's' messages.

At this leiel, the respondent may communicate some awareness of obvious surface

feelings of the other, but his communications drain off the affect and distort the

meaning. The respondent may communicate his own tdeas of what nfay be going

on, Liu-tithe:se ideas are not congruent 'with the expressions of the other.
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Level Three: The messages of the person in response to the expressions of
the other are.essentially interchangeable with those of the other in that they
express essentially thp seine affect and meaning.

At this level, the respondent communicates accurate understanding of 'the surface
feelings and manifest contesh of the other's expressions, but he may not respond to
or may misinterpret the deeper feelings and latent (implied) meanings of the Other.
The respondent's messages clearly take into account the immediate fraine of refer-
ence of the other person.

Level Four: The responses of the person add notice ly to the expresJ
sions of the other person in such a way as to accurately express the'feelings
and experiences of the other at a level deeper than he expressed himself.

At this level, the respondent ceonununicates his fuller understanding of the expres-
sions of the other which either follow front or anticipate the other's deeper,feelings
and latent meaninp. The respondent'i messages'emphasize the significant indivi-

e dual meanings atta by the other to his own experiences and may reflect a larger
perspective shared by botA persons. .

The following illustr4 responses at each level Of empathic communication:
41`

"How come you didn't meet me for lunch yesterday like we had planned?
I waited an hour and # half."

Level One: "Mow was the food at that restaurant?"
Level Two: "So you're annoyed because you got back to work late."
Level Three: "You must be pretty angry at me for not showing up."
Level Four: "You're angry and disappointed with me for not 'Showing up.

Our frieodihip -roust really mean a lot to you if`you waited
so long."

As can be seen from the operationlil definitions of the stale, each level of em-
pathy deals with both else affect and content (meaning) of a message, the verbal
and "non-verbal asperts of a message, and the dual perspectives of self and other
which are reflected in the message. .

Questions that might 'be asked when trying to achieve more empathic commun-
ication with another 'person include: How might I feel or think or act in this situa-
tion if I were the other person? How might the other person perceive my role in
this situation? In particular, how would -my feelings, thoughts, or actions differ
from what they are if I "stood in his shoes ?" What information is available to the
other4'person about the topic of discussion or our relationship that is, not available
to me, and how might thisinformation affect his attitudes and beliefs?'

'three related menial sets are helpful in answering these questions and in achiev-
ing high levels of empathic communicatiOn. First, we must temporarily suspendour
"evaluative reflei," i.e.;.6ur tendency to prejudge the actions and messages of the
other person as "good" or "bad" before we have received much information about

.
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his standpoint, and then to mold our entizeimpreision of the other to conform

to this evaluation. billbad, we should approach the communicative situation with a

neutral stance towards the other, a stance that can be altered when sufficient infor-

mation about the other's views becomes available. Secondly, we must avoid label-

ing the other personln terms of cultural stereotypeswe certainly do not perceive

°unclogs as the "typical" American with "typically American" characteristics! We

should attimit, likewise, to understand the other person's exprenions as those of

an individual human-being who probably sharekwith us many of our needs and con-.

cans, but whose experiences are probably at the same time in many ways unique.

Finally, we should be alert to what is dot expressed by the other in so many words,

but what is only suggested or implied by-the way in which he is expressing himself.

This would include careful attention to the tone of voice, voice inflection, facialex-

pression,-gestures, and posture. . '- ,
The empathic messages which follovifrom these mental sets may be constructed

in many forms. Howeyer, three response modesclarification, ontent reflection,

14and feeling reflectionhave been found to be very effective mrnunicating em-

pathy to the other person. Minhalling these.respOgse modes in the service of em-

pa thy is relatively easy for students and teachers once they really understand the

rationale for these response modes and have practiced using them in conversation.

Clarification is used to sharpen your understanding of what the ..oe_ther jietson

mew by verbalizing what you think the other person is trying to y: 'this re-
sponse invites the Other to clarify any misinterpretations you may have fonnedand

shows him that you are open to his perspective. A clarifying response to "My

parents shouldn't have to work so hard. I'm not worth that much effort just to keep

'''''' me in college" might take the form of "You mean that your parents are sacrificing

too much to kdep you in school?"' .

In content reflection, you paraphrase what you think the other person means

and "reflect" it back to him in a tentatile manner. This response permits the other

tp elaborate the import of what he was sdying. A possible content reflection re-

sponse t "This summer we're going to take adriving vacationIhrciugh Massachq-

setts, Maine, and Vermont" would be "Oh, you're going to visit New England."

Peeling reflection is a response toed to facilitate the expression of highly self-

relevant viewpoints by the other person. In this response, you to, to verbalize and

reflect back the other's basic feelings or attitudes. While this response is sjmitar to

the previous one, it differs from content reflection -by focusing en the feeling un-

derlying the content of the message. Feeling reflecition is usedin the flowing in-

n teraction:
.

- .

. . ;

"I expected to make some pew friends when I moved to this town,
so far'I've stayed home alone every night,' ., '

- "You're disappomied that you haven't made the new friends here that

you nd hoped for."

Notice that in each of our illustrations the response evidences a high degree of
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empathy. However, the response modes' of clarification..Contentand feeling re-
flection may or may not be empathic depending on the criteria th met at each
level of the Empatly, Scale. Only to the extent thatr.,-response accurately repre-
sents( the perspective of the other person can, it tie considered emptthic
comnumication.

It goes without saying that unless thesecommunication response modes are used
genuinely, they will sound hollow 'or even mechanical, no matter how accurately
empathic their construction. Conseqdently, empathic communication must be' built
on an authentic respect for the'ottier persop and his perspective. Otherwise, there
is a. "coldness" fir the message which guarantees the other person mall be put off.
Whig some of us may be "born" empathic communicators, most of us require a
period of deliberate practice using the responie modes to achieve high levels of em-
pathy before empathic communication seems entirely"nlItural."

Several complementary methods hive proven successful in increasing a person's
level of empathic communication. In didactic methods students are told about em-
pathic communication. Firit the general nature of empathy is explained. Then the
Empathy Scale is described ind illustrated. Finally, students practice discrimigat-

ing,formulating, and conununilatingpflpathic responses. In experiential methods
atudents experience empathic communication by role-playing vaciousiffe-like situa-
lions in dyads or triads. Feedback on a student's performance can then be offered
by student observer, the teacher, or the recipient orthe empathic communica-,
tion. '- A third instructional method,. that of modeling, is perhaps the most thipor-.,
tent. In modeling, students increase their empathy by °booming the teacher or a
peer who'communicatescempathically with them. If empathic communication per-
meates the teacher's daily interactions with his students, student empathy is likely
so grow. The modeling of a highly functioning teacher is especially important, be
cause students are unlikely toreach levels of empathic communication greater than
their teacher's.

Empathy and Second Language Communication

Increasing the student's empathy will lead to more effective secondlanguage
communication in several ways. First of all, empathy tends to limit the use of cul-
tural stereotypes. It }would call on the language learner to approach the native
sneaker as an indi;lidual who alto happens to be a member of a different cultine
group. 'Reducing cultural stereotypes has often been cited as an 'important goat of
foreign language teaching; empathy training is one meins of helping to achieve this
BAS-.

A second benefitlo the language learner would be an increased ability to moni-
tor the reactions of a native speaker during a conversation and thereby obtain feed-

..'''batk as to whether his message was understood exactly as intended. He can then
aiiize this feedback for self- correction. Helping a student tb learn how to help him-.
self is more effective than ,trying to anticipate, all the ways in which he might be

,
,-
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misunderstood by a native speaker. It is inevitable that students will sometimes be
misunderstood, but it is tow students deal with this misunderstanding that will in
lame Intl determine how communicative they Will be

Finally, not only the student, but the native speaker as well would be force1".

to consider whether he is being understood. The empathic language learner will not

only approach the other person as an individual, but he will also expect the other to

do likewise. In Other words, thelanguage learner, will not allow himself to be ap-

proached in a stereotypical manner. By using empathic communication, the Ian-

guage learner will be communicating what his understanding of the,othefA message

is. this understanding does not rhatch 'Om speaker's intentions, tlietpeaker will .

knokthat he must make changes in his' tiissages in order to be understood. are 1
well avian of instances where a perfectly practiced "Pardog, monsiew t. voila

me dire oil se nouve la catherfrale?" (Excuse me, Sir.' Can you tell me w to
find the cathedral?) elicits a long list of directions which the traveler cannot pro:
cess. A student who has practiced empathic communication might respond by ask-

ing "Vous voulez dire que la cathedrals est a cote de?'Hotel de VOW" (You mean
the Cathedral is next to the City Hall?) instead of polite but helpless "Merci mon-

.
slew." If the student has misunderstood and the cathedral is really on the other
side of town from City Hall, the native speaker will have to try and give the dues

tions again, focusing on the point the student has misunderstood. When therm-

gusto learner communicates a misinterpretation of the native's meisage,,the native
is then forced to attend to the communication process itself. The native is thus
less likely- to take for granted either that his own cultural perspective is shared by

the language learner or that stereotypes concerning the language learner's cultural

group are applicable to this particular in . Instead he is encouraged to,facili-

tate the communication process by adaptin communication so that the-lan-

guage learner will undentand.
A focus on empathic communication in the classroom calls for an emphasiron

the meaning the student intends to communicate rather than on the grammatical

correctness of the student's language. When the teacher cannot understand the's, .
dent's intent, he should attempt- to clarify the student's message by reflecting back

his understanding of it. For example:

Student: le vats au cinema samedi dernier. (I go to the movie last Satur-

day-)
Teacher (clarifying the student's message): Tu veur dire que to es elle au

cinema samedi dernier? (You want to say that you went' to the movie

last Saturday? ).
Student: Out, le ruts elle au cinema, et fat vu ten trot bon film. (Yes, I went

tto the movieand I saw a very good film.)

Students should also be encouraged to use empathic responses when they do not

understand either the teacher's or anotr student's message:
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Teacher: Sur reporter orates serdn pre,sentados la prdxima semana. Quiero
gut decidap en qui dia dardn sus presentations. (Your oral reports will
be presented the next week. Pwant you to decide on which day you will
lifts your presentation.)

Student (reflecting the content of the teacher's message): Tenemor que pres-
en* lo: reporter k semana que entra. iEntonces tenemos que deddir
coal die cads uno de nosotros ya a presentar? (We have to present re-
ports next week. Then,we have to de6ide on what day each one is going
to pfesent? )

Teacher: S4--tiero no nab podemos tenet diatro reporter pPr dia. (Yes, but
we can only have four reports a day.)

(Two students in role-playing situation.)

Student (in role of pareht):` Du hattest um Mitternacht zu H e rein solkn.
Und,,letxt in es :chore zwei Uhr. (You should have been home at mid-
night. And now it is two o'clock already.)

Student (reflecting the feeling of the other student's message) Du Nit mir
base, well ich zu spat heimgekommen bin. , (You are with mesbe-.
cause I camelome too late.)

In each of these cases, empathic resInses were used to facilitate unication.

Conclusion

Empathy is essential to all human communication because it reduces the am-
biguity of the situation for the participants. Interpersonal interaction is especially
problematic when the participants are members of different language, and culture
soups. hi such circumstances, misinterpretations are likely to occur because the
participants' perspectives will differ on both the group'and individual level. Helping
our students develop their potential for communicating empathically will give them
a powerful tool for sorting out and reconciling these differing perspectives. Our stu-'
dents will ,increasingly understand speakers of other languages as members, of a dif-
ferent culture and as individuals. This knowledge will allow them to adapt their
messages to achieve their communication goals. Thus, two of the major objectives
of foreign lineage educationcross-cultural understanding and communicative
competencewill be closer to realization.
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Communication-Based
Beginning College French:
An Experiment .

Elizabeth Leemann
Lynn Waverly
University of Illinois, Urbana

It is no longer "news" that the trend in foreign language education 1133 shifted
away from rote memorization and patterned behavior towards meaningful and
spontaneous communication, with particular emphasis on the kinds of linguistic and
cultural awareness which must underly appi9pria& use of a foreign language in con-
text. As welcome and refreshing as these changes have been, we suspect that many
foreign language teachers, especially those of us who teach in public institutions,
have witnessed them with mixed feelings of excitement and frustration. For despite
the stimulating variety of new approaches and techniques designed to make lan-
guage learning more meaningful, more relpvant, and more culturally authentic, most
of us are still required to operate within constraints which seem to leave "us little
time for any activities not directly aimed at preparing our students for the next
exam or the next course, or just covering the required number of pages in the text -
bpok. So we settle for adding a role-play here and a game there, trying out some
free conversation in the rare moments when we feel we can afford thetime, and
'Mph% that these occasional, strategies will get the point acrossto our students that
"grammar" is not all there is to language learning.

It was this apparent conflict between the exigencies of an existing. foreign lan-
guage program and the current interest in communicative, studenticentered ap-
proaches lo language teaching 'which prompted us to design a beginning French
course which is now being taught as pn experimental section of French 101 at 'the
University of Illinois. Our starting point was Sandra Savignoes 1971 study on coin-
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municaatiVe competence.) dike Savignon, we felt that real communication Ecpuld

and shoUldbe the central focus and goal of nguage instruction from the first, day

on, and that Classroom activities should reinforce -the. students' awareness of

foreign language as a mains of communicating. But whereas Savignon's expert nt

involved one hOur a week bf communicative activities with students who wereon-

currendi-enrol,ed in regular, 4-hour-a-week sections of French 101, our protect was

to set up a sinOe 4-hour section in which the students would acquire the necessary

elements of formal &amnia and be actively involved in commutiicative use of

French. I
Although were given a free rein by the French Depy 11111tment in terms of ma-'

terials, me and -testing procedures, and although we knew from the start that

our 101 students would have thp option of taking our section of 102 in the spring

Semester, we assumed that our.students would at some point be moving into "regu-

lar" Frenchiclasses where they would need, a knowledge of formal grammar com-

parable to that of their peers who had been in "regular" sections all along.v, (The

regular 101( curriculum, -like that of most universities, stresses formal PA-wrung and

'follows a *father 'strenuous syllabus based on the textbook.) With this in mind, we

decided t6 use the same textbook as the other sections of*French 101 and to ad-

minister the departmental examsat least as 'a general indication to, us of how our

students were, faring in the area of formal grammar asocompared to students in other

sections. -
- '.../

4-addition to defining a class structure which would effectively integrate formal

grammar with actual communication, we gave a great deal of thought to the affec-

tive factors inherent in a language-learning situation and to ways of creating a re-

laxed, supportive atmosphere iii which the students would feel free to express their

personal concerns and ideas. We were also concerned with making the class suitable

for people with varying amounts of previous expdsure to-foreign languages and with

significant differences in background, interests, and learning styles. Finally, we

searched for evaluative procedures which would adequately convey cur priorities to

the students as well as giye us dependable measures of the students' competence

to communicate in French.

Course Structure

The experimental section, like all other sections of French 101, meets four days

a week. The first and third days of this sequence are devoted to structured activities

aimed directly at developing linguistic competence: grainmar presentation and ex-

planations, exercises, etc. The second and fourth days are reserved for VS othmuni--

cation activities": role -play, cultural simulation, guest speakers, games, discussion,

etc. Once a week there is a coffee hour for any of the students who care to attend.

Each student is required to keep a notebook in which he records all new vocabulary

and structures which arise during the "communication" activities, as well as notes

, on grammar, cultural notes, corrected papers, etc. The students are encouraged to
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view the notebook as they would a textbook which they have helped to write. Once
a week each student turns in some individual written work on a subject of his
choice, as long or as short as he wishes it to be. (The contributions' have ranged
from a two-sentence description of the weather to a rather ambitious attempt to
translate a favorite poem.) The written work is ungraded. It is read, corrected in
pencil, and returned with a written personal response in French to what the student
has said. .

Our division of the, course into two components, one dealing with formal gram-
mar and the other with communicative actiVities, is supported by a model of lan-
guage learning proposed b Steve Krashen,2 who suggests that adult language Icem-
en develop and apply tw linguistic systems, one of which is pequwed (as children
acquire their native I ge) and the othet learned through a conscious, cognitive
process. Our purpose in the "grammar" component of the expetirrtentai.eourse is
to help the students develop a learned system, while in the "commUnicsiion corn-.
ponent" we try to structure an atmosphereWhich provides the lanivage environ-
ment, motivation, and affective support i'eces.,r)\ for language'acquisition to take
place. Our working hypothesis is that, as stun develop a eogriitive awareness of
the structure of the French language during the "gramme sessions, they will use
this information to Monitor their production and that of other students during
"communication" activities. Likewise, through the acts of listening and speaking in
Frich, they acquire some ability4 understand and use the language effectively.
This, in turn, will help them to irasp e. rules of grammar as they are introduced.

Teaching "Grammar"

As might be expected, the most difficult part of the course to date has been the
necessity of compressing into two class hours the amount of grammar which is be-
ing covered in four hours by other 101.teachers. In order to streamline grammar in-
struction, it became essential to establish-priorities and determine which gramtnif
points should receive in-depth attention in our very limited class time. The first cri-
te0on is the degree to which a given structure facilitates communication. 'This de-

_
pends on the frequency with which It is likely to occur in normal conversation, the
extent to which conversation is hampered without it, and the degree to which mis-
takes are likely to interfere with comprehension. To take an obvious example: the
past tense of verbs is virtually indispensable in normal conversation, and the inabil-

. ity to use it seriously limits one's ability to function in a conversational situation.
The use of the wrong participle or auxiliary can make an utterance very difficult to
understand. Furthermore, the distinction between the French passé compose and
imparfait, which can significantly alter tht meaning of a sentence, presents consid-
erable difficulty to speakers of English, to whom this is a foreign concept.

This brings us to a second criterion: the degree of difficulty which a given struc-
ture is likely to present to the students, particularly at the cognitive level. If a point

'Y of grammar needs explanation beyond that given in the textbook (either in the sup
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dents' judgment or an our own), then it is disCussed in class.. Once the students un-
derstand any given grammatical structure or concept, we assume that further prac-
tice will occur. in the communication activitiesor if it does not, that the structure
in question is perhaps less essential for our purposes than others which are arising

with relative frequency in the communicative context.
The point of this kind of discrimination is not onlyto increase the students'

communicative competence as rapidly as,possible, but also to help them establish
priorities of their own in terms of what they need to know in order to express them-

selves. Most of our grammar -based textbooks and testing procedures do little or
nothing to help students recognize that, if communication is their aim, there are dis-
tinctions to be made between gradimatical points which ;trust be mastered for a
minimal level of self-expression and to without whicif one will not be a ftueht
speaker of the language.3 The implications of encouraging student awareness of
these distinctions are particularly important for'motivation. The students in the ex-
perimental class have shown remarkable willingness to take on very ambitious gram-
mar lessons in terms of both quantity and difficulty, provided that the piuctures
presented correspond to a felt need for expanding their ability to express themselves
in French.

Communication: Context and Occasions
4,

Our main purpose in the'conimunication component of the course is to involve
the students in active, meaningful'use of French, both as listeners and as speakers.

This means that we must not only provide occasions for authentic use of French,

but also create the kind of positive, supportive atmosphere in which students will
feel free to express themselves. In trying to establish this-kind of atmosphere, we

were significantly influenced by the Community Language Learning (CLL) approach

to teaching, developed by Charles Curran.4 The CLL model stresses the develop-

ment of a non-competitive "community" of learners who are supportimpf each
other and committed to the learning process within the group. The students engage-

in conversation with each other on subjects evolving from their own concerns; and

instructor assists them in exptcming their ideas in the language being learned.
of our first concerns, then, is to eliminate'competitiveness fn the classroom

and'to an atmosphere of cooperation and mutual support similarlo that
proposed in CLL. To some extent, this climate can be built-up through certain

. kinds of activities: working in small groups of three to four students, for ekample,.
or sharing views and information on matters of real personal interest. Active en-

couragement of student-to-student communication, we fmd, not only increases the

amount of student participation in class, but is absolutely essential in developing

group solidarity and an attitude of mutual acceptance among the students. Ideally,
as we see it, the students should work together as &class or in smaller groups, with

the teacher present to give help as needed, but not as the ;eater and focus of all

classrbom activity.
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In our attempt to increase student-to-student communication, we have beenled

to think about the teacher's function in any activity in terms of the question, "Is
this something that only the teacher can. do?" When it is not, that function is
turned over to a student. We have, found that when central functions; such as calling
for reports from problem-solving groups and moderating discussions, are performed
by students, there is generally more active participation from other class members.
We have also found it helpful for the teacher to vary her positiqn in the classroom
e.g., to sit among the students when a student is leading the class, or to move

' -around the outside of the circle of students during a class discussion, as in the CLL
model.

Whatever the activity, each student's contribution is accepted and respect
and there are no interruptions for grammatical corrections. On the first day of
lass, the students were taught a number of expressions like "Comment dit-on en

franca's. . .?".(How does one say ih French. . .?) and "Je ne comprends pas" (I
don't understand.), which make it possible for the class to keep moving in French.
Stydents' are free to request help when needed usually by asking._ "Comment dit-
on.- . .?" Questions are answered as.simply as possible, with direct reference to the
student's immediate communicative need and no further explanation is given unless
the students specitrally request it. If one student's idea is, not getting across to oth-
ers, someone will generally' say, "Je ne comprends pas," and it is -often a-second )
classmate who rephrases and clarifies the idea. There is a tremendous difference
here betWeen a correction of grammar and a clarification of ideas. The former car-
ries an inevitable undertone, "I can speak French better than you," which leaves the
corrected student with the feeling that, at least in French, what he has to say is only
of secondary importance. The latter conveys the'message, "We are listening to y6u
and,want to understand what you say." It is not that mistakes in grammar do not
"matter"; rather, it is that linguistic accuracy is a means. to an end, namely com-
munication, and our primary concern is the end rather than the means. Being un-
derstood by others, moreover, is a deeply satisfying experience in any language; and
it certainly provides a more meaningfuland less threateningMotivation than.does .

correction. .
,

hipmy of the communicative activities are structured enough that the students
are able to proceed with little assistance from the teacher, Others allow the stu-
dents virtually unlimited freedom of expression, with the inevitable result that a
great deal of help is-needed. The more .challenging the situation, of course,-the more '
frustrating it is to the students to be deprived of the facility of expression which
they have in their native language. In such situations,, some time is reserved at the '.:
end of the hour for discussion in English. Usually, some words and expressionshad .''',.'
emerged which the students wish to have written on the blackboard and explajned.
Equally important, they are encouraged to exress their reacti4onsto the experience
of having to communicate in French. Thislirot oniy provides an outlet for feeling
of frustration, anxiety, or whatever, Rut also give kdividual students a change to,
realize that their reactions are' shared by other c and d accepted tt, the.. .

teacher. Not infrequently, the comments of the st ents bring new insights for the
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, teacher as well, andproikle cues for `further planning.
A few of our activities se'clitected less at French per se-than at an awareness of

what-language is and whatranguage learning involves,- After a visit from a Fr -Akh
woman, titling which the students spoke with h;r in English fo out ten minufresf
we discussedin class their reactions to her somewhat less than tient' English :speech.

JThis took place with our vOtor's consent, although she was of present for the dis-
cussion.) The class ,unanimOUIY found het English "Very g .d," despite her heavy
accent and often faulty-grammar. They then agreed that, althougkithey were quite
comfortalt in liearingjoreigners speak imperfect English, they were much less at

-ease with the'4ea of speaking a foreign language imperfectly themselves. This dia-
cession not only helped the students to clarify their goals as language learners and
provided an opporiVit r, then to shale some of their anxieties about speaking
French, but also he em accept the limitations' that any be ring language
learner fates in a conununicative situation.

Generally, however; our first oonsiderattonin Choosing communicative activities
is that each activity must provide an occasion for authentic use ofFrenct This
does not mean that structured situatio such aavunes inct role-play are eliminated,

._..':;so long as they provide the students v.lh an opportunity to convey ri French ideas
of their, own. &game or role-play tion can be'a'valid occasion for yerbkt inter-
action in any language. We do, ho r, make a distinction between "communita-
live" games (or "verbal interaction games," as Carbl Bond calls them.1 sat as
Twenty questions:1d "manipulative" game,s, sue4 as verb-conjugating My- races.
-The former allow the'students to think of something they want to say and to ex-
press their thought in French, whereas the latter is no.more an act of communica-
ion Ifian simply conjdgating the verbs. .

. Wi are also concerned with. the cultpral authenticity of what goes on in the
classroom. In &visit% role-play situations, for example, We choose contexts which
could concehlthly Neu? in France, and we reserve some time for discussiiitifte, cul-

tural differences which may come to light'... Some communicative - activities can be
structured directly around an aspect of French cull., as in the case of one enter-
taininglewon in Whith we &cussed the fact that We FrettCh consider it poor form
to respond to a compliment by saying "Merez' " After considering a few alternatives,
the student% were invited to give each other compliments and to respond .apptopri-
atetr, Some ty.pically_ Frenchsituations can even be recreated in the classro air-

IY su Y7-e.g., a French breakfast, which was especially appreciatf. the

stu in ous8'04 class. .

W have alb mac* a-point of frIAlitine "guest speakers," not only from Francem_
but s from othellFranch-spealcing*countries; During the first' week Of.class, the ,

dents were invited to compile i Imini-phrase-book" consisting the sentences
* which they felt woult1 be the most worthwhile for them to knowlf they were arriv-

e. tag in France. On the next "conunimicatitm" day, a Trenth woman was on hand to
play the rotas of customs officer, taxt/driver, hotel clerk, and shopkeeper, as the stu-
*Mailed out then newly-leanted vocabulary. Another lesson involved a visit from
a Lebapeee womartwho spent about half of the class period talkingpin English about

13
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Lebanon and then, in French, told the students the story of how she had left Beirut
with her children, amidst bombs and gunfire, shortly before the airport was closed'

Ito cdpimercial traffic. ,
sr .-Listening activities play an important part in the experimental class. The un-

fortunate labeling of listening as a "passive" activity belies ,the experience of anyone

' who has found himself exhausted after an hour or more of trying to follow a con-

. versation among native speakers or a language in which:he is less than fluent. In

ir_facidthas been deMosistrated by Valerian Postovsky6 and by,Winitz anditeeds7th%
isteilliffitiit'bi as efactive a means y language learning as can speaking, at least in

the early stages. The "communkatibn7 classes include a considerable amount ot
natural, friendly talk, both fromluests andltaM the teacher.' Pains are taken to in-

.
-sure that the students can follow the gisrOf what ik being said, through the use of
simple voCabulaly-, pictures, gesture, etc. Feedbaac from the studentris solicited..

just as it might be iv* conversation, by use Of questions like .". . -.and what do you.
think I saw?" or 'lleess what he did then.?" Ino case is a listening activity fol-

. lowed by a list of questioghp be answered iii full sentences. Since comprehension

In additionto providing an auraf modei,',thellliitening s can provide a

ii regarded as an achieve* in itself, there is nnthing to be gained by turning a
pleasurable, communicative experience int2 a test of the students' ability td repnt-

i dune what they have heard.
N.

4-1, - c

. -much° -neede `psychol 'boost"-for tfie students as they ;withpie diffk

r culties of xpression French. Since comprehrsion gene exceeds speak-
,

ing ability an since the s slenlaire free fronpriemands an t ility tcproduce
French sentences, listening provides a non-threatening situation inihich every stu-
dent is assured of some success. The delight of the students when t e'y real* that
they can follow-a presentation M french is typified by the exclamation o' one stu- P

dent "WOW! I'M amazed at what I can understand!" Students who are reticent at*the prospect of producing whole sentences in Fienttten gat'n confidence as they
'realize }cob, much thay,iare able to understand, and this, confidens7 4n do a great

ideal to lessen their anxiety about speaking.: , . --,

.-.. On occasion, listenink can also serve as a basis for subsequent speaking activities.,
During the second week of th'esseinester, foi example, one of the authors came to
class with a pietitre of her three-year-old daughter and a few of her toys aid spent
about twenty minutes talking to the students about then). Forthie followiag kcini-
nnification" day 'it was suggestld,tliat eacksiudent bring to cla4 some aifidMitat
he would like to share with his classmates in a sort of Frencb "show-and-tell,,: The

s, articles viitia which the students appearecJwjre genuinely meaningful both to them-

. .
selves -and to their classniater one w brought a picture of her handicapped

),
., -. son, a blind student brought a boOk in Braille, kid a. forei*student hrought pia '

'NT of his girlfriend. Several of the students }Ater made-unsolicited commenits to .

rbi,efites shat they had found these twolessons very enjoyable and worthwhile. 0 '''',
. ,

:
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Evaluation Strategies

A crucial aspect of our planning for the experimental course was to find evalua-

tive procedures designed to measure the same kinds of language competence that we

are trying to teach. This is obviously essential to give us an accurate gauge of our
success and to provide fak evatUation of the students' pefformance in terms efOK
objectives.., It is equally essential as a means of clarifying to the students just wha

our priorities in language learning are. To teach for global communication skills an
then to test primarily (or linguistic accuracy would not only be unfair to th

- dents, but would also seriously undermine their confidence in the value of the corn- =

munication-Based course.
.Our present system of evaluation, then, is based on a variety of testinrstrategies.

The departmental exams (two-hour exams and a final), as mentioned earlier, are ad-

ministered to the students, partly as a measure of their linguistic accuracy and part-'-

ly for the purpose of comparing our section with other sections of French, F81.

However, these exams comprise a smaller percentage of the course grade in our sec-

lion than in the others. The major portion *the finalgrade is based oh a series of

individualized.performance tasks, a number of Wacher-student interviews, and on-

' going evaluation of classroom perforMance.
The performance tasks are assigned regularly throughout the semester and are

graded on a pass-fail basis. They are intended 'to serve as learning experi as

well as evaluation strategies. The weekly written worL.c_for example, is ong the

tasks. Others have included an interview in French with a volunte from the.

. French Department, following which each student submitted a paragra a ut his

interviewee, and a report on a french magazine, based on a questionnai w re-

(*tired the students to determine the kind of audience to whom the public it is

directed; its political orientation (nylz the subjects of at least two articles, eta,./
If a student's performance on a tail% unsatisfactory (avirtual impossibility,unless
he simply fails to complete the assignment), he is asked to repeat it.

Each student is required !a come f a private interview withthe teacher ap-
proximately evtry .Three weeks. The stud s are asked to talk for about two min-

utes an assigned t c and dare graded on t it performance. The topics are de-

signed to correspond t material being kerne in'class at the time of the inter-

4rIevP, w still allo La.-great deal of flexibili in self;expression. The first ser-

ies of in rviews, for example, took place at-the time when our lessons were dealing

withethe use of "etre" and agreement of adjective. Each student was presented

with a pile of objects from which he was to identify and describe as many as he

chose, in as much detail as possible.
- Our emphasis on communicative peeOrmance necessitated finding an aimro-

.
'priate lnitrument for evaluating students in communicative sit6atipns. We nerded a

simple rating form which would be easy to use,.effective in a variety of situations,

and appropriate in terms of our course objectes. We also wished not to be 'depen-

dent on dutside observers or informants or on equipment which might distract, or

worry a student. The Jorm which wefi ftnalty deved is pictured in Illustration 1.

13
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game: f9azif i 1 Daie: ///c/76
Rating $ituation4,1.44.44424x..n ....1-a-ntlicoe,

Comprehensibility l 2 .3.04

riuer,ey 1 2 (:), 4' 5.

F Appropriateness , .1 2 '3 4 CI

Attempts S
/*

U

..
. Illustration 1

This' form is ated 'both in the interviews and in clissroont'situations. As the stu-
dent speaks, his utterances are tallied as "successful" or "unsuccessful." A success-
ful utterance is not necessarily frbe of graimmatical errors, but it must convey an
idea effective and comprehensibly. t the end of the interview, the three 14°15
ratings are determined in the student's presence, with evaluative comments from the
teacher. This direct and iminedate feedback to the student provides further clarifi-
cation co. what we expect i rms of language performance-and gives him the op-
portunity to take issue with us in the cast" of misunderstanding.

'Student Reactions and course Evaliation

At this point, student reactions to the experimental. cbIrse have been consistent-
ly positive. Perhaps the single Most telling indication .the -students' responte is.,
the fact that; although the second-semester experimintal seZtion , like our present
section, is scheduled for S AM, 10 of our 14 students have requested to continue in,
the experimental course. Of the, foul who do not plan to CQntitlue , two will be leav-
ing campus the end of the semester and the other tWo,,,y:tho alp takiiigerch as

an elective, were unable to include it their'siaontsemester prOgrams. None of
the students have expressed serious dimaysfactioa, either to the-teacher or' to ao
outside observer who conducted, a series, 4,grnuP And individual interviews for the

purpose of finding out how the studebt#.iet about the Course. A number of the
students, however, have volunteered positive opinions suchtas the following:-

. ,

"I feel very comfortable in this' clais. It's so open, Ian not afraid to try
anything.",

"It ta,tes sontething to get peoPle out of bed for an 8 AM class, but
wouldn't miss French!"

4
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128' Personalizing Foreign language Instruction

"This is my favorite class. You get so many of those big lecture classes
sad it's nice to haves class where you can talk.','
,. hated Garman.... the stuff they had on the tests, I memorized the
night before and forgOt41 the next day. This (i,e., the French class) means
more." 0

The students' only criticism seems to be that they are sharply aware of their
imitations in ability to dommunicate and feel that more time could profitably be
spent on 'oral practice of sentence patterns. This feeling, which emerged in indivi- *

. divd interviews with the outside observer, indicates a difficultywhich we are trying
to remedy, although it is still too soon to evaluate any changes.

Subdes indications of student attitudes include attendance, pedormance on
so ,

..- written work, etc. The attendance has, on the whole, been good, despite some ex-
tended absences due to illness. Written work has been submitted regularly; and per-
formance on homework has been very .good. The weekly 'coffee hour has sur-

prisingly successful, given the hectic schedules of university undergraduates and the -=

fact that the students are not pressuted to attend.
At this point, 'there is insufficient' for a reliable evaluation of our students'

performance on departmental tests as- Compared with that of students in other sec-
dons. On the one departmental exam that our students have taken, their,overall
performanci was satisfactory, although not as high as that of the combined seep
dons. This result is not -surprising' in view of the factthat, while other sectionsowere
taught dith the exam in mind, ours was not. Perhaps the most convincing evidence

. of the students' progress in the area of "grammar" is that, as new structures are in-
troduced in class, they regularly appear in the weekly written work. . .

-------i- Classroom performance is the most difficult area to evaluate objectively, al-.

though visiting Observers have expressed very favorable impressions of relative, _

fluency and ease with which the students express themselves. However, one cannot
always evaluate the success of communicative activities rolely on the basis Of ob-
servable behavior in the classroome.g., utterances per student, nupnber of student-
0-student exchanges, etc.although these are eeitainly valuable indices to consider.

-.: At one point in the semester, :. ere quite discouiaged by the very limited product

tioq of the students during 'es of simple role-plasy situations. A few days'
-later, however, one student ked, "I really couldn't thinly of anything to say,
the other day, but later on, I kept thinking of all the things I could have agid, and I

we really irritated with myself." A number of other students agreed. We Were

struck by the realization that, although little seemed to have been "happening" in
class, many of the students had been so involved that they had carried their efforts
at self-expression outof the classy into theirwn fiee time! -

Teaching a student-centered, unicatio-onetited classroom can at times
C

be an unsettling experience. The ,fact that students are enthusiastic and highly mo-
tinted does not mean that they will be fluent enough.to carry on an animated con-
versation hi 'French after the rust few weeks of class. One must he prepared for ex-

tended periods silence, a great deal of terrible grammar, and some Psinftil mp-
1
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-meats 9f uncertainty. It, sometime be Mpting to move back into a highlyt
structured situation 'in whi every Minute of is filled with some predict-
able, observable activity.- Still,, the enthusiasm of class and the steadily-increas-

ins incidence of:uthentic, spontaneous interaction French among the students
*ad us to believe that thensults are well worth the 'onal incertitude. A new
eipasimental section of french 101 has bien "ached a for the spring semester,

. 1977, u weft as, the 102 section.foi continuing students from Our present class. This

will provide is with further opportunities to test in the classroom out conviction
that, as illustrated by the above experience, a great deal Itappens"'when students
am given the chance to experience language as communication.

E
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The Foreign Language
Teacher in Focus:
Creative Photography for
the Classroom

Alan Galt
University of Cincinnati

Nancy Humbach
Pinneytown High School, Cinch

Today'estudents, conditioned by years of television and live experience, are More
open to visual than to oral stimuli. foreign language teachers have learned the value
of book illustrations, magazines, posters, and realia for vitalizing their instruction.
Students are encourage to talk about what they see, to work with objects which
they can hold in their higids, to express themselvesn the target language about the
cultural similarities and differences between their own world and the target culture.
Words in the textbook and from the teacher will not begin to stimulate the variety
and quantity of expression which visual means will elicit from our students.

Few language teachers have dared to venture into the realm of creating their
An visual materials with camera and film. This hesitance wai understandable when
ameras were complicated and film expensive, but in recent year photography has

accessible to everyone. The `traveler does not need to invest hundreds of
d011an'in equipment, when $100 will purchase an acceptable 35 mill imeter single-
garreflex (SLR) outfit, and a simple camera of the "Instamatic" type can be
bought fora third of that amount. Indeed, it is not even necessary to travel in order
to collect fine slides, since the techniques for copying available pictures from books
.ind other sources are easy and inexpensive, and often produce slides which are in-

. distinguishable. from those taken from "live"isubjects. But even the fitillnvegment
In travel and Iltpaotographic equipment can be attractive when one realizes that all
of the costsberth for the trip and for the apparatus and filmare deductible from
federil income tax as professional expenses when the resulting photos are used for
educational purposes.
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Creative Photography 131

The following discussion offers suggestions and techniques for the teacher-
photographer on all phases of the adventure with photography.

Equipment

- Purchasing a camera is a matter of personal choice. The variety is limitless.
Many of the instamatic-format cameras are simple to use but give excellent results,
particularly if the instructions are followed very carefully.

There are, howeier, several considerations if one wishes to consider a camera of
this type. The pocket versions, though readily accessible in cost and easy to carry,
provide a slide format so.small that it is virtually useless in the classroom. Many
35mm SLR cameras (the photographer sees the exact image through the lens of the
camera rather than through an auxiliary viewfinder) are extremely simple to use.
Looks are often deceiving, but after a few moments with this type of camera, the
simplicity of operation is readily understood by any novice. The quality of Work
Ifornbined .withthe almost automatic procedure make it the most popular camera
today. PrOfessional results are to be had by anyone who can read theinsttuclions.

A further advantage of the 35nuri camera is the variety of situations in which it
will function. Additional options such as auxiliary lenses are also available.

The following is a list of equipment most used by amateur photographers:

1. Camera (35mm or'lnstamatic-format)
2. Flash unit (Consider the problem of packing flash caes as compared to

the universal availability of batteries for electronic flash units.)
3: Tripod (optional, probably not for travel puuoses) [Editor's note Many

photography dealers stock "travel" tripods which collapse to a length of 9
or 10 inches.)

4. Telephoto lens (135mm or 185mmoptional but very useful)
5. Wide angle lens (optional)
6. Protective case
7. One set of copying lenses (three to a set)

If one plans to purchase a camera, it is wise to do so several months ahead of
departure oi actual use. No, professional would-think of taking a new camera on an
important assignment. All aspects of the operation must be tested ahead of time
and use of the equipment mit:become automatic before acceptable results will be
obtained.

This is also. the time to test' several types of filni so that a choice Can be made
depending on personal preference. Owners of simple cameras will not have film
choices available, but the trial.period is even more crucial since these types also have
a definite range within which acceptable results are achieved.

. During thia, initial period of getting to know the equipment_ and film, 'the fol-
lowing suggestions might be followed:

1'4 4



132 Personalizing Foreign Language Instruction

I. If a rich-color is preferred, try underexposing by 54 to 54 f-stop.
2. F9r any amen, but especially for one without variable a es, try us-

hig flash in situations, particularly outd cture has shade in
the near f areas 41 the-beckgtound.

"V in the fungi of the flash . Usually cubes and electronic flash will
serve for a distance of ten feet. To wit thenrin other instances is a waste
of materials. Plan to purchase slide* or postcaids which can be photo-
graphed later. This applies particularly to theatrical productions, dark-
ened areas of large churches and buildings, or museum displays.

4. Try taking pictures in all situations, indoors and out, in rain or sun. Rainy
days do happen and there might not be another opportunity to photo-
graph a particular subject. (Incidentally, a newer trend in movie photql
graphy is using natural weather phenomena as a backgroind; the softer

rainy days produce many unique and pleasing effects.)
5. Practice varying shutter speeds and apertures for different effects. An ex-

ample might be a child againit a cluttered background. A low f-stop (2.8)
combined with a high shutter speed will blur the background. The oppo-
site technique will set the subject in its natural background with minute

_ detail in Nan for some distance behind. (Consult the camera operation
manud for a detailed explanation of depth of field.)

Preparing for Travel

The principal goal of the foreign language teacher,is generally to visit the coun-
tries where the target language is spoken. A first-time visitor to an area can do same

advance march and preparation which will serve as an orientation to the experi-
ence. General preparations for travel are also necessary to insure maximum results

with minimum difficulty.

1. Check the import regulations on film and equipreent for the countries to
be visited. Purchase sufficient amounts depending on individual habits. A
good rule of thumb might be one 36-exposure roll per day of travel. This
may seem excessive, but it must be remembered that film purchased in
quantity is often less expensive. Additionally, unused film can be re-
turned for 4 refund later. In any case, avoid the discouraging instance of
finding yourself in a rural area where no film is available and discovering
that you have just finished your last roll.

2. Processing ie.n matter of preference. If you are planning a long-term stay
in a country, check the prices, the quality of service, and the efficiency.
In many Spanish-speaking countries the cost is prohibitive. In Europe,
however, the quality and price might make local processing a good invest-
'meat: For a short-term visit, however, it is bestto label each roll and car-
ry it home.

.

3. Make a list of specific pictures you know you want.
4. Avoid multiple views of the same subject. Many photographers record the
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thrill of a first visit by taking six shots from the same spot and six'more
from two feet away. The result is film waste.

5 Plan to is sunsets, sunrises, night views, and other "mood". scenes.
They brighten,* slide show inuneqsely.

C' 6. If you will vet a private home,- plan to photograph all areas of the house,
as well as daily routines such as washing clothes, dishes, the use of uten-
sils, and so forth. Do not forget to photograph such activities as food
preparation, house cleaning, serving a meal, table manners, and other cul-

indicatois.
7. Survey texts and any other available materials to ascertain daily routines,

. - store hours, etc. and determine the schedules followed in cities and towns.
_ These can give important, clues to any cultural aspects.'
8. Riders and other materials used in the classroom can provide lists of

photographs which create great interest. Most books include pictures of _
locations. %BY duplicating the illustrations or perhaps adding a new view,
the text becomes real because the student has contact with a person who
has-actually been in the situation.

Oh the Scene

What and where are the possibilities for pictures? Simply, they exist every-
where.

Beginning with the obvious, let us focus our attention on the country in ques-
tion, A first-time visitor without the Stan rd knowledge of points of interest will
find a rapid' orientation at the post card stLd. Usually the most picturesque views
are on sale and their information can serve as a guide. Before we set aside the typi-
cal scenes with the notion that they are too tourist- oriented, consider the weakness
of a set of slides of Paris without thc wellknown monuments. ,

Not Abnly can the post cards serve as an impromptu guide for the photographer,
but more unusual or spectacular sights including native costltmes and customs, hob;

celebrations and foods are also exciting for the students.
'de from the obvious point, what other views r pf interest and value in the

oom? Consider the following partial list:

1. ,Inside food shops and other specialty stores, iSarticularly those unique to
a Oen culture

2. Craft production, factories, work situations
3. Service agencies (street sweepers, gars age trucks, police and fire equip-

ment an2 employees, hospital
4. Schools (Offer your services as a foreign resource person in exchange for

the opportunity to photograph the school: YOu 'nights's-cm offer to sands
a series of slides of your own school for use in English classes.)

5. Fire hydrants
6. Telephones (Take along a close-up lens to photograph the instructions on

a pay phone.)
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134 Personalizing Foreign Language Instruction

7. Department stores, supermarkets, and open air markets

' 8. Post office procedures (Inquire for permission before photographing any

government agency.)
9. Baska

10. New car dealerships and used car lots

11: Traffic patterns (Try these from baloonies or rooftops.)

12. Bus stops (Wait for a line of people.)

13. Modes of transportation
14. Signs with instructions, directions, or information

15. Parking meters
16. Inside an elevator (the button panel, particularly where the number sys-

tem is different)
17. Newsstands, bookstores, and other sourpuss for publications

18. Medical advertisements and displays (Dentists' office in some areas will

have a display of the kinds of dentures made.)

19. Variotultypes of mailboxes with instructions for posting mail

20. Animals
21. Commercial and political advertising, particularly campaigns

22. Foods and products not available at home

23. Styles of housing (Look our for regional differences.)

People are perhaps the most interesting aspect of travel. However, both photo-

fraphers and those photographed are often embarrassed, angered, or otherwise per-

turbed by the intrusion into personal privacy. The most acceptable technique to

avoid these problems is the use of a telephoto lens. With a 185mm telephoto th%

SLR camera owner (camouflaged behind another person, a telephone pole or other

bbstructiOn) can photograph a person at approximately sixty feet and have a full

. frame close-,tap. This candid photography will yield a natural quality rather than a

stilted pose. .,

The image of the Ugly American always comes to mind when one considers the

use of camerasln another culture. Since contact with the people can be a valuable

asset, it is wise for the FL teacher to prepare a short explanation ahead of time.

- Plan to explain that you teach the language and that your students are very inter-

ested in learning about the way people live. You might add that the)tereotyped rho-

lions which exist about other co ries are the kinds of thirds yoli wish to correct,

Also mention that you are interes d in showing something of the real quality of

life you find in that country.
.

Mother suggestion is to carry inexpensA business cards with your name and

address. Offer to send a copy cii the picture to the cooperative-model or store own-

Ar. Then fpilow through on the promise to write or send a print. Good feelings re-

sult and uAque contacts are often made.

14
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Night and Low -light Photography

Night photography with its spectacular results is within the reach of any photo-
grapher who has a variable-aperture camera. Eastman Kodak High Speed Ekta-
chrome film with ASA reting-I25 can be exposed at ASA 320 or 400 depending on
the use of tungsten or daylight types, This film must then be "push processed,"
which requires the purchase of an additional mailer (approximately $1.25)for use
by the Eastman Kodak laboratories only.

High Speed Ektachrome is also useful for interiors of buildings, railway stations,
other modes of transportation, and situations 'where flash is prohibited. Careful

'planning is reqiiired if only one camera is to be used, however, since the entire roll
must be exposed the same way. One easy method is to plan a specific day when a
roll of this film will be used. Twenty-exposure rolls are often more versatile than
the thirty-six exposure roll.

The difference between Tungsten and daylight films will give varying results.
Tungsten film shot in daylight without a filter will give green hues, while daylight
film shot under unfiltered artificial light conditions will give gdlden tones. The lat-
ter is the more preferable of the two, if filtering is impractical.

In all cases, artificial light photography should be avoided under fluorescent
lights, since the variety of light emanating from this source causes the image to ap-
pear blue. Unless one takes the time to ascertain the exact qualities of the specific
lifht source and adds a corrective filter for that type of light, the results will be very
disappointing. The best solution is to use an additional flash cube or electronic
flash,,which will correct the color in the exposure.

An excellent summary of techniques for photography in any available light, in-
eluding the exposure of High Speed Ektachrome, is the Kodak book Adventures in
Existing Light Photography, I available at most dealers. It contains simple descrip-
tions and a variety of data so accurate that a first-time experiment will produce
breathtaking results.

Realia, Books and Other Sources

Books containing photographs and art reproductions make excellent sources for
slides. Not only_is there the opportunity-to fill in one's own slide collection with
those elusive shots, it is considerably less eirpensitle to produce slides of museum
works, theatrical productions and other inaccessible situations from these sources
than to waste film off the site or to purchase inferior commercial slides.

Bookstores and libraries are filled with books which contain pictorial illustra;
lions. One good *source is the Time-Life series of Books of the World. The same
publisher,shas also produced a series onite hods of the World. Both series contain
photographs which are excellent in terms of cultural matenal as well as for slide re-
production.
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44Iere area few rules which are essential for good results in copying from pub-
lished alginate:

1. Select the book for color quality. Are the colors true and bright?
2. Is the printing screen (the matrix of tiny dots which are visible when the

picture is viewed closely) too large? If so, the dots will appear almost
pebble-sized when projected on the screen.

3. Arithe pictures of good artistic quality?
4. Are the subjects too stereotypical or do they have real value for the class-

room?

Copying pictutes Is relatively simple. The Kodak Ektagraphic Visualmaker
(XEV) is a good device for large,quantities ortopying, but it has a few shortcom-
hip. Subjects which do not conform to the prescribed frame must be masked be
fore the picture is exposed. Only originals with flat surfaces can be copied prac-
tically. On the other hand, the KEV is a compact unit which contains its own
camera and stands packed in ai carrying case. The cost is not prohibitive. The'slide
format is that of the square Instamatic slide, perfectly acceptable for classroom use.

1 An alternative choice is a 35mm SLR camera with a set of copying lenses. These
-lenses coat no more than $10-$15, and are available from any dealer. For such ex-
acting work a tripod can be useful, though music stands or book racks placed on a
table by a sunny window can serve,. In bright sunlight, Kodachiome 64 will give ex-
cellent results; where less light is available, High Speed Ektachrome may be used.

The followinoire hints for top quality 'copies:

1. Make certain that tea the surface of the print evenly and that
there are no r le in the viewfinder.

2. A he use of since glare cannot be Controlled and "hot spots"
may on the slide. The use of flash will alio require lower f-stops,
which diminish depth of field and may cause blurring.

3. Make certain that no borders appear in the viewfinder.
4. Take a careful meter reading. One reading at the beginning of the session

is usually sufficient, unless thelighting or the-quality of the orienalina-
Wish vary.

5 The camera must be steady; tripod is recommended, but the camera
may be hand -held if a high speed film is used.

Copying of this sort does not need to be confined to books and similar printed
material. It can also be used for train, bus, and streetcar tickets; menus; announce-
meats, poster, and signs; currency, coins, and stamps; post cards; snapshots made
by others; hotel bills and restaurint checks; and theater and concert programs.

Titling is a creative art which requires nothing more than imagination. Titles
she a professional touch to a slide show mid in many way! give them a purpose.
They may also be used to introduce a change idtheme. Some titling possibilities
include colored chalks on a chalkboard; a commercial titling kit ($5-$10) with a
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variety of letters; sIgni photographed on .the spot; headlines from printed matter;
and letters cut from magazines, arranged against a map.

Rea lia which are fragile, not portable, very small, or not readily accessible can
be "brought" into class as slides. A suitable background such as colored paper, a
textured tablecloth, or a shelf against a wall can give an appropriate setting. A piece

4 of dark cloth covering41 stack of books provides a series of risers on ivhichartifacts ,

ma be placed. F Aber daylight or flash can be used for the exposure, taut elec-
It flash unit's'witli an automatic eye may open the camera diaphragm so wide

depth of field will be very shallow. Other flash pictures may be &rea-
med because of the close perspective. The 35mm camera can be used either with
its standlard lens (50mm to 55mm) or with a set of auxiliary copying lenses.

Selecting and Editing

The'artistry of photography does not Eiid with- the act of pres sing the shutter
button. Slide. are not usually.significant individually, as paintings are, but as se-
quences which are organized together into coherent groups. When the processed
film is returned from the laboratory, some pictures will prove to be wore satisfac-
tory than others. Most amateur photographers need to develop the art of selectivity
so that they can better recogifize the suitability, quality, ancluducationar potential
of thoir finished slides.

0/4
Some sorts of technical flaws merely reduce the effectiveness ocslides, while

others destroy that effectiveness altogether. A single substandard slide in a sectuence
of good ones will not detract significantly from the educational value of the sho!,
but a larger number of poor slides will /begin-to challenge the attention,and sym-
pathy of the audience.

For classroom use the slide show- musebe selected and edited,in an entirely dif-
ferent way than for the home travelogue. In the latter case the slides are thecenter

, of interest' for a whole evening, in the classroom, however, they are never more than
a mediim, for the 1:Presentation or illustration of the foreign cdlture or language.
For this reason, the teacher who uses slides in 'instruction must b sensitive to audi-
ence dynamics. He must select and edit the slides for showing in sich a way that the
viewers will follow the logic of the entire presentationearid absorb and retain th ins
formation. The important factors in achieving effective communication thr

, slides are lengtif, pacing, visual variety, and coherence.

I

Length ore

There is no absolute formula for the length of instructional slide show, but it
ja a- common failing to err in the direction of excessive length. Long shows, how -'
ever,. tend to lack topical focus. Moreover, they run therisk of overreaching the
viewers' endurance, and frequently they are long only because of poor editing, not
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because of secessity. Four differenPsholie of 15 t 25 slide's each may be much.
.

1.60r. successful Ihkiktme single tray of 80 slides, slide-illustrated teaching unit

may induct{ as few slides as one or as many as , but a longer sequense is cliff'. .

cinflo; the'audience to digest and diffitult for e. projectionist to justify ex-eept in

' speciaLcircunistancee --- -.'
,

. ii, .
.. I 1 - ' .. '- ..b. Pacing
.. . . 4.4,

tO,
. .

,

.
The axed- interval automatic projector is designed for unattended promotional

shays, riot toi live,narrated.slide lectures. Viewers willbe more attentive to a show

- in which the injervals vicLaccording to ,the infdrmational valde of the individual
hames,..akpiqure shOuid be held on sthe screen mily.lblig enough for the audience

akio Mull it has to tell. or'A fferent viewers have different levels of

riosity,, It is bist to move just t ast rather than too slowly.:

tailed Acttiret require more 'interpretation sr* assirklt ation th

sirnpte' ones. 4.4tires,.*h show paiticulfly attractige subjects sometimes

just a alegtr4m:delay so that they can be appreciated nit!. -Sequences w th. .- .

ahoy/ the same.subject from different perspectives can be used effectivelytk pacing

variety be ausc the subsequent slides will need less thnelfor.explanation thanihe

fusion . - 7,
. - ..., ,

.

SI -Visail Vakieti ,

r,* . . .
or

. .. li .*

sub-

jects whi every tourist sees', and whiit are identified ,;/itiitht locale (Oar:Eiffel
A. At tion of viewpoints, as well as variety of subjejta, is essential. Certain

. Tower, the Cologne Cathedral; Sugarloaf fountain in Iti8; oraokyo's GLnza) may .

... , be regarded as "obligatory.: If they "kre-,noi included in the show, the audience will

wonder w4 they are, missing.. Such subjects are perhaps best photographed from a

traditional viewpoint, so that the viewer is satisfied it having seen theTamiliar scene.

liut then a.v.ery personal shot can express the otographer's in 'viduality: a close-

up of a oirtiotil detail, and,bnuival (but a unnatural) angle, an uncon-

litonal foreground, or a shot which its'narration of an anecdOteAvhich re-

the photographr to 'the s ourist attraction in a special way. .

' SOme,subjectpare,signiticalitler their intricate detailfothers f9r their overall ap-

pear; Fine haajdicrafts 'and works of art, in particular, often need to be shown

in two or mom scales: a' full-size overview (et perhaps ewer a smaller-scale survey

, which shows the subject injts.surroundings, for the viewer's orientation), foamed

by *i succession_ of two or three'fraihes which move in progressively closer, in order

-th show iparelsirglyfipe detail., A cathedral, fpr example, should be. shown in ifs

. .
entirtty befoge the camera moves in to illustrate a whole facade and ;pen the detail-,

0 big or cratIsmaitship in one portion of that facade_ A-mural should be visible first'

*

in its whole einFironment, followed by a succession of details.

. , e A 1 ,ir -1.

- , - '1 , 11, d '.

In any base, the se-

oft. ,
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fitC i..
queoce must be progressive and logkal, i.e:, it must move throtigh Mcessive stages '.
of proximity or follow a logicaljath from,tOp to bottom or side to side, rather than
jumping at random.;`- .''. , ., .

0

Coherence.
- .

The most conimon,sort of coherence
imaginative, is the sequence Which pscoris
travelogue sequence is seldom log& for the
I was bull on the logic of geography
stru challenge fra the teacher= photogcanfier is to arrange the 'detainer,-

. A :

' a is a list of unit topics which could be used for individual classroom shows.
(Others may be adapted from the list of patterns of culture by Nelson Brooks,2)
With careful advance planning, tie traveler can return home with groups of five;
ten, or more slides oh any of these topics which will enhance classroom discpssion
of ?elated cultural aspects. The experienced teacher will be able'to expand the list'

. without difficulty.
.

. 1
-

.

tei.travel slide shows, and the least
cts the itinerary y_f the frig. But the

guaie classroom, because thi trip ,

conomics, not the of in-

din int which are-self-contained and coherent.

Home appliances
,..Everyday gadgets

lumbing devices
Styles of interior decor and

. futnisbing
Types of housing ..,
Architecturil styles (regional or

sociolconomic'differences).
Yariety in kilChens

(primitive to luxupous)
liOusitolil tasks
fyph of food
Prepestion of specific dishes
Yards and gardens
Public pulps
Road sod sidewalk construction
Building construction and material
Public services (police cars, fire

trucks, titility_trucks) ,

Parking regulations, styles, and
infoicement .

Avis
Public rest rooms

Pottorvices ()ypes of phone

, mailboxes, buses) "

Buying400Buying stationery and stamps,

152

mailing a letter, to mailing home
the surphispuschasel

Modes of transpartaiton
Pufchasing a train tickiaansl

boaiding the train
Making a phone call i ,

A shopping trip
Styles of dress '

Reading materials (newspapers,
magazines and bopks) t

People at work is various trades
and professipns

Agricultural techniques and crops
Mitral life * -
Styles of picnicking and vacatiobing
Treatment of chil
Patterns of contraeship ' .
Burial of the dead
Illustration of the background

setting for'a story or novel
Illbstratioq;of an historical et)

Ithe locales, monuments
and statues which -11 of e
event) ai

INC

e

uses,
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Additional Use of the amen,

There are many more ways in which the foreign- language teacher can employ i-

otography,' iirakCiition to, the obvious applications for teaching culture. Photo-

_ graphic slides and-prints:ha:r.:been usedvto illustrate rocaibulary (thus bringingbito

the classroom objects which are not normally present and available for convergi-'

tiop), to illustrate dialogue's by depicting settings and characters; and to record vis-

its to local ethnic festivals. Students whp have a flair for photography can be as-

signed the task of collecting pairsbf pictures which illustrate comparisons and con-
.
trasts between the native and the foreignsultures. One of the authors has allowed
students with reading and writing difficulties to bring in photographic illustrations

in place of written evidence th at they comprehehtivertain,grammitical p4ciples.
The teacher may also devise ways to illuitrate grammatical functions biiiictor-

ial means. (The subjunctive, the passiye voice, the.varlous past tenses, the principle

of reflexive-4MA, the relationship betweed subject and direct indirect objects,

the declension of attributive adjectives, and the system of ti are linguistic

phenomena which can be clarified by visual illustrations.),E and the invited-

iate task of Aitruction,ke cameo can be used to record.c projects, both. for .

future publicity and pubilicrelations tnd to reinforce the tet'her's personal employ -'

ment dopier. -

TOday -the camera should, be as much a part of the foreign language teacher's

starrdard equipment as tape recorder, blackboAl, and red pencil. When the foreign

"Language is enhanced by adding visual ,dirnensions, the students ire-likely to learn"Language
readily] sore thorotighlyrand with a better understanding'of the similarities

and differences between the native and the foreign culture.

- . 4

Notes

A

1. Adventures in 'Existing Light Photography (Rochester: Eastman KoditliTo.,
1972). .

2( Nelson Brooks, Language and Language Learniniip2nd ed. (New York:_ Har- ,. .

. -court, Brace & World, 1964),Tp, 90-95. ,,

Tht following are some excelfent reference sources for the teachetsphotographer:
Adventures in Indoor Color Slides (Rochester: eastman Kodak Co. '1969). (Of
, - special interest: "Tell a Story with Your Slides" and `Let's Talk Tools.") .

.JThe Fourth Here's Hew Techniques for Outstanding Pictilfes (Rochester: Eastman
, .Kodak Co., 1967): (Of spectal interest: "Slide Duplicating Techniques" and

"How to Produce a Slide Tape Talk."). > `

Juin R. Freudenthal: camphor. The Slide as a Communication Tool. Selected
Annotated Bibliography, 2nd ed. (boston: Simmons College School 2ftbrary
Science,, 1974). . . . w , ,

How to Teach wah.Slides (Rochester: Eastman Kodak Co., n.d.),
of I. Kreidler, "Effective Use of Visual Aids in the ESOL Classrgom." TESOL
Quarterly 5, 1 (1971): 19.-37.

Van Phillips and Owen Thomas, The,Traveler's Book of Color Photography (New
.. York: Handyn.Publishing Group, 1966).
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Producing aides and Filmstrips, Stli.ed., (Rochester: Eastman Kodak Co., 1970):
The Seventh Here's lipw Technimies for Outstanding Pictures (Rochesteri Eastnian

Kodak Co, 1971)-./(Of speciaLintprip-gt.:, "Tcp-Quality Slide Projection.")
John Tong, "Visual Aids and Langhage Learnikg: An Experimental Study.:" Rocky

Mountain MLA, 1971: 1-6. 4.4` e *ft.
Travel Photography (New York: Time -tile Books, 1971).
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Strategies for. Visibility
mid Recruitment
for College and University
Language Departments

Kathleen G. Boykin
Slip ery Rock State College, Pennsylvania

,

, .
-

Introductory note. Slippery Rock State'Qiliege, with an enrollment of 5500 .

sfudents, ifticatbd small rural community fifty Tiles north of Pittsburgh,

s: Pennsylvania. All of t approximately_ 2,000 students in Liberal Arts must' ,

complete a one-gear requirement. Students with high school or oth-

&experience may satisfy tice requirement by placing beyond thairst year on .

the departmentil platement test. The,Department of Modern Languages and

Cultures has len full-tinuk faculty members' and offers ("Bachelor of Arts and

a Bachelor of Science in Education with a major in Spanish, French, ol Ger-
4

man. Courses in Italian and Russian are also given.
Almoln. all of the programs and actiVities described in this article have

been implemented at Slippery Rock. The description is not an attempt to die:

tatliprograms to other institutions or to solicit praise for our efforts. It only

sttevitets to stimulate departments at other institutions to reassess their own
-programs and perhaps, to determine means by which-their programs might be
expanded along less traditional lines,

c-

. is we allicrtow only too well, studerits are not storming our doors begging to be

adinitted to language programs. In many colleges, language faculty are being let.go

and programs reduced. Many langiage profeisorsfuni themselves Unemployed dur-

ing the. summer months because summer school runs on a quota or . "pay -as- you -go"

system: the more popular the cliscipline,the more courses are offered. Unfortun-

ately, too, language departments suffer4rOm a pots public image. For.varistus rea

sons, many of our potential students seem to be afraid of language coupes.
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. it is not possible to- combat these many ills with one dose of some
pinch" ding. The programs described below will aRt suddenly raise enrollment's
from the lowest depths to 'the heights of popularity. Nevertheless, many of the ac-
tivities'presented have been successful and we have evidence of their positive affect
on student enrollment in language programs. t_

Summer Activities

4
The programs below were designed with a dual purpose in. mind.. Hist, they,

provide a modicum' of employment for the foreign languaz professor during the .
summer months, and second, they serve to draw attention to the language depart-
ment and to attract potential students to the school._

r is the ideal time for offering workshops, retreats, mini- courses, or what-
.

ever instittition chooses to call them. At SRSC, these are offered with the un-
derstan tha the program will be cancelled if the break-even point ,is not
reached, or that the faculty membeywill offer the pfogram at a reduced.salary.
Within these ground rules, there are endless possitlilities for expenmentation since
the cancellation clause allows for greater flexibility. The most successful summer
workshortO date has been a series of :life-Ins'ffor high school students. SttidentS
who haie completed at least one year of language study come to ttie.cart`ipus for a
week of culture- related activities, such as cooking classes, simulated bullfights, Mexi-
can arts and crafts, Mardi Gras; tennis and soccer lessqns in French. or Spahish, etc:.
We sponsor, a Live-In each summer for each language. The emphasis is on the con-
cept ,that language isfun, that there is a lot to he.leamed about it, and that Slippery
'Rock is a nice place at which to learn. The long -range goal is, ocourse;that these
students will attend the college an& enroll m.language classes. (Two of the part
pants,from the fast year are now enrolled atcSlippery'Rock as Spanish majors,
we hope that others will follow.)

Another program.which taps the high school pool is an advanced placement pro;
gram which invites high-caliber high school juniors and seniors toattend special
summer sessions where they earn college credit. These high school students-can en-,
roll in a series of six to eight courses selected from genral college offerings. 'talon;
ment in' these courses is limited to the group mentioned.. -Our particular Program
permit's the student to enroll in Intermediate Spanish or French.courses meeting .

three hoots daily for a three-week penod.
Other workshops that have,been offered. include a Live-In for teachefs;prOvid-

gig the opportunity, for intensive language practice along with culture study and
ideas for classroom techniques; language for travelers, comblhipg the Ta6c-lankuage,,:`
necessary for travel in a given ,country or area with an overview of the culture.;,arid
cpnversation for childrena huge success, but very nerve-racking:

The latter workshop met two hours a day, twice a week, for six week*. A short-
er time period each day. for -three or four tinter a week would probably Be more ef-
festive. We have also been requested to offer this course on Saturdays or after ',

.
11,
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school during the 'year, but our contract will not.permit it. The German faculty of-

, fared a workshop on the Permsyliania -Dutch, followed by a trip, to this etenic

group's, heartland in Centel Pennsylvania. Many possibilities exisrfroffir simian --

culture or language* courses in conjunction with a follow-up visit to the area being

stud.
In- addition ta. planning his own summer programs, the language professor

' should encourage other departments to offer courses in which he,might be involved

, as a'guest lecturer or consultant. For example, languagefaculty are ideal resofirce

persona for ESL or bilingual education components of any number ofworkshopi -

sponaored.by education or communication departments. ,Ciie-of-flie more recent

arrivah on the campus summer scene is the Vacation College concept where families

come to relax -and to pursue various areas of interest. This type of\program it ideal

for involvement of language professors who can offer basic language classes for both

children and adultsve travelogues or other culture presentations, demonstrate in-..

ternational cuisine, or conduct sessions on various native arts and crafts, songs?

dances, sports, etc.
The above are just a few of the many possibilities for. short courses which can

be offered during the, summer to 'appeal to the non - traditional college student Pop:

ulation: In all.of them, the key to succes:s,is planning, publicity, and appeal.

. School-Year Activities

`The activities described f9r. the regular school- year are divided into three areas:

curricular modificationl; ,tecruitment, and departmental visibility. All pf these are

interrelated and share common goalstcrinciesse the number of students, and to

heighten, college and community awareness that the language department does in-

deed exist ea an active and vital force.
Curricular Modifications: Students today are extremely career-oriead. Lan-,

guage depart!** near'urban 'areas with large numbers of Spanish-saeaMg people

'have responded 'with career-educatiori-=courses in Spanish for nurse* policemen,

social workers, etc. In the remoter areas of th% United States, such as Slippery

Rock, specialized courses of this sort are not possible. But there is a market for

such programs as International Busindss, offered jointly by the language depirtrnent

and the economics or,btisiness department. This amounts to a double major in bus-

inbu and Spanish, French, or German.
At Slippery Rack, we have made "innovations" similar to those of many other'

colleges and universities. We have introdUced a program for modified certification

in bilingual education to attract, elementary education majors. In a course called

"Introduction to Western Languages," ,studemscare given a very brief overview of

the history' and develOpriient of European languages along with a few useful phrases

in each of five languages offered. This course is team-taught 'without p textbook.

Selected advanced literature courses have been opened, to nonMajors by choosing

reading material which is available both in the language. and in English. Language

15
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majors do all requires:hew:hag, papers, exams-, etc. in the, target and others
complete requirements in English. Special sections of beginning language been
designated for those students who haire had no contact whatsoever with the lan-
guor previously: Thelmaterial is essentially the sameNt the psychological climate
is less 'threatening for complete beginners when they are not mixed with those who
Wye had evenininimal exposure to the language. A course called "special topics",
was added to -the catalogue, permitting great flexibility. Any suitable coupe may be
taugit for,one semester without going through the curriculum aOrrovannocesses.
If that course proves to be highly popular, new course procedures can then be ini-
dated through curriculum committee channels.

Recruitment: In the area of recruitment, the language department at Slippery .

Rqck College has found a three-phase thmst to be effective: recruitment of stud
dents to the college, recruitment of presently enrolled SRSC students to language
Programs, and recruitment of community members to carry the language message.

41. Efforts to recruit students from the college population include, of course, the cur-
moclifications mentioned ,above: On occasion, the department has pub-

lished a .loopchure describing the semester's course offerings in attractive terms. An (
ad in the student newspaper has also been suggested as a mean' for attracting stu-

. dents to a particular course or program. Radio offers another medium for sending
out the message. "Fe celebrity tapes available through ,ACTFL and other profes- ,

:Waal organizations are being played by the campus radio station togetheaawistfi
Spanish; French,' etc. music. The station was only too happy to play any Music or

. message we wishedras long as it was given to them already taped.
Members of'the language department can also volunteer to speak to faculty or

special- interest groups of other college or high school departments on the career
possibilities for a student in those fields who is fluent in a.foreign linguar._ If a
department or interest group refuses- such a visit; send them a memo or, publish
propaganda in the student newspaper to let them know what they missed.'

Iti small 'colleges in small towns, the term "student" is often associated only
. with those who live on campus and attend full-time. Other possibilities tend to be

neglected. Why ,trot offer to teaciwourses off campus in areas withxn interested
, non-traditional student population'!" You might try such classes as "Beginning Ital-

ian," "French Cuisine," or "The Soviet Scene," or anything else to which the corm'
munity rnighl be receptive. -

Another interesting program can serve to attract students who feel n* have no
setime for language during the regular semester. Join with other depart on your

campus and arrange for a group flight to Europe during the Christmas vacation or
spring break. When there, split up into interest groups. 'This'yeat, forornpli,
Slippery Rock students flew to Paris. The French student remained there for "In-
tensive Paris," tile Spanish group traveled by train to Madricifor--"Iliterisive Madrid,"
and yetanother group, under the auspices of the Physical Education Department,
went by bus to Austria for a course in skiing. These trips, for one hour credlt:wer%
open to anyone and no previous language study wasrequired. We have yet to deter-
mine whether these students decided to enroll in language courses upon their return.
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. For recruiting high school students, International Culture Day has been a great

succese.--Esch fall, area high schools are invited to campus for a day filled with brief
ailtural programs-and activities, many of Which are presorted by the high school
students themselves.. Our visitors watch foreign films and cartoons, sample inter-

national foods, put on sidts,watch coo monstrations, view exhibits, learn for-

' '4ign d....etc. Such a program must planned carefully tad, carried out with

crossed fmgebi. The number of students tending must be carefully monitored to

avoid unpleasant surprises: (Our first progrcai attracted 400, the second, 3000.)
The International Culture Day has attracted the attention ofthe college administra-
tion tofrthe extent that similar events are .now being considered for other depart -

ments on campus. .

Visits to area high schools are another means of carrying your message to Pdfen-

tial students. Letters are sent to area high schools indicating the willingness of the
foreign language faculty to come to the school to present a program on some aspect

of foreign language or culture, such as ,`,`A Walking Tour ofParis," 'The Spimish
Teenager," "Our Italian Heritage," etc. These presentations may be made to assem-

blie language classes, language clubs, or parent groups. For such a visitation pro-

gnun to be 'a Success, the cooperation of the faculty and administration is essential.

Class schedules of the members visiting schools must be made somewhat flexible. A

i free day is ideal. Budget stipport is desirable, if not abiolutely necessary. (The high
school is often able to pay expenses.) A secondary', but very important benefit of
such visits is that the college proiessor finds himselfback in the high school class-

.
room where he can see first -hand how things have changed.since he graduated or last
taught there. After having stepped into the teacher's shoes for a day, professors no

longer complain as easily about tfie effet;iveness of public school teachers. ,

Departmental Visibility: Closely related to recruitment is departmental visthil:

ity. As -the language department becomes more visible, more people are aware of

the various programs being offered, and more take-advantage of them. . Everything

previously mentioned falls'intd ,the realm of departmental visibility. In adOan,

: the Department.of Modern Languages and Cultures offers many opportunitiet for
students and other members of the community to become involved with foreign lan-

guages, Each spring a Language Conference is held for high school and college facul-

ty, featuring an outside speaker frpm some area of the profession. The highlight of
the conference, howevir, is not the speaker, but the discussion group s' here-teachers

at all levels have the opportunity to share common concerns and suggestions. On oc-

casion, high school teachers demonstrate timilauea that have been successful for

them. German, Spanish, and Russian festiggire held for,two or three days each.
Students enjoy films, an interesting speaker, a dinner featiiring the food of the-Coun-

try, a native dance group which performs and teaches the dances, and beer, Wwst,

and German dings. The German festivals are especially popular because of the large

German population iir the area. ,

A World Literature Club was also organized to introduce and cultivate an aware.

news and appniciation of literatures from other nations,, More importantly,
however, the langauge department members, who lead many of the discussions, are,
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Oren the opportunity to shine before students and peers alb-as. scho who are
experts in the literatures as well is the languages of the countries. Too of co'I\
leagues hi other disciplines are unaware of Our literary expertise, assuming that our
only concerns deal with the agrepment Of adjectives.

At Slippery Rock, faculty members serve as advisers to the Interns-
lions Club, which is made u essentially of the foreign students on campus. This in-
volvement serves to identify language faculty as people:who are concerned with
foreign students as resource persons for such activities as International Culture Day,
Spanish Club program', festivals, etc. - ..

Along with every other collEge, Slippery Rock has language clubs and language
honorary societies. Aareness that these groups exist is heightened by such.' activi-
ties as international Christmas caroling around the campus, followed by a joint
poly; a Mardi Gras, open to the community; dining out in restaurants in. neighbor-
ing 'cities which feature appropriate foreign cuisines; participation in.= Honors Day
program with French poetry, flamenco dancing, etc.; and a float or bapnerli the
homecoming parade. . . vt

The Humanities and Fine Arts Forum (a series of lectures and presentations by
members of the college Hunianities and Fine &is faculty and invited speakers) is
another area for the visibility of the language faculty as contributing scholars nth-
er than as mere teachers- of that horrible foreign grammar. Long dominated by the

. English department, the annual program is now liberally sprinkled with topics such
as "Don' Quijote Was Mad, Wasn't He?" "Solzhenitsyn "and 'Women in France."

, , If your campus has no such vehicle for treatiye expression, why not start one? If
ton use local talent, it costs no money and shOuld, therefore, meet with little resis-
tance. Your organizing efforts will help to establish the language faculty as dynamic
and interested teacherkaid scholars. When the langhage department becomes an ac-
tive and vital force onthe campus and in the community, the prestige of the depart- .

meat rises, enrollment increases, and dangerbf cutbacks is lessened.

Other Publicity and Public Relations Ploys

.
A departMent ill only as visible as its faculty and students. It is important that

membentof the language faculty participate in campus-wide offices and committees;
attend the functions of other departments, such as art shows, plays, concerti, and
sports events; and' socialize with the rest of the community and faculty in gourmet

." clubs, bridge clubs, at poker partieI and to Quarterback and Faculty 'Kornai': to
dubs..

Publicity: Before and afte; each of the activities and programs described above,
there must be appropriate, widespread publicity. In many cases the school has 4,
service that will take care of this for you if provided;with the information. If-not,
the language department must- do it. If your school does not have a faculty WWI.
letter, suggest -that one be started and then fill it With news of your high school
visitation, language festivals, etc. Announce yout programs in local newspapers,
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campus newspapers, and over cooperative rago stations. Put up posters in the

supermarket thillaundromat. Give out certificates to all students participat-

ing in internatiofial Culture Day activities. Send letters to patents of students who

come to summer ,Write letters to high school guidance counselors, calling

attention to the programs available. Apprise travel agencies of the availability of

your ?language for Travelers" courses, etc'

Many of the pre' and activities Mentioned might not be practical for all

campUses. With sonic dons, however, most of the suggestions could be im-

plemented. Hopefully,. these descriptions will suggest other even more valuable,

exciting, and effective courses of action. There are many things 'that an be done.

The department that tits back and waits for the trend to reverse itself may not be

around' when it does. The time for action is now. The key to departmental vitald-

ity, student - recruitment, community involvement, and summer programs as per;
severance, dedication, and inAhort, lots of hard work.

4
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